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Minutes of General _acul ty Meeting 
Friday, January 28, 1949 
The general faculty met in the Chemistry building auditorium at 
4:00 p.m., Friday, January 28, 1949, with r. S. B.Earle presiding in the 
absence 'of President Poole. 
Following the reading by the secretary of the minutes of the preceding 
meeting, Dr. Earle recognized 1~. R. _ • 1 cGinty, who, in the absence of Deen 
Cooper, presented the list of candidates for graduation from the School of 
Agriculture, such list being appended to these minutes, and moved that the 
list be approved 
Dr. F. IIA . inard, Dean of the School of rts arid Sciences, then proposed 
byway of amendment that the list be approved after deleting the names of 
~r . L•• James and Mr. Gall~ an Stuckey. He gave as his reason for his 
proposal the fact that Mr. Jaltles had been allowed_ to substitute some other 
course for a co·urse in trigonometry on which he had made an "E" in the sum.mer 
of 1946 and that Mr . Stuckey had been allcrwed to make a substitution for a 
course in English . For this reason, he contended neither had satisfied the 
requirements for graduation under his particular curriculum. 
Following quest,ions by S. R. Rhodes, Il!r . E. L. - larke arid others, it was 
brought out that }Ir. Stuckey had been a transfer student, bringing with him~ b'°"'­
one and one-half years of English, but that he had failed a course in freshman 
English once and a course in sophomore English three times, such failures 
being due to a deficiency in English composition. _or this course in ~nglish 
the School of Agriculture had allowed him t~ substitute a course in history. 
Dr. G. H. Aull spoke in defense of the right of a school to make substitu­
tions and said that the School of Agriculture had voted unanimously to award. 
degrees to the -two men in question. He added that if the amendment should be 
adopted, he would move that all substitutions be approved by the general faculty. 
Mr. D. B. Rosenkrans asked Dean Kinard if his school had ever approved 
any substitutions, and J)ean Kinard a~nswered that approval had been given only 
when the substitutions were arranged in advance. Dean Kinard pointed out 
that a boy was graduating this serr1ester from the School of _rts and Sciences 
who had been held up by one course in French for which he was not allowed to 
make a substitution. 
Dean Earle said that in the School of ~ngineering substitutions were 
permitted only for technical electives. 
1he other deans 1nctde no statement on this point, and it was not ma.de 
clear just under what circumstances a substitution might be made for a course 
· listed as required in a particular .curriculum. 
Mr. J . C. Green asked if there was any precedent for the faculty ' s 
refusal to approve the list submitted by a dean . No one present could recall 
such a precedent. 
It became apparent t.liat more was involved than t,he approval of the 
graduation of the two candidates . It was brought out that the deans as a 
group had considered the matter and had been divided. Just what the chain 
of corrL~and is and why the deans as a group should have considered the 
recom..mendations of the individual deans before such recommendations were 
presented to the faculty was not made clear . 
Dean Brown stated that the deans agreed only on the point that they as 
a group would not recommend that the faculty recorrnnend that the two boys in 
question be graduated. 
After a reminder by Mr. Metz that under the rules of the Board of 
Trustees only assistant professors and those of higher rank were entitled to 
vote, the amendment was carried by a vote of 47 tc> 46. This decision was 
arrived at · by a voice vote, a sh~N of hands, and, to remove all possibilitf 
of error , by a written ballot . 
Dr . Aull then moved that every substitution for a required course be 
approved by the general faculty. Dr. Brown then moved that Dr . ull's motion 
be tabled . This motion to table was carried. 
The Chairman then recognized Dean F • . M. Kinard, Vice-Dean J . H. Sams, 
and Dean Hunter, who presented the lists of candidates from their respective 
schools and who asked for and received approval of their lists . 
Dean Brown presented the list from his school ancl moved that the list 
be approved after delet:ng the name of Mr . J . A. Edens, who had failed on one 
subject. 
Dean "I ashington then presented his list, which was approved . 
Dr . G. H. Collings then moved that in consideration of the closeness of 
the decision, 47 to 46, in the case of Mr. J~nes and Mr. Stuckey, and in 
consideration of the issues involved, the matter should be referred to ?resident 
Poole for decision since it was probable that he would have had to break a 
tie vote if he had been present. 
IVlr . J . C. Greer1, who had not voted before , said that he was v1illing to 
support Dr. Collings' ~otion. ~r. Green suggested that the deans might like 
to reconsider the matter . He had corne to understar1d, he said, by experience 
and by being so instructed, that the deans run the sch.ool under the supervision 
and subject to the authority of the President. It was his philosophy, he 
continued, that the school is oper·ated for the benefit of the students and 
he ·did not think that the two · studer1ts should be made the victims of the 
interplay of interests and loyalties , the conflicts of groups , and the 
imperfections of a jurisdictional system which had made such a situ tion 
possible. or this reason he supported the idea of returning the matter 
to the· resident and his council, such council being composed of the deans 
and directors . 
'.Ihe registrar:, 1vr • .Li etz., then called ttention to the fact that if 
the deans and directors run the school, the registrar and the various 
committees, including the curriculum committee, have no authority at allo 
It was then sug ested that it was too late to refer the matter to the 
resident and that it would be inconsiderate to embarrass him with it at 
such a late hour . 
Many seemed to be of the opinion that steps should be taken to prevent 
recur·rence of a simila4r situation and tl1at tr1e powers of the various 
schools , of the deans individually, of the deans and directors collectively, 
and of tr1e genera.l faculty should be clarif:Led. 
1ur. JI . E. Bradley, speaking as. one who had voted with the majority, then 
moved that the matter, i . e . the approval for graduation of rr . James and 
Mr. Stuckey, be reconsidered; Dr . ~ollings then withdrew his motion, a nd 
1v.r. Bradley's motion to reconsid.er passed by a voice vote . 
Mr . iJc inty then moved that tr)e names of l\D:r . James and Jr . tuckey be 
restored to the list and that the list be approved in its original form . 
There were some 1¥ho spoke i n opposition, including i1r . ,., . H. 11acintosh, 
ssociate -rofessor· of inglish, who identified. hirnself as the te.acher vrho 
had given an "F' on a required course to one of the candidatJes a,nd vrho said 
tl1:1t he thought that he ras the one who should be listened to . r here were 
other expressions of.. unhapi)i11ess over tr1e situation, but 1~Ir . 1v. cGinty's 
ot,ion -vira.. s carried_ by a vote of 55 to 37 . 
Dr. ollings then moved that the meeting be adjourned . After an 
atternpt to prolong the meeting, evidently with the hope OT fighting over 
the sarne ·ground again, a vote was called for on the rnotion to adjourn, and 
the motion carried by a vote of 50 to JS. 
'I'he meeting was then adjourned at 5:30 p .m. 
RJespectfully subn1itted, 
•... 
Candidates for Degrees 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Agriculture-Agricultural Economics Major 
John Frederick Alexander, Sr.__Anderson James Duffie Duncan, Jr. ---------- Loris 
Charles Pruette Blankenship, Jr. John Robert Shillinglaw -------- Sharon 
-------------------------- Fort Mill Kenneth Edwin Stuck ---------- Pomaria 
Agriculture-Agronomy Major 
Gilbert Anthony Allen, Jr. Lewis Wesley James _________ Anderson 
------------------- Franklin, Tenn. *Walter Henry Jenkins ----------- Kline 
Richard Lucas Baird -------- Darlington *Steve Lund .------------- Exeland, Wis. 
Eudell Max Caldwell ______ Spartanburg Joseph Frederick Mason ____ Westminster 
William Luther Haltiwanger Julian Guess Reames ------- Bishopville 
-------------------- Little Mountain Luther Bryant Shelley ---------- Mullins 
John Percy Jackson ------------- Sumter Marion Wilmouth Sullivan _____ Laurens 
Smith Worley, Jr. -------------- Windsor 
Agriculture-Animal Husbandry Major 
William DuPree Atkinson _______ Mullins Soloman Legare Hay, Jr. ___ Johns Island 
Mavis Eaddy Cagle ---------- Andrews Norman Wheeler Patterson _____ Saluda 
*Johnston Lee Crapse ------------ Estill Horace C. Pepper --------------- Easley 
John Grier Dinkins, Jr. -------- Manning Nathan Ray Sites ---------- White Rock 
Ira Madison Estridge ________ Lancaster James Allen Smith ------------ Mullins 
Laurens Wilson Floyd -------- Manning Gallman Stuckey ------ ----- Bishopville 
William Wylie Gaston, III ____ Richburg Wilson Carlisle White, Jr. ------ Chester 
James Whitfield Gilliam, Jr. __ Abbeville John Frederick Wise ________ McCormick 
James Everett Yonce, Jr. ------ Johnston 
1 
Agriculture-Dairy Major 
James Everett Pettigrew ------------ Iva Walter Allen Smithwick -------- Chester 
Agriculture-Horticulture Major 
George Evans Huiet, Jr. ________ Trenton James Suddath Paget, Jr. -------- Greer 
James Fay Lyles ------------ Winnsboro *John Henderson Rodgers ____ Charleston 
David Clyde Settle -------------- Inman 
Agricultural Engineering 
Grover Watson Brown, Jr.__Hickory Grove Joseph Wynans McCown ________ Dalzell 
Paul Matthew Garvin, Jr. ___ Greenwood Charles Mann McMillan, Jr. _____ Mullins 
Joseph Mason Gaston ---------- Duncan Warren Drummond Pearson ___ Woodruff 
Robert Edward Hanvey _____ McCormick Charles Edward Severance __ Darlington 
Mark Hafner Kirkpatrick, Jr. ------- Clio Hugh Monroe White ---- Charlotte, N. C. 
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Arts and Sciences 
. . 
*David Houser Banks, Jr. __ St. Matthews Jones Thomas Hunter, Jr. -------- Marion 
Theo Everett Boliver _....;________ Columbia Steve Andrew Ivey___ Downers Grove, Ill. 
James Marion Brown ____ Mountain Rest John Wesley Langford, Jr. --- Ridgeland 
Joe Alexander Dalton ----------- Seneca Walter Marion Patrick, Jr. ------- Ruffin 
Raymond Evans Davenport, Jr. Wendell Hugh Thomas ------ Greenville 
----------------------- Williamston *William Andrew Wood ---- Greenwood 
J~mes .Morrow Jiemmin.ger, Jr.__Willington 
General Science 
Alfred Cary Cox ---------- Dawson, Ga. 
Industrial Physics 
*Leon Haynsworth Robinson, Jr. __ Greenville 
Pre-Medicine 
lu1nes Earle Barnett ----------- Marietta Julius Ray Ivester ------------ Walhalla 
Leo Edwin Kirven, Jr. -------- Pinewood 
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Chemistry 
Hampton Massey Smith ------- Rock Hill 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Architectural Engineering 
Baxter Lindsey Crawford ------- Chester Robert Avery Kilgo ____________ Laurens 
Thomas Dudley Stewart _____ Greenville 
Architecture 
John Nicoll Cooper__Washingtonville, N.Y. 
Robert Elijah Farmer .,..--------- Anderson 
Powell Brooke Harrison, Jr.__St. Matthews 
John Walter Inabinet, Jr. ------ Bowman 
Kenneth Bruno Koehler __ Louisville, Ky. 
Joseph Alison Lee ---------- Greenwood 
James Monroe Meares ---------- Nichols 
Robert Walter Nicholson ___ Orangeburg 
John William Thompson _______ Williston 
BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING DEGREE 
*John Harold Adams -------- Greenville 
Albert Clay Bruce -------------- Seneca 
Victor Baber Caldwell ______ Blacksburg 
Richard Dula Campbell ___ Spartanburg 
Dumond Foster Chalker 
--------------- South Orange, N. J. 
Albert Jackson Coleman, Jr. _____ Saluda 
*Stratton Aleck Demosthenes __ Beaufort 
Daniel Harley Gaulden, Jr. ___ Rock Hill 
Dallis Clifford Jones, Jr. ------- Barnwell 
Tom Arnall Martin --------- Griffin, Ga. 
Ernest William Merck ---------- Central 
James Donald Rivers ------- Chesterfield 
John Adams Rollison, Jr. __Waycross, Ga. 
Henry Denning Salter, Jr. ____ Walterboro 
Earle Pitman Seay ______ Moncks Corner 
Lawrence Donald Sherer, Jr. __Greenville 
Alan Matthew Tewkesbury, III __ Aiken 
James Kenneth Timmons ______ Piedmont 
BACHiLOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEGREE 
**Walter Lee Ball -------------- Laurens 
Easley Bruce Barton -------- Winnsboro 
John Arthur Cappeller, Jr. __ Chicago, Ill. 
*Fred John Cappelmann, Jr. --- Beaufort 
Arthur James Carraway __ Timmonsville 
*Virgil Waddell Cauthen ____ Greenville 
Wp.yne Henry Chapman ------ Piedmont 
Virgil Gentry · Do:vis ---------- Greenville 
Sidney Bryan Geddings, Jr. ___Wedgefield 
*Christopher Columbus Hindman, III 
------------------------- Greenville 
James Edwin Hunter, III ______ Columbia 
John Marvin Hutchings, Jr. 
-------------------- Norwood, Ohio 
Joseph Alvin Mahaffey _______ Lancaster 
*Benjamin Rudolph Neely, Jr. __ Rock Hill 
Jack Ezell Ouzts --------------- Callison 
Bryan Jaudort Perry, Jr. ______ Ridgeland 
Roy Markus Rochester ------- Walhalla 
William Frank Rochester ----- Walhalla 
Edmund Phillip Simpson _____ Greenville' 
Hugh Charles Smith ____ Oakland, Calif. 
Geo:rge Cullen Wright -------- Anderson 
BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEGREE 
Carl Edward Buck, Jr. _______ Greenville Rufus Michael Monts, III 
James William Cooper _____ Spartanburg 
------------------ Sandersville, Ga. 
• Clyde Duncan Cox ----------- Walhalla Richard Esten Norwood _____ Greenwood 
*Archie Shaw Dargan, Jr. ___ Darlington Marion Venson Poole ______ Ware Shoals 
Stephen Paxson Darlington, III William McGinn Porter, Jr. 
----------------------- Mt. Pleasant ------------------ Charlotte, N. C. 
Harry Love Dunlap, Jr. _______ Rock Hill William Fishburne Ravenel, Jr. 
Douglas Carson Edwards __ Fountain Inn 
-------------------- Sanford, Fla. 
Mark Day Harris, Jr. ____ La Grange, Ga. Ryan Bruce Salley ---------- Orangeburg 
Harlan Harold Herber __ Bethlehem, Pa. Daniel ·Sosa, Jr. --------- San Juan, P. R. 
Wesley Glenn Holcombe _____ Greenville Walton Murph Stephens, Jr. __ Abbeville 
Charles Hardy Ingram _______ Hartsville Joseph Augustus Tolbert, Jr. __ Greenville 
Albert Broadus Kitchen, Jr. __Augusta, Ga. William Franklin Wannamaker 
Elias Sam Latto _____________ Charleston 
------------------------- Columbia 
Thomas Jennings Long __________ McColl William Earl West ---------- Greenville 
Joseph Robert Mackay ______ Orangeburg 
SCHOOL OF TEXTILES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Textile Chemistry 
*James Leslie Heaton -------- Anderson George Marks Moisson, Jr. ___ Greenville 
Joe Ernst Spearman __Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Textile Engineering 
George Herman Ashley ___ Ware Shoals Leo Fisher ----------------------- Belton 
Carroll Smith Barnwell ______ Macon, Ga. Robert Franklin Hawthorne ___ Due West 
Leonard Furr Dixon _________ Greenville Harold Richard Hoke ____ Newton, N. C. 
Joseph Allan Edens, Jr. ____ Summerton 
Textile Manufacturing 
William Earl Ashley ___________ Donalds William Perry Gill, Jr. -------- Rock Hill 
John B. Black ______________ Honea Path Robert Heyward Hammett ____ Newberry 
Frederick Townsel Coker, Jr. __Columbia Frank William Ix, III __ Charlottesville, Va. 
Ernest Lewis Davis -------------- Pelzer James Ralph Johnson ------- Greenville 
Winfred Page Enloe, Jr. __ Roanoke, Ala. Furman McCravy League _______ Easley 
Steven Epps ------------------ Fort Mill Charles Robison, Jr. -------- Enka, N. C. 
George Richard Erkes ________ Rock Hill Eddie Watson Seigler, Jr. ___ Greenwood 
Lucius Eubanks, Jr. -----~-- Graniteville Richard C. Self, Jr. ---------- Greenville 
Hugh Bradley Foster ______ Spartanburg Harris Eugene Thompson ___ Honea Path 
*Winford Huiell Frick -------- Newberry Archie Thomas Wilbanks ------ Laurens 
SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Vocational Agricultural Education 
Purvis Hobson Bedenbaugh, Jr.__Leesville James Robert Miller ------- Erwin, Tenn. 
Carroll Newsom Gulledge __ Mt. Croghan Harold Radcliffe Pate ---------- Cassatt 
Claude Ervin Langston --~- Timmonsville John Wallace Pettigrew ------ Edgefield 
Luther ·Legree Lewis _________ Leesville Leonard Darrell Reynolds __ Timmonsville 
Robert Harold Mason _____ Pacolet Mills Wendell Reed Sease ____ Titusville, Fla. 
Ted Caston Melton, Jr. ----- Chesterfield Ivy Smith, Jr. ------------------ Pickens 
Industrial Education 
Paul Daniel Hull ---------- Westminster Lewis Vernell Morgan __ Albemarle, N. C. 
Victor Garnett McDaniel -- Bennettsville Paul Tewkesbury ---------------- Aiken 
* With honor 
** With high honor 
of General Faculty .Meeting 
Friday June 3, 1949 
• 
The general faculty of Clemson College met in the college chapel at 4 p.m. 
Friday June 3, with President Poole presiding. 
Before calling the meeting to order, the President asked the faculty to 
walk around the building and re-enter so that pictures might be taken. 
Upon their re-assembling he proceeded to the business at hand. 
Following the secretary• s reading of the minutes of the previous meeting, 
the President asked if the faculty desired that the committee reports for the year 
be read. Upon motion of Dr. Hunter, seconded by Dr. Taylor, it was voted to 
dispense with the reading of the reports with the idea of having them distributed 
later in mineographed form. 
Dr. D. C. Sheldon, of the committee on scholarship arxl honors, 
announced that Edwin If. Rhyne, who graduated in August 1948 with a grade point 
ratio of 8.18, had been selected as tm winner of the Norris Medal for the school 
year which included the August 1948, February 1949, and June 1949 graduating classes. 
Faculty approval was voted. 
The President then recognized Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean of the School of Agriculture, 
who recommended that the candidates from his school, as listed on the appended 
sheets, be awarded their degrees. 
Dr. F. B. Schinner, Professor in tl:e School of Chemistry, then moved that 
the names of Mr. C. L. Brown, Mr. W. H. Graham, and Mr. Frank Seddon be deleted 
from the list. It was agreed to accept the list except for the three 1vhose cases 
were disputed, decision in their cases to be postponed until later in the meeting. 
Dean S. B. Earle then recommended that the candidates from his school, as 
shown by· the appe11ded list and amended by the list of deletions, be awarded their 
degrees. His recommendation was accepted. 
Dean Hwlter, of the School of Chemistry, moved that his list, with the deletions 
as shown on the appended sheet, be accepted. His request was granted. 
Dean Bro'Wll, of the School of Textiles, moved that his list, vd.th tl:e 
deletions as shown on the appended sheet, be accepted. Mr. J.C. Cook, of the 
School of Engineering, moved that two names be deleted; i.e. those of Mr. Paul B. 
Skinner and Mr. L. O. Todd. The list was accepted as recommended, except for 
the cases of Mr. Skinner and Mr. Todd, decision on which was postponed. 
Dean Washington, of the School of Education, reconnnended his list, which was 
accepted except for the case of one candidate whose status was already in dispute. 
Dean Kinard, of the School of Arts and Sciences, asl{ed for and received approval 
of his list with the corrections as shown on the appended list of revisions. 
Debate then began on the disputed cases. 
It was brought out that some of the candidates had a number of hours of 
credit in excess of the required number and thl. t their deans had approved 
substitutions. 
In opposition to awarding the degrees to the candidates whooe right to tl:e 
degree was being challenged, Dr. Schirmer made the point that the candidates whom 
he was opposing had failed tvrice on a chemistry course which they did not re­
schedule this semester. Dean Hunter pointed out that it was a difficult co1rse 
which more than 25% failed regularly. Dr. Sheldon pointed out that the ccurses 
which had been failed in the disputed cases were on th3 sophomore level in the main. 
In support of the recommendation of tl'e deans, Dr. G. H. Aull asked what the 
current rules are. 
The registrar, Mr. G. E. Metz, called attention to the new rules which were 
made public on May 28, 1949, and said that the reconnnendation of tl:e dean of a 
-student's major course had usually been approved and that this rule had been in 
effect for the last three years. 
Dr. A11ll then moved that the old rule be followed. 
Dr. Earle seconded the motion. 
Mr. J. c. Green, reading from tl:e minutes,repeated what he had saj.d under 
similar circumstances in February- to the effect that according to his philosophy 
the college is operated for the benefit of the students an::i that he did not1bink 
that the individual student should be made the victim of the interplay of interests 
and loyalties, the conflict of groups, and the imperfections of an administrative 
system which had made such a situation possible. 
Dean Cooper, speaking in defense of his recommendations, said that he agreed 
with this principle; that the students had taken the course in chemistty twice; 
that their best interests and the best interests of the state could best be 
served by the action which he had recommended. 
Dr. Aull called attention to some of· the substitutions which had been 
approved and had gone un-challenged -- including a course in Bible for Textile 101. 
Dr. Taylor called attention to the fact that the list of substitutions as 
shown on the thirty-page list distributed by the registrar seemed to indicate 
that there were substitutions approved in tl:e cases of 488 boys from a class of 
less than 500. 
Dean Kinard called attention to the fact that the thirty-page report listed 
all candidates for graduation and that there were cases in which no substitutions 
had been allowed. 
Dean Brown added that th3 list showed evaluation of credits in tm case of 
transfer students and that some entering students with actual experience in mill 
work had been excused from taking elementary, introductory courses. 
Dr. Taylor said that he still thought that there had been too many 
substitutions. 
Dean Brown then stated that tl-E fight was not on the students but on the 
administrations of the schools concerned. He added th:lt he thought that the 
deans had been remiss in delaying until May 2 8 to make announcement of an 
agreement on a plan of procedure to be applied retroactively. • 
Mr. Gaston Gage said, in effect, that the student's faith in the class 
adviser system and the whole adninistrative sys tern of too college would be destroyed 
if he were led to believe that his course was approved and that he was eligible 
for graduation to the eve of oonnnencement dczy- and then be told that he could 
not graduate. Mr. Metz, Dr. Earle, and others _poke in support of this point 
of view. 
The maneuvering throughout was complicated and difficult to record. Every-
one had an opportunity to express his views; finally the President asked if 
anyone else would like to make some "caustic0 remarks. 
On tl:e vote on a substitute motion for the amendment to delete, the vote was 
47 for and 49 against, with the secretary not voting on this ballot and at least 
one thought to be _voting vhose right a teller thought could be challenged. 
The amendment to make deletions was then adopted by a vote of 53 to 47. 
At the conclusion of t he debate a substitute motion for the original amended 
motion -- t hat is a motion to accept the lists as recommended by the 'various 
deans, was carried by a vote of 80 to 19. 
Dr. Poole at t his point called for a shor t recess , during which h · t roduced 
a f ormer connnandant and the recipient of an honora.r.r degree from Clemson fe 
years ago, Major General J. 
The President then presented too names of the candidates far graduate 
degrees: 
• L. M. Bauknight, Jr. M. - s. in Agricultural Economics 
Mr. Bruce D. Cloaninger, M. S. in Agronomy 
Mr. Clarence R. Jones, Jr., Master. of Mechanical Engineering 
The faculty recommended that tlE degrees be awarded. 
Dean Brown then said tha. t he wruld like to add tre names of Mr. Bonds and 
}Jr. Edens to his original list as their cases wel'-e similar to those which bad 
been debated. On a voice vote it was decided to award them the:ir degrees. 
President Poole expressed the hope that some gcod would come from the 
discussion and debate of the day and said that even Harvard had found it necessary 
to make a study of its curriculum and lay emphasis on basic courses. 
Mr. Metz announced that tickets for the concert series for next year were 
available and made necessary announcements for faculty p:1.rticipation in graduation 
•exercises. 
After the usual amenities an best wishes, expressed informally, the President 
declared the meeting adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
J.C. Green, ecretary 
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ORDER OF SERVICE 
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... 1 - -~· ., ~· .... ·. ..... ;1."I •·~ ~~··· ·'"" ~ 11.,, • • • • · ~ 
DOXOLOGY BY CONGREGATION 
PRAY.ER 
The Reverend S. J. L. Crouch 
. ... 
:SCRIPTURE·.LESSON 
I t ~' • 
·,. 
I VOC~L SOLO 
. .. . 
.R9bert T. Thomas, Baritone 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SERM.ON~··· .· 
The Reverend Warner L. Hall 
Pastor, Covenant Presbyterian Church 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
HYMN BY CONGREGATION 
~Holy, Holy, l{o.ly, Lord·God A.lmighty · - ··'.· 
. . .. 
BENEDICTION 
The Reverend Emmet Gribbin 
I : 
POSTLUDE . . ~· J 
' I t ,. ,1 . ·... 
(Conqregotion will please remain seated while seniors rnarch out) · 
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-Graduating EXercises 
. . ....
stiN.bAV:,J·uNE..5~ -1-949 
6:.00 p~rn. ~ Ot1tdoor Th~ater . 
(In ca se of I:·a in the-exercises will be held in .th~ College Fi~ld House; 
•r,, • 
} . ' 
'\, -
.· OllDER:OF 
. 
·EXERCISES .. · 
. 
.. , 
(Aud ience wil1 please stand as se'niors march in) 
INVOCATION' · 
The Reverend Harold Cole 
SELECTION BY THE CLEMSON COLLEGE CONCERT BAND · 
·Hugh H. ·McGarity, ·Dire.ctor 
GREETINGS- .· 
The Honorable J ... strom Thurmond 
Governor of the State of South Carolina 
AUTHORIZATION-BY BOARD·OF .-,TRUSTEES -
The Ho11orable Christie Benet, Chairman 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ·-AND DELIVERY OF DIPLOMAS 
President R. 'F. Poole 
SONG BY AUDIENCE 
"Alma Mater" 
.
. BENEDICTION 
., The Reverend E . Wannamaker ·Hardin 
"TAPS'~ 
{Audjence will plf:'ase ren1a.i.n seated vthile gr<fJduate·s n :~arch ou t) 
. . 
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Candidates for Bachelors' Degrees 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 
BACHELOll OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Agriculture-Agricultural Economics Major 
William Hewitt Cox --------------- Latta Thomas Eugene Lytle --------- Anderson. 
Clyas Lee Crenshaw ---------- Pendleton Frank Seddon ------------- Boston, Mass.. 
. Agriculture-Agronomy Major 
Luther Perdee Anderson --------- Nichols Homer Robuck Montgomery ____ Woodruff 
Joseph Ashley, Jr. ----------c---- Ellenton James Hargrove Montgomery, Jr. ____Gable 
Harry Jetton Cherry _____ Charlotte, N. C. Robert Russell Montgomery, Jr. __ Woodruff 
George Pringle Copeland ________ Clinton Dewey Elbert Sims ---------- Lynchburg 
Fielding Lewis Foreman ________ Ellenton Lewis Bernard Smith ------------ Mullins 
Wallace Otto Hardee ________ Greelyville Harvey Wilson Tiller, Jr. _____ Mayesville 
John Thomas Johnson, Jr. ____ Lynchburg Joe Luke White -------------- McCormick 
John Wilson Laney, Jr. ______ Bennettsville J. Frank Williams _______ .---- Dacusville 
Alexander Meldeau Lofton__McClellanville 
Agri~u~ture-Animal Husbandry Major 
William Lewis Brown -------------- York Daniel Bruce Plyler _______ Monroe, N. C. 
Harris Bradford Craig ___________ Liberty Joseph Leslie Powell ---------- Hartsville 
Harry Falls, Jr. ________ Asheville, N. C. George William Routon, Jr. ____ Johnston 
Charles Edwin Freeman _________ Liberty Welton Lanier Shealy ------------ Gilbert 
William Clark Grant __________ Andre.ws . · William Harold Starnes ---------- Salley 
*John Morgan Gulledge ________ Callison Osborne Laval Wallace __________ Dillon 
Larry Maynard Haigler ________ Cameron 
Agriculture-Dairy Major 
*Ernest Lee ·Corley, Jr~ __________ Saluda **William McKay Hendersonville, N. C.. 
Graham Edward Hawkins, Jr. __Greenwood Carroll Spivey Rowell _________ Andrews 
Ernest Wilton Lee ------------- Landrum Henry Harrison Whitaker ________ Clinton 
Sam Evans McGregor ________ Lykesland 
Agriculture-Entomology Major 
Julian Eugene Keil ---------- Naval Base 
Agriculture-Horticulture Major 
Jcmes Henry Aichele ________ Charleston Glenn Fred Elmore --------------- Greer 
James Cox Bishop ------------ Frogmore Ai::thur Herbert Lachicotte, Jr. 
Carroll Livingston Brown ______ Anderson _____________________Pawleys Island 
Jack McKenzie Clegg ________ Ridgeland Henry Arnold Smith __________ Greenville 
James Henry Crawford, Sr. _____ Clemson 
Agriculture-Poultry Major 
John Raymond West _____ .:._ __ Spartanburg 
Agricultural Engineering 
Clyde Robert Allen ---------------- Latta Herman Pinkney Lynn __________ Clemson 
Ralph Bell, Jr. --·-------------- Hartsv.ille Bennie Mays Mayson, Jr. ______ Clemson 
Henry Neyle Black _____ ---------- Ruffin William Manly Norris ____________ Vance 
James Porter Bull ---------------- Santee John Chapman Pinckney ___ Pritchardville 
Frank Lockwood FitzSimons, Jr. Billy Gordon Rogers __________ Lake View 
______________ Hendersonville, N. C. Simon Tyler Russell __________ Jamestown 
Philip Emanuel Gervais _.___ Johns Island Robert Wilson Sanders ------------ Kline 
\N"inston Yuvawn Godwin ____ Summerton Ray Virgene Segars, Jr. ________ Oswe-go 
Joseph Milton Hammett _________ Gaffney * * Absalom West Snell ----------- Elloree 
John Farris Hicks ------------------ York Thornwell Forrest Sowell, Jr. __Chesterfield J 
David Mattison Jameson ____ Honea Path Robert Callaham Uldrick ________ Donalds 
Silas Johnstone Klettner, Jr. ____ Hartsville 
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Arts and Sciences 
George Thomas Barnes __ Savannah, Ga. Dickson Lewis Craig --------- Greenville 
Newton Craig Brackett, Jr. ------ Pickens John William Crisanti __ Manasquan, N. L. 
Marshall Bright, Jr. -------------- Lyman **George Cochran Fant, Jr. ---- Anderson 
Huddleston York Burdette ---- Charleston John Perry Garrett, Jr. -------- Greenville 
Joe Dean Gault ___...,__________ Blacksburg 
Talmadge De Witt Gault, Jr. ____ Gaffney 
James Ted Gregory -------------- Union 
James Gay Hickerson __Greensboro, N. C. 
William Bernard Humphries ____ Gaffney 
Giles Floyd Lewis, Jr. ______ Orlando, Fla. 
Thomas Brogdon Love -~---------- Alcolu 
Matthew Daniel Lyon, Jr. ______ Johnston 
William Lewis McDowell, Jr. ____ Chester 
David Delmus McRae, Jr. _______ Florence 
Robert Alexander :tvlartin _______ Fort Mill 
*Franklin Gasque Mason ________ Mullins 
Richard Thompson Mattison _·.:... _____ Aiken·· 
William Henry Moore ____ Sandy Springs 
·Julian . Ha·maden Morgan, Jr. 
---------------------- Spencer, N. C. 
*Earle Elias Morris, Jr. --------- Pickens 
Philip Hunter Prince ________ Erwin, Tenn. 
Carl Samuel Pulkinen ------- Charleston 
James William Ragsdale ---------- Blairs 
William Wyman Richbourg ------- Union 
*Walter Bair Salley -------- Orangeburg 
James Joseph Simpson --------- Anderson 
Myron Alexander Smithwick ____ Chester 
William Riley Swearingen __ Greenwood 
William Carver Talbert, Jr. ____ Columbia 
Henry Tecklenburg, Jr. _______ Charleston 
Robert Olin Watson -.------------- BlaI?-eY 
Robert Franklin Wiggins ________ Mullins 
General Science 
Donn Bryson Euwer ---------- Greenville 
Industrial Physics 
Lawrence Gignilliat Adams ______ Se:neca Tom1ny French McCraw ________ Gaffney 
David Isaac Buchman __ New York, N. Y. George Frank Norris, Jr. ________ Duncan 
Harry Sanborn Corey, III __Asheville, N. C. 
Pre-Medicine 
Raymond Edward Ackerman 
--------------------- Moncks Corner 
Daniel Carlyle Baxley _________ Kershaw 
"*Joseph Norman Berry __ Dunwoody, Ga. 
William Randolph Chapman _____ Inman 
*William Forney Dukes ______ Branchville 
Julius Richard Earle __________ Walhalla 
David Augustus Foster ______ Greenwood 
Philip William Gilroy ________ Greenville 
David Lawrence Goldsmith ___ Greenville 
William Jefferies Goudelock, Jr. 
---------------------~---- Cateechee 
Allen Parrott Jeter ------------- Rock Hill 
James Monroe Parker ________ Charleston 
Samuel Lee Perry, Jr. __________ Clemson 
Mar.vin Chapple Rash · __________ Lockhart 
Allmand McKoy Rose, Jr. ________ Marion 
Daggett Orman Royals --------- Conway 
*Claude Christopher Sartor __ Sharon, Pa. 
Wilham·· Brien Ward, Jr. ______ Rock Hill 
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Edward Wallace Black 
--------... 
*Crayton McCants Crawford __ 
Charles Archer Dodson ______ 
Thomas Whitfield Dunaway, Jr. 
Chemistry 
Barnwell 
Greenville 
Greenville 
-------------------- Thomaston, Ga. 
Burton Henry Gerritsen __ Paterson, N. J. 
John Owen Lewis, Jr. ____________ Marion 
John Lester Ridgeway __________ Laurens 
Marion Boulware Sample ____ Greenwood 
David Ray Spiner __________ Tampa, Fla. 
Charles Neal Still __________ Greenwood 
William Byrd Tarver _____ Savannah, Ga. 
Ralph French Whall ____ San Juan, P. R. 
George Treacy Womack ________ Cheraw 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Architectural Enginee.ring 
James Allen Hunnicutt, Jr. ____ Greenville *Clyde King Warner, Jr. Louisville, Ky. 
Willie Earl Massey, Jr. ------- Greenville *Avery Wayman Wood, Jr. ____ Greenville 
Architecture 
Eldred Mattatha Brunson, Jr. ---..---- Estill 
• *Phelps Herbert Bultman ------~- Sumter 
John Richard Coney ---------- Columbia 
James Elijah Cothran, Jr. -------- Inman 
William McDow Cureton ---------- Union 
Albert Reese Fant ------------ .Anderson 
Charles William Fant, Jr. ------ Anderson 
Rupert Badger Gasque, Jr. ------ Marion 
James Richard Gray ---------- Anderson 
Frank Dantzler Hemphill ------ Columbia 
Harold Brannon Leonard ------ Columbia 
Vernon Edward Lewis ------ Spartanburg 
Aaron Adger Rice ------------ Anderson 
Thomas Carlisle Rickenbake•r 
-----------------...,---- St. Matthe\.vs 
Harold Joseph Riddle ----------- Laurens 
Milton Hardee Richard Sadler __ Rock Hill 
Bond Robert Sedberry, Jr. ______ Hartsville 
Jacques Roland Shepard 
------------------ Washington, D .. C. 
John Knox Stacy .-------- Savannah, .Ga. 
Robert Tegid Thomas, Jr. 
------------------ Glen Ridge, N. J. 
Joseph Peter Wilk 
------------ East Port Chester, Conn. 
--
· ·.BACHELOR OF CljEMIC.AL E.NGINEERING. DEGREE 
John Julian· Banks ___ :_____ . Augu~ta, Ga.. 
Earle Pbrdee Bisher ----~--~· Kirig~ton, Pa. 
Dewltt 0 . . Blanchett ---- -----~ . Greenville 
Mack Monroe Earnhardt 
------------------ Kannapolis, N. C. . 
William Innis F~x --~--------- Anderson 
Clyde . Maxwell Guest, Jr.. ____ Greenville 
Walter Clyde Herron, Jr. ------. Anderson 
*David Rene Parish --------------- Dillon 
Edgar Hen_ry Pittman, Jr. ____ Bishopville 
Paul Jackson Province --
-- - ---- ---=------ Chattanooga, Tenn~ 
Russell Biake Waddell, Jr... 
-------------------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Ralph French Whall ____ San Juan, P. R, 
*William Henry Wingate, Jr. 
----------------- Fairhaven, Ma.ss. 
BACHELOR OF -CIVIL ENGINEERING DEGREE 
John Paschal Ashmore, Jr. ____ Greenville 
Edward ·Robert Banks ---- Savannah,' Ga. 
William Frank Bolt ----------- Anderson .· 
John Clayton Boyles ______ Savannah, Ga. 
John Calhoun Caldwell, Jr. 
-------------------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Robert Morris Clayton ---------- Pickens 
Thomas Ashley Cockfield ..______ Scranton 
Jessie Thomas Cox ·---------- Greenwood 
Leslie Ray Davis -----~---- Chicago, Ill. 
Dick Ware Denton, Jr. _____ Decatur, Ga. 
Wallace Parrott DesChamps __ Bishopville 
William N. DeVore ---------- Ninety Six 
*Wilton Eskridge --------------- Cheraw 
Joseph Andrew Farmer, Jr. _.:_ __ Anderson 
Phil Reese Floyd -----...,------- Greenville 
Edwin .Armistead freeman ----- .Clemson 
Charles Vernon Godwin .._ _______...., Sumter 
Jesse Stribling Goodman, ··.Jr. --- Clemson 
Robert Bunting Hand ---------- Florence 
Ernest .Alexander Hanvey ____ McCormick 
Francis Gerald Harper -------- Anderson 
John Manning Harper, Jr. ____ Greenville 
Eugene Gordon Hay --------- Charleston 
Arthur Boyd Johnson, Jr. ____ Spartanburg 
Roger Gentry Kivett ---------- Greenville 
Lester Phillips Landgraf · 
----------------- Panama City, Fla. 
Roy Franklin Lanford ______ Spartanburg 
Gordon Stuart Leslie ________ Newberry 
. Jack Siceloff Liles -------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Billy Jones McCoy ------------ Greenville 
James Palmer Mallard, Jr. ________ Sumter 
Lee Charles Page ------- Asheville, N. C. 
Harry Middleton Parker ---------- Sumter 
David ··Charles Perrell 
-------------- Winston-Salem, N. C~ 
James Talmadge Price ------------- Starr 
Robert Joseph Rauch ---------- Rock Hill 
Bennie Fladger Richbourg, Jr. 
_______________ .:.. _________ Summerton 
Joseph Miles Robinson, Jr. ______ Rembert 
Jack Alfred Sandel ---------- Greenville 
Augustus Waite Shoolbred, Jr. __Columbia 
David Norris .Simpson ....________ Anderson 
Lewis Marcum Townsend 
---------------- Pisgah Forest, N. C.. 
C·arl Oliver Ulmer --------------- Elloree 
William Andrew Ward _____ :... Darlington 
Charles Webb ----------------- Beaufort 
William Frazier Wilson 
------------------ Greensboro, N. C.. 
Marion Madison Wood ----------- Greer 
Robert Harper Yeargin ------ Gray Court 
John Tatum . Zeigler, Jr. _____ Orangeburg 
BACHELOR·OF-ELECTRICAL ENGJ.NEERING DEGREE 
James Kyle Addison -------- Cottageville 
Clyde Elliott Bagwell ______ Spartanburg 
Billy Dan Bailey ---------- Heath Springs 
O~c;:ar Heyward Bellamy-~ Jr. ~ ...-- Florence 
John Ce·cn Berly, Jr. ------------ Pomaria 
*John Broadus Berry, Jr. __Dunwoody, Ga. 
Bryce Carlyle Bishop - - ----- Greenwood 
William Gordon B6die _________ Wagener 
Ernest Louis Bonnoitt ---------- Florence 
James Edward Bouknight ____ Newberry 
Wallace Bland Britton -------- Columbia 
Columbus Durant Capelle ------ Clemson 
Cecil Wesley Carroll -------- Naval Base 
John Fletcher Covington - - ---------- Clio 
John Craig Cranston __ "'." ___ Augusta, Ga. 
Daniel Elden Cross ____ Jamestown, N. Y. 
Lewis Murchison Dibble ____ Orangeburg 
William Ebbie Farris ----~----- ·Rock Hill 
Frank Irvin Gillespie ____ Beckley, W. Va. 
William Co.yle Ginter, Jr. __Charlotte, N. C. 
William· Thomas Goodwin __ Spartanburg 
James ·Walton Gordon ~-~- Willard, Ohio 
Clarence Smith Gramling -·--- ·Orangeburg 
Rollie Gatlin ·Hanna, Jr. ____ Bennettsville 
f James Napoleon .Heape, Jr. -~ Naval ·Base 
John Louie Hendrix --------~--- Anderson 
James Tally :Hill . ---------- Timmonsville 
William Ford Howell, Jr. ------ Lancaster 
Warren Ingram Jeffords -------- Florence 
Donald Macbeth Jenkins -· ·-·u--·- - =..- Union 
Alvin Hughey Jester, Jr. ______ Greenwood. 
John Martin Johnston -------- Greenville 
Oliver Boyce Jones __________ Greenville 
*Marvin -Fowler Keeney, Jr. __Spartanburg 
James Anderson Kinard --------- . Fairfax 
John Zimmerman Lowe ____ Spartanburg 
Daniel Brady McKay, Jr. ____ Winnsboro 
***Hugh Ellison McKinney ____ Greenville 
*George Peter Mandanis ___ Spartanburg 
Joe William Moore -------------- Sumter 
Walter Dennis Owings ______ Greenwood 
Robert -- Tarrant Payne __ Charlotte, N. C. 
Loye Harvey Powell __ Washington, D. C. 
Raymond Griffin Richardson, Jr. __Florence 
James Harold Robinson ______ Greenville 
.Beverly Bruce Ross -------------- Greer 
Coit Wilson Ross --------- Houston, Texas 
John Havers Scott, Jr. ____ Prichard, Ala. 
James Clifton Senn -------- Spartanburg· 
*Joe Holland Sipple, Jr. ------- Columbia 
James Douglas Smith, Jr. --------- Union 
Charles Edward Stone, Jr. ____ Columbia 
Forrest Henry Thieker, Jr. __ Georgetown 
Hoyle T. Thompson, Jr. -------- Columbia 
Jack Douglas Thompson ------ Greenville 
James Thomas Turner --------:- Winnsboro 
Eddie Milton Vaughn, Jr. ---- Greenwood. 
Hugh 'Swinton Wayne, Jr. ---- Charleston 
Warren Fletcher West, Jr. __ Sp<;irtariburg 
Leon Paul Williams, Jr. _~ North· Au.gu.zta 
i 
.:BAC}f£LOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEGREE .. ·: .. : 
. • ...· . .. 
· ·William -Nelson· A-ckerman-.:._Moncks Corner 
· ·John· ·Nash Austin .. ___.,_·___ _; ______ -Laurens 
Fron:k· Ewing Beaty, · Jr. ----~-· Charleston 
. William Barron Boyd ______ ...;..:...: Greenville 
. Bevon·~Wood Brown, · Jr. -~-:._______ _: . Starr 
John ., Clyde Champion, ,Jr. __. ·shelby, N. C. 
Elliott .. David Cohen ; ----~----· Charleston 
James · Milton Collins ____..____ Greenville 
John Marshall Crawford ~--- Spartanburg 
Albert Allen Dcrlton, Jr. · _________. Seneca 
Walter Lewis Davis ..:. _______·~----· Easley 
**Alven -Creighton Elrod ______ Walhalla 
*Vvilliam Corbin - Elrod ________ Walhalla 
*Robert Alston Few .__: ____________ Greer 
.William Williams Foard ------~-- Marion 
William Arthur Gaines, 'Jr. __.____ Central 
Warren· Ray Gibson ___: __________ Taylors 
Wallace Reinhardt Irwin __ Spartanburg 
Edward Micah Jenkins, Jr. ______ Osborn 
Ray Allison Johnsqn -----:--------- PeJi-er 
Lawton Lipscomb Johnston __ ·Graniteville 
William Herman Lake -----~-~ · Wcdhalia 
Linwood Hayne Lamar, Jr. __ Augusta, Ga.· 
John ·_Edgar : Lotkm.~n .--~--- Spartanburg 
· Henry: Eugene Lollis ------.·-~---- Taylors 
Rich'ard Alan· Mc.Ginty·~- ------- Clemson 
Jerry William Merfitt --~ 
. 
-~~--- Greenville 
. . 
James Bethel· Ord~rs, Jr. -~----· Greenville 
George Stewart ·. Patdue -'--~------- Aiken 
Frctncis Sayers Riley___Hilton' Village, Va. 
William Harold Scurry --~-- --- Edgefield 
Dickey Ryland Shelor ---~---- Greenville 
William Martin Sheri_da·n _.__ .S~artanburg 
Michael Willis Simpson -~_..:. :...·__ Williamston 
•Roy Edwin Smith :... -:..~·___:___·__ Greenville 
David Coleman_Sofbui~er ---~ St. George 
James Allen Stanl~y; Jr  -~~~----- Sumter 
Hale Caterson Sweeny ~-:...~...:--~ Anderson 
Harold Barrett Swyge~t, . Jr. __ Greenville 
Garris Archibald Thomp.son, Jr. ___ Sumter 
Arthur Vernon Vickery ·-~-- Hartwell, Ga. 
Norman Paul Wagner _____ Newark, N. J. 
.Thomas 
.. . .. 
James J 
. 
.Weeks, 
-, 
Jr. ____ Charleston 
. 
Charles Dean Willard ____ ____ Whitmire 
.. . . . 
·· Jaines ·'charles Wood ____________ Chester 
•*William Harold Wood _____ Gray Court 
SCHOOL OF l'EXTILES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Textile Chemistry 
Luther William Armstrong ____ Charleston 
Charles Morrison Barrett ______ Lancaster 
_.Joseph Patrick Clancy _______ · Lancaster· · 
Clinton Albert Dyer - - -~----_-- Charleston 
Jack Holt Emerson _________ Atlanta, Ga. 
Ave!Y Falls Garrison,· Jr._____ Hartwell, Ga. 
Harold Bertram Hatfield, Jr. .:__:_ __ _ Sumter 
Bennett Mack Keasler ______ Westminster 
Clinton Ward Riser ----------- Columbia 
*Douglas Kay Seaborn __._:_____ Walhalla 
- E:r;-win Collins Thornton ·____ Spartanburg 
Jerome Wilson, Jr. ------------ Anderson 
John Marshall Withington ____ :Greenville 
Textile Engineering 
Robert Singleton Bonds _____ Georgetown 
Harry Weston Chappell, Jr. ~Cartersville, Ga. 
•Jim Reichart Conn _________ .:_ __ Woodruff 
Edwards Jennings Corley ____ Ninety Six 
Henry Burton Coyle -,----------- Gaffney 
Mason Hardin Dorsey ---------- Chester 
Harry Utley Earle, Jr. __ ,... ______ Walhalla 
Joseph Allan Edens, Jr. ______ Summerton 
Carroll Blake Gambrell, Jr. 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Textile Manufacturing 
Marion Hugh A1lderson ------ Greenville 
Wendell Milford Ashley ------- Anderson 
Paul Edward Baker ----------- Whitmire 
William Edward Barnes ______ Newberry 
Emery Bates, Jr. -------------- Rock Hill 
Ray Asbury Bolick -------- Hickory, N. C. 
Francis Alvin Bosdell _______ Greenwood 
Robert Edward Boylston ~-------- · Sumter 
Jack Andrews Bradford ______ Anderson 
Jack Tyson Brawley ---------~-- Chester 
Edwin Thompson Broadwell, Jr. __ ·sumter 
William Merrill Brown -------- Greenville 
Frank Barron Cameron ------ Greenville 
Marvin Payne Cannon, Jr. ____ Greenville 
Lewis Anderson Carson ____ Orangeburg 
Joseph William Chalmers ____ Greenwood 
Robert Joseph Cheatham, Jr. 
----------------- New Orleans, La. 
William Jeff Childers -------------- York 
John Frank Clark ---------~-~--- Walhalla 
William Alfred Cobb .----------.7 -- Pelzer . 
Luther Peniston Corley __ Harrison, N. Y. 
David Earl Cowan ----- --- --- - Abbeville 
fohn Perrin Harrison _____._:_ ____·____ Troy 
William Dallas Le Grand ____. Greenville 
James Dallas May _____·____ · Ware Shoals 
Paul Cranford Mickle _____._____ Rock· Hill 
John Paul Norton ---------------- Easley 
Paul Belton Skinner ____.__;__·__ Ware ·Shoals 
Leo ·Othello Todd __________·_____ Fairfax 
Arthur Eugene West ----------
Isaac Langston Donkle, Jr. 
Francis Clarence Dusenberry __ 
Douglas Fitchett Elms ---------
Mack Cely Elrod --------------
Arthur Malcolm Erwin _____ ___ 
Poul Franklin Fos_ter _____ _. ____ 
William To'wnes -Fraser, Jr. ·-.--~ 
Greenville 
Greenville 
·Due West 
Fort Mill 
Piedmont 
Abbeville 
Woodruff 
Greenville 
•Julian Erwin Gardner ---------- Joanna 
Jos 
·: 
_eph
. 
Leslie Garrett, Jr. ____ Greenville 
* Floyd Frederick Griffin, Jr. __ Greenville 
George · William Griggs _____ Society Hill 
Carroll Johnson Haddon ______ Abbeville 
Thomas Lee Hair, Jr. ---------- Anderson 
Quincy Stanford Halliday, Jr. __Spartanburg 
William Lucas Harrington, Jr. __Greelyville 
James Harvey Harrold ____ Pacolet Mills 
Leon Otto Herd -------------- Greenville 
Emory Jamieson Hollis ---------- Chester 
Neely McFadden Hollis ________ 
Bennett ·Easterlin Hudson ____ 
.... . , .. -. Ja:mes Ray Inabinet ______ St. 
.. . .~;.. ' "" ~ . 
James Copeland Jacobs ------
Z. K. Kelly, Jr. ------ - ---- - --- - -
Rock Hill 
Greenville 
Matthews 
Greenville 
--- Pelzer 
-Harry Rychen Kennedy Francis Miller Richardson ---- Greenville. 
------------- Black Mountain, N. C. Richard Edmond Robinson -------- Greer 
William Fent Latham ---------- Anderson Averit Ellison Saylors -------- Ninety Six 
Percy James Leach, III -'"""------ Abbeville Robert Ware Sistrunk, Jr. __ Decatur, Ga.
. 
Ernest Johnston Long -----------·- Gaffney Lee Stanley Smith -------------- Clemson 
James Lloyd Lucas, Jr. --------.,..,.... ·Lap.ca$ter John Rayford Snipes --------· Greenwood 
Marion Franklin McAlist"er .---- Abbeville Erston Gartrell Sparks ---------- Gaffney 
Leo William McClain ---------- Donalds James Edward Stevens -----'- Spartanbur9 
Duncan Craig Mcintyre ------~_.... ___ Marion James Dewey Stone ---------- Rock Hill 
*William Ernest McSwain ----.--:- -'"--,-- . York Jesse Lee Stroman, Jr:-· ______ Orangeburg 
Samuel John Martin, Jr. --~,... ·_Atlanta, .Ga. Raymond Estil To.wnsend -------- Laurens 
**Harry Malone Miller - ~---'"""~-- Chester Loftin Conley Trueblood __ Asheville, N. C.. 
J1mmy Holland Moore ______ Spartanburg George Ellis Uldrick ------------ Donalds 
Jack Jefferson Nipper ..,.----- Lowell, N. C. Leonard Rolfe Volk__ far Rockaway, N. Y,. 
Van Cleveland Oxner, Jr. ______ Kinards Eugene Clifton Wald ------------ Seneca 
Maxcy Brooks Patterson --- ---- ..... Laurens Arthur Gerard Ward ----- - - -- Greenville 
Clarence Lee Pickens ---------- Anderson Fred James Weir, Jr. ----- - - - - Newberry 
Leland 0. Puckett, Jr. ____ Charlotte, N.; C. Paul Jennings White - - - ----- Greenville · 
Robert John Rice --- ----------- Anderson 
SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Education
. . 
Larry Welborn White ---- ------- - Easley 
Industrial Education 
Charles Americus Bianchi, Jr. __Blythe.wood Carroll Emil Gainer ___________ Lancaster 
Warren Robert Cathcart, Jr. __Spartanburg Elijah Miles Moss --- ------------ Seneca· 
Gene Shute Flyp.n .::----.------ ..., , Lancaster Charles Jarrel Weeks ____ North Augusta 
. '; 
· .Voca.tional Agricultural Educcition 
'1 ;• • 
.James ·wendell Ard -------~--Herrtingv/ay 
Douglas Arnold Barfield ..:_ ___ .;__·· Kershaw 
Carl · Dewel Boggs _______...; __.____· Seneca 
James .-Elbert Clardy.---------- - Wampee 
Jack Percy Corn ____________ Greenville 
James Dodd Daniel , II _______ Lake City 
Bailey Milton Faile ___ ..:_ _ ""7...:·_ -c _ __;_ tershaw 
Luther Junior Fielqs ________ ,.......:..!...-~- . _Lydia 
John Walter Fletcher --~.--..::-~---- McColl 
Randall Robert Foster _.;_ ____ ..::..:._·__Chesnee 
, ., ... 
Arthur Laymond Goff ---'----~-- - ·...:..:..: Soluda 
William M·cDonald Goodman .:.......,-·""" Olanta 
Roy ·Lee Graham, J!'. _____.:.___ ~.:..:_:_ Seneca 
Williaµi Harry Graham ·----...:~- .· Anderson 
Frank Matthew Hart ------------- Union 
Ed Hucks, Jr. -------------------- Aynor 
* With honor 
** With high honor 
* ~.* W ith h ighest
. 
honor 
. ·, 
Toy · Andre'\V Hyder, Jr. _____ Campobello 
Joseph · Clyburn Jackson ________ Camden 
N even Fou.che Jeffcoat ________ Swansea 
*Donald Lee Johnson ---- ------ Windsor 
William Calhoun Johnson _____ Edgefield 
Raymond Saxby Joyner __________ Ward 
Alvin Laverne Lindler ----------- Chapin 
Robert William Mitchum __ _____ Smoaks 
Joe Edd Murphree ___ _: ________ Walhalla 
Henry -Daniel Parkman ______ i_____ Soluda 
John ·Portman Pickens __ :.._ ____ ____· Madison 
**Elisha Monroe Rollings _____ .:._ Pageland 
Carey Lee Sellers --~-.:_·___:.__ Mt. · Croghan 
Gerald Gilmore Truesdale ______ Kershaw 
John Thomas Walker, Jr. .;_ _____ ___: : Manning 
Raydell Ralph W illiams ________ Swo:nsea 
Candida.tes for Masters' Degrees 
SCHOOL/ OF AGRICULTURE 
,MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
~·- · · Agricultural Economics 
Lehman M: Bauknight, Jr! -------- Ea sley 
Agronomy 
Bruce_Dayvault Cloa n inger Clemson 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEGREE 
Clarence -Roll 
.. 
ins Jones, Jr. . ----:---- Ash.ton 
-------
--------
TlIE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
Registrar's Office 
June 3, 1949 
REVISIOI~ OF J)RELI1:1INARY LIST OF CAi\jDIDATES FOR. DEGREES 
1. Addition to List: 
The preliminary list of candidates for degrees issued by the Regis­
trar's Office May 24, 1949, is revised to include the following candidate: 
School of Arts and Sciences 
Pre-!v'.Iedicine 
Paul Alvin Nelson, Jr.-------- Fountain Inn 
2. Deletions from the list:
--------- ----- --- ---· 
The preliminary list issued iVIay 24, 194.9, is revised. · by deletin~· the 
names of the following candidates: 
School of Arts and Sciences 
Philip William Gilroy --- Pre-Medicine 
School of Chemistry 
John Owen Lewj_s, Jr. --- Cl1e1nistry 
School o.f Engir1eering 
Jac<1ues Roland Sl1epard --- Architecture 
School of Textiles 
Jacl( IIoJ.t Emerson --- Textile Chemistry 
Johr1 1:Iars11.all Viitl1ing·ton --- Textile Cheinist~J 
Henry B11r·ton Coyle --- Textile En_~ineer:ing 
J osepr1 Allan Edens, JI·. --- '11ext ile En~j.neering 
Robert Singleton Bor1ds --- Textile Engineering 
Joseph Leslie Garrett, Jr. --- Textile Manufacturing 
Ja1nes Edv1ard Stevens --- Textile Manufacturing 
J. R.evj.sions in Preliminary .List of Candidates for Degrees Relative to
- -· -HonoI" Graduates: 
Bennie Fladger Richbourg, Jr. --- Civil Engineering 
John Cecil Berly, Jr. --- Electrical Engi.neering 
Yvilli:-lm Corbir1 Elrod --- Mect1anical Engir1eering 
Paul Jennings Vfuite --- 'textile lJanufacturing 
Frank Matthew Hart --- Vocational Agricultural Education 
(b) Delete asterisk <~~) from: 
rialter Baj_r Salley 
---
Arts and Sciences 
--- --- --- ---
----
SUBSTITUTIONS AND EVALUATIONS 
Substitutions Approved by the Respective Schools 
·Evaluations by the Respective Schools of Scholastic Work 
Completed at Other Institutions 
• 
(Study of the Records of Candidates for Graduation on June 5, 1949) 
Name of Student 
School and Major Course 
1. Ackerman , Raymond Edward 
Arts & Sciences - Pre-Med 
2. Ackerman, V!illiain Nelson 
Engineering - ME 
3. -Ad~~s,Lawrence Gignilliat 
Arts & Scier1ces - Ind Phys 
4~ Addison., Ja.tnes Kyle 
Engineering - EE 
5. Aichele, James Henry 
Agriculture - Hort 
6. Allen, Clyde Robert 
Agriculture - Ag En 
7. Anderson, Luther Perdee 
Agriculture - Agron 
8. Anderson, Marion Hugh 
Textiles - T M 
9. Ard, James 1Vendell 
Education - VA E 
10. Armstrong, Luther 1nrilliam 
Textiles - TC 
11. Ashley, Joseph 
Agriculture - Agron 
SUbject 
Accepted 
Hist 14 
Ap Elec 3 er. 
Gov 12) 
Hist 14) 
Ir1 En 301 
In En 402 
1v1ath 5 
Phys l 
Engl 2 
Arch 411 
Arch 610a 
Arch llOa 
Engl 32 
DD 101 
Agron 301 
Ag En 301 
Hort 415 
Hort 464 
• 
Engl 415 
Ag Ee 201 
AH 101 
ME 12) 
Ivl E 17) 
Econ 202) 
In En 202) 
Engl 302 
Hist 30J ) 
CE 101 ) 
vs 401 
AH 312) 
AH 401) 
Completed ­
-
At FOR 
None 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Clemson 
" 
" 
" Mt. St .rvlary ts Col 
ti 
fl 
Cornell Univ 
" If 
Clemson 
Clemson 
fl 
If 
n 
" 
n 
" 
ti 
" 
" 
n 
n 
" 
ti 
II 
None 
n 
" It 
Clemson 
S11bject 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
(Hist 301 &1 
(hr elective 
In En 201 
Ap Elec EE 
?Jath 23 & 24 
Phys 201 & 203 
Engl 102 
Arch 209 
Arch 315' 
Arch 101 
ME 420 
DD 102 
AH 37 
Geol 201 
Hort 301 
AH 101 
Geol 201 
Geol 201 
AH 37 
(TM 101 
{Ag Econ 302 
Agron 302 
(Bact 301 
(Bact 303 
Geol 201 
(Bact 410, 412 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
1'Yame of Student 
Schooland Major Course 
Ashley, vVendell Milford 
Textiles - TM 
Ashmore, John Paschal 
Engineering - CE 
/-i.UStin, Jchn Nash 
Engineering - ME 
BagwellJ Clyde Eliott 
EngJ.neering - E E 
Bailey, BilJ.y Dan 
Engineer~1.ng - E E 
Baker, Paul Edward 
Textiles - TM 
Banks, Edward Robert 
Engineering - CE 
Banks, John Julian 
Engineering - Chem Engr 
20. Barfield, Douglas Arnold 
Education - VA E 
-2-
Subject 
Accepted 
Geog 
Elec er 
Elec er 
11ech 101-2 6 er)' 
lviS&T 101-2 4 er 
Engl 32 
Econ 301 
ME 313 
·Math 1 
iviech Dra,v 
Chem 21,2,3 
Ed 22,3 
Engl 21,2,3 
hlath 21,2,3 
Engl ll,2,3 
Bible 31,2,3 
Ed 33,4,5,42,3 
Engl 31,2,3 
Hist 31,2,3 
Phys 31,2,3 
Astr Geol 41,2 
Bible 41,2,3) 
Education 41) 
Engl 32 
CE 101,205,300 
Bus Adm 6B 
Econ 5Sx 
Engl 22x 
Psych l 
Cer 301 
Draw 2.5) 
Gov 12) 
Hist 14 
Ivt E 17 
MS ) 
lv.t S 11 ) 
MS 12 ) 
MS 201,20,3) 
Completed
• 
~At
-
FOR 
1Aiss State Col 
Clemson 
" Citadel 
tr 
Clemson 
" 
If 
11\fofford 
ti 
!~e1llfberry 
fl 
ff 
n 
ti 
II 
ff 
ti 
n 
n 
H 
fl 
If 
Clemson 
V{aived 
U of Georgia 
n 
If 
rt 
Clemson 
fl 
" 
ti 
" Richmond Academy 
Clemson 
It 
ff 
None 
Clemson 
Subject 
Elec er 3 hr 
:F'resh Algebra 2
,· 
er 
CE 101 & 300 
(Draw 12,13,14, 
(28, 4 2/3 er. 
MS 11-12 3 1/Jcr 
11 E 420 
ME 420 
ME 308 
Iv1afu 103 
DD 105-6 
(~hem 101,2 
Soc 301 
Engl 201,2 
11a.th 104 
Engl 101,2 
Elective 
Electives 
Engl 301,2 
Gov 101 
Phys 201-3:202-4 
Elective 
(TM 101 
CE 416 
Gen Elective 
Econ 201 
Engl 201,202 
Gen Elective 
Chem 334 
(In En 101 
In En 201 
CE 101 
(Tui S 11 
(~1 S 12 
(MS 201,203 
(1v1 S 202,204 
Name of Student 
Schoo:C-and Major Cou,rse 
21. Barnes, George Thomas 
Arts & Scj_ences - A & S 
r 
22. Barnes, Vfilliam Edward 
Textiles - TM 
23. Barrett~ Charles Morrison 
Textiles - TC 
24. Bates, Emery 
Textiles - TM 
25. Baxley, Daniel Carlyle 
Arts & Scj_ences - Pre-ivled 
26. Beaty, Frank Ewing 
Engineering - M E .. 
27. B'ell, Ralph 
Agriculture. Ag Engr 
28. Bellamy, Oscar Heyward 
Engineering - EE 
29. Berly, John Cecil 
Engineering - EE 
30. Berry, John Broadus 
Engineering - EE 
31. Berry, Joseph Norman 
Arts & Sciences - Pre-Med 
32. Bianchi, Charles Americus 
Education - Ind Ed 
33. Bisher, Earle Pardee 
Engineering - Chem Engr 
34. Bishop, Bryce Carlyle 
Engineering - EE 
-3-
Subject 
Accepted 
Psych 302 
Chem 101 
Engl 101 
Engl 201 
Hist 101 
Math lOla,b,c 
Phys 201 
AH 101 
I-list 14 
Chem Sl2 
Engl 32 
Bible 1 
Engl l 
Math l 
~ISI 
Gen Chem 
Phys A & B 
Trig A 
1J E 17 
Engl 32 
Gov 12 ) 
Hist 14) 
Gen Elec 3 er 
ll E 17 
Completed 
At
-
Clemson 
Citadel 
u 
ti 
" 
II 
fl 
Clemson 
n 
Coker 
Clemson 
vVofford 
ft 
" 
" Tri-State 
ti 
fl 
Clemson 
" 
ff 
fl 
Clemson 
FOR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Col 
None 
None 
Nor.te 
Clemson 
Subject 
Soc 301 
Chem 101,2 
Engl 101,2 
Er1gl 201,2 
Gov 101 & TM 101 
1~ath 103,4 
Phys 201.,3 
Geol 201 
Hist 301 
Chem 102 
ME 420 
Elective 4 er 
Engl J_5 ,16 
Math J..4 
118 11,12 
Chem 11,12 
Phys 21,23,22,24 
Math 11 
CE 101 
11 E 420 
(Hist 301 
1vl E 420 
CE 101 
Name of Student
-School and ~!Iaj or Course
--
35. Bishop, James Cox 
Agriculture - Hort 
36. Black, Edward Wallace 
Che1nistry - Chem 
37. Black, Henry Neyle 
Agriculture - Ag Engr 
38. Blanchett, Dewitt Oscar 
Engineering - Ch Engr 
39. Bodie, William Gordon 
Engineering - EE 
40. Boggs, Carl Dewel 
Education - VA E 
41. Bolicl<:, Ray Asbury 
Textiles - TM 
42. Bolt, \~ilJ.iam Frank 
Engineering - CE 
43. Bonds, Robert Singleton 
Textiles - TE 
44. Bonnoitt, Ernest Louis 
Engineering - EE 
45. Bosdell, Francis Alvin 
Textiles - TM 
-4-
Subject 
Accepted 
AH 301 
Agron 306 
A I-I 101, 10.3 
ME 17 
Chem 28,29 
Econ 21 
Engl 45 
ML 1,2 
S Sc 42 
Gen Phys 
l\[ech Draw 
U S I-list 
Math lOla,b,c 
Basic MS&T 
Engl Comp 
Psych 302 
. 
Phys 11 
Rel 11 
Ace 1 
Econ 5 
Econ 10 
Ed 10 
EE 211) 
EE 212) 
EE 311) 
Soc 3·01) 
Phys 312 
ME 17 
Engl 32 
Completed Clemson 
-
FORAt Subject 
Clemson Geol 201 
Ag Ee 309
" 
None 
fl Geol 201 
If CE 101 
Georgia Tech Chem 235, 236 
ft Elec 3 hrs 
Engl 301
" tt Elec 6 hrs 
Elec 3 hrs
" 
Citadel Phys 21,23,22,24 
ft Draw 13,14,25 
rt Hist 14,Gov 12 
1t i.~ath 11,12 ,14 
MS 11,12
" Engl 15
" ME 420
" 
None 
Catawba College Phjo 201,203 
Elect,i·<r3
" Lenoir Rhyne Econ G.Jl 
ft Econ 2G2 
fl Engl 302 
Soc 301
" 
None 
Clemson (E E 307 
11 (E E 308 
ff (Engl 32 
" 
DD 306,ME 314 
Clemson CE 101 
ft 1f E 420 
None 
Name of Student 
SchooY-and Major Course 
46. Bouknight, James Edward 
Engineering - EE 
47~ Boyd, William Barron 
Engineering - ME 
48. Boyles, John Clayton 
Engineering - CE 
49. Boylston, Robert Edward 
Textiles - Text. Mfg • · 
50. Brackett, Newton Craig 
Arts &Sciences - A & S 
51. Bradford, Jack Andrews 
Textiles - TM 
52. Brawley, Jack Tyson 
Textiles - TM 
53. Bright, Marshall 
Arts & Sciences - A & S 
54. Britton, Wallace Bland 
Engineering - EE 
54. Broadwell, Edwin Thompson 
Textiles - TM 
55. Brown, Bevan Wood 
Engineering - ME 
56. Brovm, Carroll Livingston 
Agriculture - Hort 
57. Broffl, William Lewis 
agriculture - A H _ 
-5-
Subject 
Accepted 
Math 11Jl2,21 
Chem 11, 12 
Engl 11 
Engl 12 
Engl 21, 22 
Phys 11, 12 
i con 31, 32 
Hist 44 
Econ 37,38 ) 
Pub Spkg 31,32) 
}list 14 
Phys 304 
Phys 39 ) 
An Ch 12, 22) 
CE 101, 300 
W D 302 
Gov 12,Hist 14 
M.E 17 
Soc 301 
Engl 101 
11ath 101 
Chem 101 
ME 105 
Gov 12,Hist 14 
Gen Elec 3 er 
Ag En 301 
Agron 409 
Elective Cr 
Gov 101 
Completed FOR 
-
At 
Newberry College 
tr 
" 
" 
" It 
0 
" 
" 
" 
Clemson 
II 
1Vaived 
None 
None 
Clemson 
None 
None 
Clemson 
II 
" 
N. C. State Col 
" 
fl 
" 
Clemson 
" 
" 
" 
fl 
" 
Clemson 
Subject 
ldath 103, 104 
Chem 101,102 
Engl 101 
Engl 102 
Engl 201,202 
Phys 211,3,212,4 
Econ 201 &Elec 
3 er 
Hist 301 
ME 420,Engl 301 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
General 
Electiveo 
W D 34 
Hist 301 
CE 101 
ME 420 
Engl 15 
Math J.4 
G Ch 11 
Draw 13 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Hort 451 
Chem 220 
Geol 201 
Gov 301 
---
-6-
Completed FOR 
. At 
Gordon Military 
College 
fL 
" 
" tr 
" 
Newberry Col 
Ala Poly Inst 
Newberry Col 
Howard College 
Newberry Col 
Ala Poly Inst 
Howard College 
Ala. Poly Inst 
Nevvberry Col 
Clemson 
fl 
Coker College 
Coker College 
Coker College 
None 
None 
Clemson 
1Vaived 
Clemson 
Clemson 
" 
" fl 
II 
Clemson 
Subject 
Engl 101 
(Math 103 
Engl 102 
MS 101,2,201,~ 
Ap Electives ~­
Ap Electives ·. 
(Arch 101,103 
(Phys 201,202, 
( 203,204 
(Math 103,104 
(Math 201 
(Engl 101,102 
EE 307 
EE Ap Electives 
Approved Electivt 
Hist 301 
Geol 201 
ME 304 
Gov 101 
TM 101 
ME 420 
ME 306 
ME 420 
Math 12, 14 
Name of Student 
School and t[aj or Course 
58. Brown, William Merrill 
Textiles - TM 
59. Brunson, Eldred M. 
Engineering - Arch 
60~ Buchman, David Isaac 
Arts & Sciences - Ind Phys EE 211, 212 
61. Bull, James Porter Hist 558 
Agriculture - Ag En Hist S 64 
Soc S 39 
62. Bultman, Phelps Herbert 
Engineering - Arch 
63. Burdette, Huddleston York 
Arts & Sciences - A & S 
64. Caldwell, John Calhoun CE 319 
Engineering - CE CE 101, 300 
65. Cameron, Frank Barron Hist 14 
Textiles - TM 
66. Cannon, Marvin Payne ME 12, 17 
Textiles - TM 
67. Capelle, Columbus Durant Engl 32 
Engineering - EE 
68. Carroll, Cecil Wesley ME 311 
Engineering - EE Soc 42 
69. Carson, Lewis Anderson Math 13 
Textiles - T M 
Subject 
Accepted 
Engl 104 
Math 100,1,2) 
Trigonometry) 
Engl 201,202 
Military Science 
Bookkeeping 
Spanish 
D 1,2 ) 
Draw 101,102) 
Ph 1,2 ) 
Phys 13) 
M 3,4 ) 
Math 101 ) 
?viath 21 ) 
Engl Co1np) 
E - 2 ) 
EE Jll 
Name of student 
School --and Major Course 
10. Cathcart, Warren Robert 
Education - Ind Ed 
71. Chalmers, Joseph William 
Textiles - T 1i 
72. Champion, John Clyde 
Engineering - ME 
7J·. Chapman, William Randolph 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med 
74. Chappell, Harry Weston 
Textiles - TE 
75. Cheatham, Robert Joseph 
Textiles - TM 
76. Cherry, Harry Jetton 
Agriculture - Agron 
77. Childers, William Jeff 
Textiles - TM 
78. Clancy, Joseph Patrick 
Textiles - TC 
79. Clardy, James Elbert 
Education - VA E 
80. Clark, John Frank 
Textiles .. TM 
81. Clayton, Robert Morris 
Engineering - CE 
82. Clegg, Jack McKenzie 
Agriculture - Hort 
83. Cobb, ~Villiarn Alfred 
Textiles - Text Mfg 
-7-
Subject 
Accepted 
M3, 4 
E 1, 2 
H.l, 2 
Ph 1, 2 
Draw 1, 2 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
!YI E 305,6,8,407 
EE 212 
Agron 306 
AH 101 
Engl 11,. 12 
Chem 11,. 12 
Engl 21 
Phys 13~ 14 
Math 11 
Hist 12 
T l! 460 
ME 308 
Ag En 201 
Hort 405 
Ag Ee 302 
V A E 302 
Co~leted 
1At
-
• FOR 
Milligan College 
n 
n 
" 
" 
None 
Clemson 
None 
Clemson 
" 
None 
" 
" Elon College 
" 
" 
" 
" It 
None 
Clemson 
None 
None 
Clemson 
" tr 
11 
u 
Clemson 
Subject 
Math 11,12,14 
Engl 15,16 
Hist 14 
Phys 21,22.,2.3,4 
Draw 13,14 
Hist 301 
ME 311,2,J,4 
EE 307 
Geol 201 
AH 37 
Engl 101, 102 
Chem 101, 102 
Engl 201 
Phys 202,4,201,3 
Math 101 
Gov 301 
Y M 305 
ME 304 
Geol 201 
AH 37 
Ag Ee 309 
Soc 301 
.1
Completed Clemson 
ltt FOR Sub:1ect 
Waived 
Clemson (Bact 406, 408 
Clemson Hist 301
-u ME 420 
Hist JOl" 
ME 420
" 
None 
U of Tennessee Chem 101, 102 
Engl 101, 102
" MS J..01,2,201,2
" 
" 
Ma·th 103 
It Phys 221,2,3.,4 
Clemson Geol 201 
n AH 37 
CE 101
" Asheville-Biltmore E11gJ_ J_Ol, 102 
College Engl 201 ,202 
Clemson EE 308 
None 
Clemson Geol 201 
P fI 301, 303" 
1, DD 105 
tf TM 101 
Vanderbilt U (ASTP)Gov 101 
II Elective 
" 
Chem 101 
ti Phys 201,203 
Iviath 103" 
Sptng Jr College Engl 101, 102 
Math 101, 102
" n Phys 201,3,202,4 
Gov 101
" 
None 
Clemson ,i E 420 
" 
Hist 301 
Name of Student
-School and Ma.j or Course 
_...,.... .. ...... ....... 
84. Cockfield, Thomas Ashley 
Engineering - CE 
85. Cohen, Elliott David 
Engineering - ME 
86. Collins, James Milton 
Engineering - ME 
87. Coney, Jol1n Richard 
Engineering - Arch 
88. Conn, Jim Reichart 
Textiles - T E 
89. Copeland; GAorge Pringle 
Agrict:.~L"'·,1,1~-; -· A,51.,on 
90. Cor e~,.... ,. i?:.s..t~:- ;~anborn (I "" ..,• ..J 
A.1"'ts & 0~i -ar1ces - Ind Phys 
91~ Corl~y, Edwards Jennings 
'I\
... 
{·'
,,.1_1)_: r-t·lJJ• .. lA'J S - T E 
G0~ley, Ernest Lee Agron 306 
i .. g·.r~_ct1ltt1i·e - Dairy Dairy 354 
93. Cor:ey) Luther Peniston Engl 305 
Textiles - TM Gov 302 
AST 133 
AST 163 
AST 205, 6 
AST 304 
AST 406 
94. Corn, Jack Percy Engl 1 
Ed11cation - V A E Math 1 
Phvs l
.. 
.American History 
?.5f> Go·i~b.ran, James Elijah
h, . • h1' 
.J~~: neering - hrC 
96. Co·vj_ngton, John ~1.etcher Engl 32 
Engineering - EE Qpv 12, Hist 14 
-8-
Subject_,._ 
]\C~ t3r.ted t:
- ·- ---· 
CE 300 
Bac·t 301 and ) 
Ap Elect ) 
Hist 14 
Engl 32 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
Engl 32 
Chem 111,112,113 
EngJ. lJ.1,112,113 
MS lll-3, 211-J 
Ma·t1 1S.L a , 2 ., 3 
Phys 221,2,3 
1\.g Ee 201 
l~ H 21 
M E 17 
Engl 11,12 
Engl 21-22 
EE 315 
..9_ 
Completed 
--
At FoR 
None 
I 
Univ of S C 
It 
" 
" rt 
" 
" fl 
n 
" 
u 
" n 
" 
Clemson 
" 1J 
None 
None 
Clemson 
u 
" 
Greenville H S 
Clemson 
It 
ti 
" 
" 
ft 
" 
Clemson 
Subject 
Chem 101 
D D 105, ·106 
Engl 102 
Engl 201, 202 
Engl Elective 
Engl Elective 
Engl Elective 
Engl Elective 
EE 303 
Math 12 or 104 
Math 203 
ME 302, 304 
Phys 211,2,3,4 
Ap Elective 
Geol 201 
Ag Ee 309 
Ag Ee 451 
Geol 201 
ME 420 
Engl 301 
(Draw 102 
(Geol 201 
Ag Ee 309 
Ent 301 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Geol· 201 
Hist 102 
Name of Student 
S-chOol and Major Course 
97. Cowan, David Earl 
Textiles - TM 
98. Cox, Jesse Thomas 
Engineering - CE 
99. Cox., William Hewitt 
Agriculture - Ag Ee 
100. Coyle, Henry Burton 
Textiles - TE 
101. Craig, Dickson Lewis 
Arts &Sciences - A &S 
102. Craig, Harris Bradford 
Agriculture~ AH 
103. Cranston, John Craig 
Engineering - EE 
104. Crawford, Crayton Mccants Cr for DD 102 
Subject 
Accepted 
Chem 11 
D 1-2 
Engl 12 
Engl 21,22 
Engl 115 
Engl 129 
Engl 148 
Engl 149 
E E 2 
M4 
M5 
1i E 2 
Phys 11, 12 
Psych 21 
Agron 31 
For 304, 306 
Econ 401 
vs 401 
Engl 32 
Engl 419 
Chemistry - Chem 
105. Crawford, James Henry 
Agriculture - Hort 
106. Crawford, John Marsaall 
Engineering - ME 
107. Crenshaw, Clyas Lee 
Agriculture - Ag Ee 
108. Crisanti, John William 
Arts &Sciences - A &S 
Elective credits) 
Ag Ee 302 
Hort 415 
Gov.14,Hist 12 
Engl 32 
Agron 301 
Hist 301 
I 
Name of Student 
School and Major Course 
109. Cross, Daniel Elden 
Engineering - EE 
110. Cureton, 11Villiam McDow 
Engineering - Arch 
111. Dalton, Albert Allen 
Engineering - ME 
112. Daniel, James Dodd 
Education - VA E 
113. Davis, Leslie R. 
Engineering - CE 
114. Davis, Walter Lewis 
Engineering~ ME 
ns. Denton, Dick Ware 
Engineering - CE 
116. Deschamps, Wallace P. 
Engineering - CE 
117. DeVore, William Newton 
Engineering - CE 
118. Dibble, Lewis Murchison 
Engineering - EE 
119. Dodson, Charles A. 
Chemistry - Chem 
120. Donkle, Isaac Langston 
Textiles - TM 
121. Dorsey, Mason Hardin 
Textiles - TE 
-10-
Subject 
Accepted
-
Engl 32 
Ap Elective 3 er 
ME 430 
AH 312) 
Geol 21 
?,1ath U.a 2, UA 3 
Chem UA 1 
Speech UA 20 
Psy UA 1 
Engl UA 1 
CE 300 
Engl 32 
CE 300 
CE 300 
In En 205 
Bact 301, 30.3 
ME 17 
CE 300 
ME 211 
Ap Elective 3 er 
.Chem 11 
Chem S 21 a, b 
Chem 32 
Engl 10 a, b 
Engl 20 
1\llath lOa,. b, 21 
Phys 20 
Bact 303 
Math 306 
CompletedAt FORI I 
-
Clemson 
None, 
Clemson 
II 
11 
" 
Northwestern U 
ti 
n 
" It 
Waived 
Clemson 
1faived 
Waived 
Clemson 
fl 
Clemson 
Waived 
·Clemsai 
Clemson 
Furman U 
n 
n 
" 
" ft 
" Clemson 
None 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Suoject 
~1 E 420 
AI E 420 
ME 418 
(Bot 101 Lab 
(Zool 101 Lab 
Gov 101 
Math lOJ,104 
Chem 101 
Engl 301 
Elective 
Engl 101 
ME 420 
ME 304 
Bact l.06 
In En 101 
ME 302 
ME 420 
Chem 101, 102 
Chem 216, 315 
Chem 235, 2)6 
Engl 101, 102 
Engl 201, 202 
Math lOJ, 104 
Phys 201,2,3,4 
DD 101 
ME 312 
, 
,-------~-------'-----------------------------
.. 
-11-
Name of Student Subject
"ScE.oorand Major Course Accepted 
122. Dukes, William Forney 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med 
123. Dunaway, Tom Whitfield Engl 111 
Chemistry - Chem Math 407 
· Geog 163 
Hist 111 
EE 381 
TC 306 
124. Dusenberry, Francis C. Hist 22 
Textiles - TM Engl 12 
Engl 22 
125. Dyer, Clinton Albert 
Textiles - TC 
126. Earle, Harry Utley EE 22 
Textiles - TE 
127. Earle, Julius Richard 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med 
128. Earnhardt, Mack Monroe ME 17 
Engineering - Ch En 
129. Elmore, Glenn Fred Hort 415 
Agriculture - Hort Agron 409 
Ag Ee 302 
130. Elms, Douglas Fitchett Hist 14 
Textiles - TM 
131. Elrod, Alvon Creighton Gov 12,Hist 14 
Engineering - ME Ap Elective 3 er 
132. Elrod, Mack Cely 
Textiles - TM 
133. Elrod, William Corbin Gov 12,Hist 14 
Engineering - ME .Ap Elective 3 er 
134. Emerson, Jack Holt 
Textiles - TC 
135. Erwin., arthur Malcolm ME 12, 17 
Textiles - TM 
136. Eskridge, Wilton CE 300 
Engineering - CE 
... 
Completed 
a P IJ\t 
u of Maine 
" u of Maine 
11 
" Clemson 
Erskine Col 
Erskine Col 
Erskine Col 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Clemson 
tr 
" 
n 
Clemson 
" 
Clemson 
" 
" 
1Vaived 
FOR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Clemson 
Subject 
Engl 15 
Math 12 
Elective 
Elective 
Elective 
Chem 222T 
Gov 101 
Engl 102 
Engl 201 
?JI E 313 
CE 101 
AH 37 
Geol 201 
Ag Ee 309 
Gov 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Hist 301 
lvl E 420 
TM 101 
Name of Student 
Schooland Major Course 
137. Euwer, Dorm Bryson 
Arts & Sciences-Gen Sci 
138. Faile, Bailey Milton 
Education - VA E 
139. Falls, Harry 
,igriculture - Jl H 
140. Fant, Albert Reese 
Engineering - Arch 
141. Fant, Charles William 
Engineering - iirch 
142. Fant, George Cochran 
Arts & Sciences~ A &S 
143. Farmer, Joseph Andrew 
Engineering - CE 
144. Farris, William Ebbie 
Engineering - EE 
145. Few, Robert Alston 
Engineering - ME 
146. Fie1.ds, Luther Junior 
Education - VA E 
147. Fi tzSimons, Frank L. 
dgri c11lt11re 
- Ag En 
148. Fletcher, John Walter 
Education - VA E 
149. Floyd, Phil Reese 
Engineering - CE 
.. 12 .. 
Subject 
i\.ccepted 
Engl 2 
FA 101 
Hist 1, 2 
Naval Org) 
Geel 200) 
Psych 1 ) 
Math 9 ) 
Hist 3 ) 
Journ 202) 
Math 8 ) 
Chem 14 
Zool 301 
CE 101, 300 
Hist 14 
.hp Elective 3 er 
AST 205 
AST 13J 
Engl 32 
Engl 101 
N1a,th 122 
1.fl.ath 223 
Chem 101 
Engr 110 
Hort 452 
Hort 201 
CE 300 
. E 211 
Completed Clemson 
-
FORat Subject 
Emory U Engl 16 
Arch 41.5
" 11 Hist 14 
(Free Elective" 
ti (Natural Sci 3 er 
(Psych 301" (ii.ppr 'd Elective
" tt (Free Elective 
u {Appr'd Elective 
ft (ilppr 1d Elective 
Mars Hill College Chem 102 
Clemson Geol 201 
None 
None 
None 
Vvaived 
• 
Clemson Hist 301 
ME 420
" 
u of .h.labama Chem 102 
U c>f .A.labama Hist 301 
Clemson ME 420 
None 
Marshall College Engl 101 
It ?~ath 102 
" 
Tuiath 101 
Elective Cr - 4" DD 105
" Clemson Geol 201 
n In En 302 
None 
Waj_ved 
Clemson ME 302 
---
--
-- ----- ---
------
...13-
Name of Student 
School and Major Course 
150. Flynn, Gt1ne Shute 
Education - Ind Ed 
151. I?oard, \Villiam Williams 
Engineering - ME 
152. Fore1nan, Fielding Lewis 
Agriculture - Agronomy 
15). Foster, David Augustus 
hrts & Sciences - Pre-Med 
Completed 
-
At 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Clernson 
" 
Wofford 
n 
If 
· U 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Waived 
Clemson 
If 
n 
" 
" 
Clemson 
n 
ff 
ff 
FCR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Clemson 
~bject 
Hist 301 
1f E 420 
ltgron 451 
Geol 201 
Bact 410, 412 
r~ath 101 
Engl 101;2, 202 
Chem 101, 102 
Hort 464 
CE 101 
Geol 201 
EE 304 
In En 101, 201 
Hist 304 
V Ed 101, 305 
In ilr 304 
1~ E 213 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
•rech Elective 
1.54. Fost0r, Paul Franklin 
Textiles - TM 
155. Faster , Randal Robert 
Education - V A E 
1$6. Fox, William Innis 
Engineering - Chem En 
157. Fraser, William Townes 
Textiles - TM 
158. Freeman, Charles Edwin 
Agriculture - AH 
Subject 
Accepted 
Gov 12,Hist 14 
Ap Elective 3 er 
1.\. H 451 
Dairy 354 
Dairy 452 
1~ath 1 
Engl 1, 2 
Chem 1 
General Psych 
ME 17 
VS 401 
159. Freeman, Edwin Armistead CE 101, 300 
Engineering - CE 
160·. Gainer, Carroll Emil 
Educa.tion - Ind Ed 
161. Gaines, 1/lilliam l~rthur 
Engi11eering - M E 
l1ath 203 
Matl1 204 
Hist 101 
V Ed 316 
Cer 301 
CE 205 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
1\.p F~lecti ve 3 er 
Geol 406 
Name of Student 
School and Major Course 
162. Gambrell, Carroll Blake 
'rextile s - T E 
163. Gardner, Julian Erwin 
Textiles - T M 
164. Garrett, Joe Leslie 
Textiles - TM 
165. Garrett, John Perry 
Arts & Sciences - A &S 
166. Garrison, Avery Falls 
Textiles - T C 
167. Gas.que, Rupert Badger 
Engineering - Arch 
168. Gault, Joe Dean 
Arts & Sciences -i'~ & S 
169. Gault, TaJmadge DeWitt 
Arts & Sciences - A &S 
170. Gerritsen, Burton Henry 
Chemistry - Chem 
171. Gervais, Philip Emanuel 
Agriculture - Ag En 
172. Gibson, Warren Ray 
Engineering - ME 
173. Gillespie, Frank Irvin 
Engineering - EE 
-14-
Subject 
Accepted 
AST 205, 206 
AS'I' 406, 407 
AST 304, 305 
AST 111 ) 
Eh 1C-2E) 
Surv l 
Econ 1 
Draw 1 
Math 201 
Hist 211 
Eg 106-
Math 202 
Ph 406 
Phys 203 
Math 204, Ch 321 
Eg 103 
II E 12, 17 
In En 101,M E 17 
CE 26 
S 51 
Chem 412 
A. H 101, 103 
Hist 14 
Engl 32 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
Arch 316 
Completed FOR1\.t
-
Yale University 
f1 
" Yale University 
University of t~la 
U of Alabama 
U of Ju.a bama 
U of Alabama 
Howard College 
ti 
If 
" 
" n 
ti 
1t 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Clemson 
None 
None 
None 
Wofford 
Clemson 
Clemson 
" 
Clemson 
" tt 
None 
Clemson 
Subject 
Chem 101 
1!ath 103, 104 
Phys 211, 213 
(Engl 101, 102 
(Engl 201, 202 
CE 101 
Econ 201 
DD 105 
Math 203 
Hist 301 
ti E 213 
Math 204 
Mech 302 
Phys 212, 214 
Tech Elec 5 l/3cr 
DD 106 ' 
T M 101, 
TM 101 
Draw 12 
Span 201 
Chem 411 
Geol 201 
Hist 301 
Tu1 E 420 
Hist 301 
ME 418 
-15-
/ 
Name of Student Subject 
School and Major Course Accepted 
174. Gilroy, Philip Vlilliam Phil 5 1 
Arts & Sciences - Pre-Med Zool 1 
Hist S lOOa 
Hist S lOOb 
Soc S 200a 
Psych S 200a 
175. Ginter, William Coyle Chem 61, 62 
Engineering - EE Engl 61, 62, 63 
Math 61, 62 
Hist 61, Geog 71 
Phys 61, 62 
Engr Draw 63, 401 
AST 401 
AST 406 
...
Phys 63 
ASTP Geog 
Psych 301 
Ap Elective 3 er 
176. Godwin, Charles Vernon C E 101, 300 
Engineering - CE 
177. Godwin, Winston Yuvawn Hist 14 
Agriculture - Ag En Gov 12 
Econ 23, M E 25 
178. Goff, Arthur Laymond 
Education - VA E 
179. Goldsmith, David Lawrence 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med 
180. Goodman, Jesse Stribling CE 101, JOO 
Engineering - CE 
181. Goodman, William M. Bot 304 
Education - VA E 
182. Goodwin, ·1villiam Thomas 
Engineering - EE 
183. Gordon, Jaines ~Valton Ap Elective 3 er 
Engineering - EE 
184. Goudelock, William J. 
Arts & Sciences - Pre Med 
185. Graham, Roy Lee 
Education - VA E 
Completed FORAt 
U of Idaho 
" Furman Univ 
" ti 
n 
Auburn 
Auburn, Rutgers 
Auburn 
ti 
II 
Rutgers 
" 
" 
" 
Ala Poly Inst 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Waived 
Clemson 
n 
Clemson 
None 
lione 
1\Tai.ved 
Clemson 
Nor.e 
Clemson 
None 
None 
Clemson 
Subject 
Ap Elective 
Zool 101 
Hist 303 
Hist 304 
Soc 301 
Psych 301 
Chem 101, 102 
Engl 101,2,201,2 
Math 103, 104 : 
CE 101 
EE 211 
DD 105, 106 
Mech 302, 303 
In En 101 
Phys 211, 213 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Hist 301 · 
Gov 301 
Geol 201 
Hort 464 
ME 420 
- -
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Completed
At FOR 
Clemson 
It 
Clemson 
None 
None 
Univ of S C 
n 
:Furman Univ 
" u 
Jt 
Furman Univ 
Clemson 
Clemson 
Clemson 
II 
Clemson 
" 
" 
Clemson 
None 
~fofford College 
tt 
" 
" n 
Clemson 
Clemson 
n 
It 
" 
Vlai ved 
Clemson 
Subject 
(Geol 201 
(Chem 220 
ME li20 
Span 101 
Ap Elective 
Engl 101, 102 
Gov 101 
1vla tl1 103 
Free Elective 
Engl 101 
CE 101 
In En 201 
Ag Ee 201 
Geol 201 
{Gov 101 
(T M 101 
Geol 201 
Phys 202, 204 
Chem 102 
TC 301,2,3,4 
Soc 301 
Elective 
T IA 101 
Gov 301 
Hist 301 
Geol 201 
In En 302 
Name of School 
School and Major Co11rse 
Subject 
Accepted 
186. Graham, V{illirun Harry 
Education - VA E 
Agron 306, 409)
)Soc 301 
187. Gramling, Clarence Smith Engl 32 
Engineering - EE 
188. Grant, Vvilliam Clark 
Agriculture• AH 
189. Gray, James Richard 
Engineering - Arch 
190. Gregory, James Ted 
Arts &Sciences - A&S 
Span 13 
En.gl 21 
191. Griffin, Floyd Frederick Er1gl 10 
Textiles 
-TM 
192. Griggs, George William 
Textiles - TM 
193. Guest, Clyde Maxwell 
Engine erj.ng - Ch En 
194. Gulledge, John Morgan 
Agriculture - A lI 
195. Haddon, Carroll Johnson 
Textiles - TM 
196. Haigler, Larry Maynard 
Agriculture - AH 
197. Hair, Thomas Lee 
Tex·tiles - T M 
198. Halliday, Quincy S. 
Textiles - TM 
199. Hammett, Joseph Milton 
Agriculture - Ag En 
• 
200. Hand, Robert Bunting 
Engineering - CE 
!Iist 10 
Math 10 
Rel 10 
Engl 10 
ME 17 
An Ch 31 
Econ 23 
Dairy 309 
Hist 14 ) 
i/'l D 12 ) 
Gen Phys 1 er ) 
Agron 301 
Phys 2 
Chem 2 
Chem S53 1 54 
Soc S 209 
flist 2 
ME 12, 17 
Gov 12 
Hist 14 
Hort 201 
Arch 31.5 
CE 101, JOO 
BEGINNING WITH THIS PAGE, ONLY SUBSTITUTIONS ARE LISTED 
Name of StudentSchool and Major Course 
201. Hanna, Rollie Gatlin 
Eng:Lneeri11g - E E 
202. Hanvey, Ernest Alexander 
Engineering - CE 
203. Hardee, Vtallace Otto 
Agriculture - Agron 
204. Harper, Francis Gerald 
Engineering - CE 
205. Harpel', John }Aanning 
E11gir1eering - C E 
206. Harrington, William Lucas 
Textiles - 'I' M 
207. Harrison, John Perrin 
Textiles - TE 
208. Harrold, James Harvey 
Textiles - TM 
209. Hart, Frank Matthew 
Education - VA E 
210. Hatfield, Harold Bertram 
Textiles - TC 
211. Hawkins, Graham Edward 
Agriculture - Dairy 
212 • Hay, Eugene Gordon 
Engineering - CE 
213. Heape, James Napoleon 
Engineering - EE 
214. Hemphill, Frankie Dantzler 
Engineering - Arch 
215. Hendrix, John Louie 
Engineering - EE 
-17-
Subject 
Accepted 
Engl 32 
ME 17 
Y M 301 
Y M 302 
CE 101, 300 
CE 419 
AH 312 ) 
VA E 101) 
Ag Ee 302 
C E 101, JOO 
CE 419 
CE 101, 300 
CE 202 
ME 304 
AH 310 
Mech .302 
Hist 101 
Chem 235 
Gov 12 
Hist 14 
CE 101, JOO 
Hist 14, Gov 12 
Ap Elective 3 er 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
Ap Elective 3 er 
FOR 
None · 
None 
None 
Subject 
Reguired 
ME 420 
CE 101 
Technical Elective 
Technical Elective 
Waived 
In En 101 
(Geol 201 
Bact 410, 412 
Waived 
ME 304 
Waived 
In En 201 
ME 313 
Bot 401, 403 
TM 101 
Gov 101 
TC 305, 307 
Engl 32 
Gov 301 
Waived 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Name of Student 
School and Major Course 
216. Herd, Leon Otto 
Textiles - TM 
217. Herron, Vial ter Clyde 
Engineering - Chem En 
218. Hickerson, James Gay 
Arts &Sciences - A &S 
219. Hicks, John F. 
Agriculture - Ag En 
220. Hill, James Tally 
Engineering - EE 
221. Hollis, Emory !amieson 
Textiles - TM 
222. Hollis, Neely McFadden 
Textiles - TM 
223. Howell, William Ford 
Engineering - EE 
224. Hucks, Ed 
Education - VA E 
225. Hudson, Bennett Easterlin 
Textiles - T M 
226. Humphries, 111filliam Bernard 
Arts &Sciences - A & S 
227. Hunnicutt, James Allen 
Engineering . - Arch Engr 
228. Hyder, Toy Andrew 
Education - VA E 
228. Inabinet, J a.mes Ray 
Textiles - 'l' M 
229. Irwin, Wallace Reinhardt 
Engineering - ME 
230. Jackson, Joseph Clyburn 
Education - VA E 
2Jl. Jacobs, James Copeland 
Textiles - T M 
- 18-
Subject 
Accepted 
ME 17 
Mech 306, Engl 32 
ME 17 
Econ 202 
ME 313 
Ap Elective 3 er 
ME 12, 17 
Engl 32 
Agron 409 
ME 17 
Calculus 4 er 
Geol 21 
ME 12, 17 
Engl 32 
FOR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
• 
None 
None 
Subject 
riequired 
CE 101 
Geol 201 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 308 
ME 420 
T I'4 101 
ME 420 
Hort 464 
Tech Elective 
Tech Elective 
Ag En 205 
TM 101 
ME 420 
• 
•
-19-
Name of Student Subject Subject 
School - and Major Course Accepted FOR Required
-
233. Jameson, David Mattison Ag En 205 Ag En 203 
Agriculture - Ag Engr Agron 301 Geol 201 
Agron 409 Hist 301 
234. Jeffcoat, Nevon Fouche A H 312, Bot 304 Bact 301, 30.3 
Education - VA E 
235. Jeffords, _Warren Ingram Engl 32 ME li20 
Engineering - E E 
r236. Jenkins, Donald Macbeth Engl 32 ME 420 
Engineering - EE ME 313 ME 308 
Engl 423 Hist 301 
237. Jenkins, Edward lvlicah Hist 14 Hist 301 
Engineering - M E Ap Elective 3 er ME 420 
238. Jester, Alvin Hughey ME 31.3 ME 308 
Engineering - EE Ap Elective 3 er ME 420 
239. Jeter, Allen Parrott None 
Arts & Sciences - Pre-Med 
240. Johnson, Arthur Boyd CE 101., 300 Waived 
~ngineering - CE 
241. Johnson, Donald Lee None 
Education~ VA E 
242. Johnson, John Thomas Ent 301 Bact 410, 412 
Agriculture - Agronomy 
243. Johnson, Ray Allison Engl 32 ME 420 
Engineering - 1i E 
244. Johnson, 1Villiam Calhoun Math 12 Phys 202 
Education - VA E CE 101 Phys 204 
Agron 306 Geol 201 
Hist 14, Econ 2.3 Ag Ee Elective 
245. Johnston, John Martin Psych 301 Hist .301 
Engineering - EE ME 313 ME 308 
Ap Elective 3 er 11 E 420 
246. Johnston, Lawton Lip$comb Gov 12, Hist 14 Hist 301 
Engineering - ME Engl 32 ME 420 
247. Jones, Oliver Boyce Gov 302 Hist 301 
Engineering - E E Engl 32 ME 420 
Name of Student 
School and 11<1jor Course 
248. Joyner, Raymond Saxby 
Education - VA E 
249. Keasler, Bennett Mack 
Textiles - T C 
250. Keeney, Marvin Fowler 
Engineering - EE 
251. Keil, Julian Eugene 
Agriculture - Ent 
252. KelJ.y, Zeary K. 
Textiles -- T M 
253. Kemedy, Harry Rychen 
Textiles - TM 
254. Kinard, James Anderson 
Engineering - EE 
255. Kivett, Roger Gentry 
Engineerir1g - C E 
256. Klettner~ Silas Johnstone 
Agriculture - Ag En 
257. Lachicotte, Arthur Herbert 
Agriculture - Hort 
258. Lake, 1JVilliam I-Ierman 
Engineering - ME 
259. Larnar, Linwood Hayne 
Engineering - ME 
260. Landgraf, Lester Phillips 
Engineering - CE 
261. Laney, John Wilson 
Agri cul tt1r~e - Agron 
262. Lanford, Roy F.ranl<lin 
Engineering - CE 
263. Latham, V/illiam Fent 
Textiles - TM 
-20-
Subject
-Accepted 
Mus 402 
Ag En 205 
ME 12, DD 101 
Bot 101 
Y M 301 
Econ 202 
Engl 32 
Dairy 301 
.i!.nt 406 
~nt 456 
Psych 301 
Hist 14 
Psych 302 
Engl 32 
CE 101, 300 
CE 419 
Hort 201 
Hist 14 
Agron 301 
AH 301 
!fort 402, 404 
Engl 32 
Tech EJ.ec tive -
Gov 12, Hist 14 
Engl 32 
CE 300 
AH 312, 401 
Educ 302 
CE JOO 
FOR 
2 er 
Subject 
Req11ired 
Geol 201 
Ag En 301 
DD 106 
TM 101 
TM 454 
Hist 301 
liI E 420 
Agron 302 
1~ H 37 
Geol 402 
Soc 301 
Gov 101 
Soc 301 
Vfaived 
ME 304 
Geol 201 
Hist 301 
AH 37 
Hort 301 
Hort 456 
11 E 420 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
V{aived 
Bact 410, 412 
Bot 401, 403 
Vlai ved 
None 
--- -
---
:.. 
279. 
280. 
281 • 
; 
?Jame of Student 
Scho()l arid lVIa,j or Course 
Lowe, John Zirnmerman 
Engineering - E E 
Lu.ct'.is, James Lloyd 
Textj_les - T 111 
Lyru1, ·Herman Pinckney 
·Agr~iculture - Ag En 
282 • · L:ton, · 1Jat thew ·naniel 
283 •· 
284. 
285~ ' 
286. 
287. 
288. 
289. 
290. 
291. 
292. 
293. 
294. 
· ·Arts ·& Sciences - A & S 
·cytle, Thon1as E·ugene 
Agrtculture - Ag Ee 
McAlister, ~Iarion Franklin . 
Textiles - T Ivl · 
M~Qlain, Leo William 
.-
Texti.l.es - T I\1 · 
• 
McCoy, Billy Jones 
·Engj~·11ee1'ing - C E 
McCra-vv, Tommy French 
Arts &Sciences - Ind Phys 
McDowell, William Lewis 
Arts & Sciences - A &S 
McGinty, Richard Alan 
Engineering - ME 
McGregor, Sam Evans 
Agriculture - Dairy 
lvicintyre, Dunca.n Craig 
Textile s - T M 
McKay, Daniel Brady 
Engineering - EE 
McKay, lJiTilJ_iam 
Agriculture - Dairy 
McKinney, IIugh Ellison 
Engineering - EE 
-~ I -22-
Subject 
Accepted 
Iv1 E 17 
Psych 301 
Engl 32 
Arch 315 
Ag En 301 
1 
• Agron 302· 
Ag Ee 504 
. . . 
M E 17 ' 
TM 461 
,• ... 
C E 300: ·. 
-· ME 211 
CE 419 
ME 305 
/ 
Ap Elective 2 er 
Hort 201 
ME 17 
P~ych 301 
Soc 301 
For 304, 306 
ME 313 
Ap Elective 3 er 
Ap Elective 3 er 
FOR 
None 
Nore 
None 
None 
Subject
Eequired 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Geol 201 
· Ag En 401 
Dairy 301 
Geol 201 
W D 12 
Phys 15, 16, and 
Electi.ve Credit 
Vfaived 
ME 302 
In •En 101 
Phys 312 
ME 420 
Geol 201 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Geel 201 
ME 308 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
------
l 
?lame of St,1dent 
3chool and Major
_ ......,,....., ..
Course
. .,... 
295. AticRae, David. JJelraus 
Ji.rts & Sciences - A & S 
296. TuicSwc1.in, ':~"illia1n Ernest 
11extiles - T ti 
297. Mallard, James Palmer 
E11gineer ing - C E 
298. Iviandanis, George Peter 
Engir1ee1~j_ng - E E 
299. Martin, Robert AJ.exander 
Arts & Sciences - A &S 
300. ~iartin, Samuel Jol1n 
TextiJ_es - T i.1 
301. lvlason, Fr~anklin Gasque 
Arts &·. Scier1ces - A & S 
302. ]~assey, ¥Tilliam Earl· 
Engineering - Arch Engr 
303. 1Jattison, Richard Thompson 
Arts & Sciences - A & S 
304. May·, Jarnes Dallas 
Textiles - T E 
305. 1~ayson, Bennie l~ayes 
i~griculture - Ag En 
306. Merritt, Jerry VviJ.liam 
Engineering - ME 
307. Mickle, Paul Cranford 
Textiles - 11 E 
308. Miller, Harry Malone 
Textiles - T }~ 
309. Mitchum., Robert Vfilliam 
Bducation - VA E 
310. ~Ion tgonery, Hone r Robuck 
Agriculture - Agron 
• 
-23-
Subject 
Accepted 
EE 212 
EE 25 
Engl 32 
CE 300 
ME 17 
Ger 101 
Ger 102 
l~ E 211 
1-Iort 201 
Ap g1ective 3 er 
Hort 301 
A fl 101 
Ag Ee 201 
FOR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
?Jone 
None 
None 
None 
None 
!~one 
Subject 
R.ec.1uired 
EE 303 
CE 205 
CE 416 
Waived 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
M E !i20 
In En 101 
Geol 201 
ME 420 
Hort J.i64 
AH 37 
Geol 201 
• • • 
". 
-24-
• 
.· .
Name of Student Subject .. J . FORSchooland ~Jlaj or Course 
• 
Accepted '• . .
' 
. .. 
311. r1Iontgo1nery, Jan1e s Hargrove AH 101 
Agr·icul tur(j - ll.gron Agron 306 
Gov 302 • 
; 
-.. 
312. . lviontgomery, Reh ert Russell 1:..g Ee 201 •• 
,;Agriculture 
- Agron Ag En 201 • 
' 
Agron 306 . ~ 
' .. 
•313. Ivloore, Jimrny Holland 111 E 17 
Textiles - T I\,[ 
.. 
• • 
314. Moore, Joe William ME 17 
Engineering - EE !J1ath 455 
. 
315. Morgan, JuJ.ian Hamaden 
. 
• None 
Arts &Sciences - A &S 
316. · Morris, Earle Eli~s None 
Arts &Sciences - A &S 
317. 11oore, "Vfill iam Hanry# None 
..
. . .Arts &Sciences - A & S 
318. lJioss, Elij ali. 1'liles None 
Education - Ind Ed ' 
I ~ f 
3J.9. l\{urphree, Joe Erld Econ 201 
Education - VA E 
320. Nelson, Paul Alvin ?Jone 
1-\rts & Scit:!nces - Pre-Med 
321. Nipper, Jack Jefferson None 
Textiles - T ~K 
• 
322. Norris, George Frank None 
.Arts & Scier1ces - Ind Phys 
323. Norris, Ylilliam r11anly · Hort 201 
Agriculture - Ag En Hist 14 
324. Norton, John Paul None 
Textiles - TE 
325. Orders, James Bethel Gov 12, iiist 14 
Ehgineering - Mb lip
... 
F~lective 
326. Ovr.i..ngs, 11Valter Dennis Engl 32 
Engineering - EE 
327. Oxner, Van Cleveland 
Textiles - TM irone 
Subject 
Required 
AH 37 
Geol 201 
Gov 301 
Geol 201 
AH 37 
Agron 401 
Y M 11 
CE 101 
M E Li20 
Ag Ee 201 
Geol 201 
Hist 301 
Hist 301 
ME 420 • 
1'I E 420 
----- -
Name of Student 
SchooY-and Major Course 
328. Page, Lee Charles 
Engineering - CE 
329. Pardue, George Stewart 
~ngineering - ME 
330. Parish, David Rerie 
Engineering - Ch En 
331. Par·ker, Harry lviiddleton 
Engineering - CE 
332. Parker, James Monroe 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med
. 
333. Parkman, Henry Daniel 
Education - VA E 
334. Pat.terson, Maxcy Brooks 
Textiles - TM 
335. Payne, Robert Tarrant 
Engineering - EE 
336. Perrell, David Charles 
Engine8ring - CE 
337. Perry, Samuel Lee 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med 
338. Pickens, Clarence Lee 
Textiles - T ti 
339. · Pickens, Jol'1n Portman 
Education - VA E 
340. Pinckney, John Chapman 
Agriculture - Ag En 
341. Pittman, Edgar Henry 
Engineering - Ch Engr 
342. Plyler, Daniel Bnice 
.Agriculture - i1. H 
343. Powell, Joseph Leslie 
Agriculture - AH 
344. Powell, Loye Harvey 
Engineering - E E 
-25-
Subject SubjectFORb.ccepted Required 
CE 101, 300 Waived 
Gov 12, Hist 14 Hist 301 
Ap Elective 3 er Ivl E 420 
11 E 17 CE 101 
ME 313 ME 304 
CE 300 Waived 
None 
None 
None 
1~ E 17 CE 101 
1! E 313 ME 308 
Ap Elective 3 er l\1 E 420 
C E 101, 300 Yvaived 
None 
None 
None 
Hist 14 Hist 301 
Gov 12 Gov 301 
P.rch 315 Geol 201 
11 E 17 CE 101 
ilg En 301 Geol 201 
CE 101 Geol 201 
Dairy 405 AH 452 
Ap EJe ctive 3 er ME 420 
--- -- --- ----
.
- -
I~an1e of Student 
Scl1ool and ivl,1jor Co11rse 
345. Price, James Talmadge 
~ngineering - CE 
JL.6. F1rince, Pl1j.lip IIuntE?.r 
I~rts & Sci erices - "i & S 
347. Province, Paul Jackson 
:r:r1gir1e c~ri11g - Ch En 
348. Puckett, Leland Oscar 
Textiles - T ivI 
349. Pulkinon, Carl SamuE-Jl 
1i.rts & Scir;nccs - .r4. & S 
350. Putnam, Sam~1Gl Rufus 
EngintJ E]ring - Arc.ri 
351. RagsdaJ.e, Ja.rnes V!illiam 
Arts & Sciences - A & 3 
352 . Rallings, Elisha !:Ionroe 
Education - V .h E 
353. Rash, Marvin Chapple 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med 
354. Rauch, Robert Joseph 
Engineering - CE 
355. Rauton, George William 
Agriculture - AH 
356. Rief.. , .·~aron ;1.dgcr 
ingin10 t •. rir1g - itrch 
357. Rice, Robert John 
Textiles - TM 
358. Richardson, Francis ?v!iller 
Textiles - T M 
359. Richardson, Raymonci Griffin 
Engine£ring ~EE 
360. Itichbourg, Bonnie~ Fladg~r 
Engineering - CE 
361. Richbourg, ~V5.lliam ,~ryman 
.H.rts & Scj.ences - J;\ & S 
-26-
Subject 
£1.ccepted
.... 
CE 300 
~JI E 17 
CE 101, JOO 
J:ig En 301 
VS 401 
11 E 313 
i~p Ele ctive 3 er 
CE 101, 300 
FOR 
None 
None 
Non.e 
None 
None 
~Ione 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Subject 
Reqt1ired 
Waived 
CE 101 
Geol 201 
.tt H 451 
~I E 308 
ME 420 
Vlaived 
Name of Student 
Schoorand IJiaJor Course 
362. Rickenbal<er, Thornas Carlisle 
Engineering - i1rch 
, 363. Riddle, H~rold Joseph 
Engineering - Arch 
364. Ridgevra·Tr John Lester 
... " ' Chemi.. stry -- Chem 
365. Riley, Ftancis Sayers 
Engineering - ME 
366. Riser, Clinto11 1~ard 
I Textile s - T C 
367. Robinson, James Ha1.. old 
Engineering - EE 
368. Robinson, Joseph Iviiles 
EngineeI'ing - C E 
369. Robinson, Richard Edmond 
Textiles - T ]Jl 
370. Rogers, Billy Gordon 
~griculture - £g En 
371. Rose, Allmand McKoy 
Arts &Sciences - Pre-Med 
372. Ross, Beverly Bruce 
Engineering - EE 
373. Ress, Coit 1Vilson 
Engineering - EE 
374. RoweJ~l, Carroll Spivey 
i~griculture - Dairy 
375. Royals, Daggett Orman 
Arts &Sciences- Pre-Med 
376. Russell, Simon Tyler 
Agriculture - Ag En 
377. Sadler, Mil ton Hardee Richard 
tngineuring - Arch 
-27-
Subject 
Accepted 
Ap E~ctive 3 er 
M E 430, 432 
Pl1ysic s 211, 21) 
Chem 235 L 
1!ech 302 
In En 201 
Griem En 301 
Engl 32 
CE 300 
A II 101, 103 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
Ap Elective - 3 er 
Jig Ee 201 
Dairy 354 
.t\gron 301 
Agron 409 
FOR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Subject 
Itequir·ed 
ME 420 
ME 418 
Phys 201, 203 
TC 307 
T 1[ 101 
Y Tu1 305 
Vil D 201 
11 E 420 
Waived 
Geol 201 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Gov 301 
Geol 201 
Hist 301 
Geel 201 
Name of Stt1dent 
School - und - 1:vla.,j or Course 
378. Salley, Vva.lter Bair 
J~:r.,ts &. Scir~nces, li & S 
379. Sa.mpJ.e, Mc.:.rion Boulvraro 
ChGrrdstry - Chem 
380. Sand~)]., Jack ;:;.lfr•ed 
Engineering - CE 
381. Sanders, Rcb ert V[j_lson 
~griculture - Ag En 
382. Sartor, Claude Christopher 
~irts & Scif..nces - Pre-rvicd 
383. Saylors, Averit Ellison 
Textiles - 'I1 !-I 
384. Scott, John Haver·s 
E · . - E Eng1ne,Jr1nrrQ 
385. ScurrJ, Willian1 Harold 
Engineering - ME 
386. Seaborn, Douglas Kay 
Textiles - T C 
387. Sedberry, Bond Robert 
Engi r1eoring - Arch 
388. Seddon, Frank 
Agriculture - Ag Ee 
389. Segars, Ra:;r V 
1\gric11.lturc - 1\g En 
390. SfJllers, Carey L~1e 
Education - VA E 
391. Senn, J r.un es Clj.fton
. 
Engineering - EE 
Shealy, Welton Lanier 
Agriculture - AH 
393. Sholar, DickeJr Ryland 
Engineering - ME 
394. Shf;pard, Jacques Roland 
Engineering - Arch 
-28-
Subject FOR£.cccpted 
None 
Chem 315 
CE 300 
ti E 211 
CE 20S 
c :E~ 201 
Agron 306 
None 
None 
DD 101 
.Ap Elective 3 er 
Engl 32 
EE 211 ) 
Econ 202 ) 
None 
Dairy 201 
Hort 201 
E11gl 32, Psych 301 
Agron 301 
Nor1e 
J~p Elective 3 er 
Engl 32 
None 
Su~ject 
Required 
Chem 4ll 
1~Jaived 
JJ E 302 
ME 213CE 101 
Geel 201 
\ 
Waived 
11 E 420 
ME 420 
(Gov 101 
Eng 301 
Bact 301, 303 
Chem 220 
Geol 201 
ME 420 
Geel 201 
ME 420 
.Name of Student 
s'chooland Major Course
-
395. Sr1erid.an, ·i11lilLi.am Martin 
Engino~ring - ME 
396. Shoalbred, ~ugustus Waite 
EngineE.;ring - C E 
397. Simpson, David Norris 
Engineering - CE 
398. Sj~mpson, Jaines Joseph 
i~x,ts & Sciences - A & S 
399. Simpson, Michael Willis 
Engineering - ME 
400·. Sims, Dev,eJr Elbert 
Agri cultur,, - .1igron 
401. Sipple, Joe Holland 
Engineering - EE 
402. Sistrunk, ltobert ~'fare 
Textiles - T 11 
403. Skinner, Paul Belton 
Textiles - TE 
404. Smith,, !Ienry 14.rnold 
Agriculture - Hort 
40$. Smith, James Douglas 
Engineering - EE 
406. Smitl1, LE~vd.s Bernard 
ltgric1Jlture - i~gron 
407. Smith, Lee Stanlcy­
T(3Xt:i.l es - T I\1 
408. Smith, Roy Edwin 
Engir1eorj.ng - !-JI E 
409. Smithwick, !v1yron .f.~lexander 
Arts &Sciences - A &S 
410. Snell, i~bsalom vVost 
i~grj_cul ture - i~g En 
411. Snipos,'John Rayford 
Textiles - TM 
-29-
SubJect 
J:a.ccep ted 
Engl 32 
ME .308 
CE 101, 300 
CE 101, 300 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
Geol 406 
Econ 201 
J~gron 306 
Hort 201 
Engl 32 
Econ 202 
Hort !~15 
ii.g Ee 302 
14 E 17 
Ap Elective 3 er 
A !I 101 
J-\g Ee 301 
Chem 215 
Gov 12, Hist 14 
r\.gron 301 
Music 402 
FOR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
• 
Subject 
Required 
ME 420 
ME 313 
Waived 
1laived 
Hist 301 
Tul E 418 
ig Ee 201 
J~ H 37 
Geol 201 
ME 420 
Hist 301 
Hort 306 
Ag Ee 309 
CE 101 
ME 420 
AH 37 
Gcol 201 
l~gron 451 
Hist 301 
Geol 201 
TM 101 
Name of Student
-Scnool and Major 
_.. 
Course 
413. Sojourner, David Coleman 
Engineering - ME 
414. Sowell, Tho1~nvvell Forest 
J~g1"iculture - i~g En 
415. Sparks, Erston Cartrell 
Textiles - TM 
416. Spinar, David Ray 
Chemistry - Chem 
417. Stacy, John Knox 
Engir1ecring - i~rch 
418. StanJ.ey, James i1.llen . 
Engineering - ME 
419. Starnes, ~Villiam Harold 
Agriculture - AH 
420. Stevens, James Edward 
Textiles - T ]Jl 
421. Still, Charles Neal 
Chemistry - Chem 
422. Stone, Charles Edward 
Engir1eering - EE 
423. Ston.e, James Dev1oy 
Textiles - T ivl 
424. s·wearingen, Vlilliam Riley 
.Arts & :3ciences - A & S 
425. Sweony, Hale Caterson 
Engineering - ME 
426. Swygert, Harold Barrett 
Enginef~ring - ME 
!+27. Talbert, 1N'illirun Carver 
.t~rts & Scienc ~s - .ci. & S 
428. Tarver, William Byrd 
Chemistry - Chem 
429. Tecklenburg, Henry 
Arts & Sciences - A & S 
-30-
Subject 
J~ccepted 
Engl 32 
Hist 14 
J~ H 101 
Hist 14 
Hist 14 
Draw 13, 14 
Gov 12, I-list 14 
EnE~J- 32 
Vs 402 
Jig Ee .3.52 
Econ ilOl 
ME 17 
Ap Elective 3 er 
.. 
Engl 32 
In En 302 
Engl 32 
Cer 301 
Math 306 
SubjectFOR Required 
ME 420 
• Hist 301 
Geol 201 
Hist 301 
Gov 101 
None 
~rch 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Geol 201 
ME 34, 34a 
EE 35, 35a 
None 
CE 101 
ME 420 
None 
\None 
M E 1.i20 
I11 E11 1()1 
!! E 420 
I11 En 202 
M E t~l8 
None 
None ' 
None 
Name of St11dent 
Schooi-and Major Course 
·- ---- ---
430. Tt1ieker, Forrest Henry 
Engineering - EE 
431. Thomas, Ilobert Togid 
Enginoerj_ng - Jlrch 
432. 'l1hompson, GaITis j~rchibald 
Engineering - ME 
433. Thompson, Hoyle T. 
Engineering - EE 
434. Thompson, J a.ck Do.uglftS 
Engineering - EE 
435. Thornton, Er,vin Collins 
Textiles - T C 
436. Tiller, Harvey Wilson 
11.gricultu1·c - 1igron 
437~ Todd, Loo Othello 
'£extiles - T E 
438. Townsond, Le,,'f.i. s Marcum 
EngineGring - CE 
439 •· Tovm.sGnd, Raymond Estil 
TextiJ.es - T M 
440. Trueblood, Loftin Conley 
Textiles - T M 
441. Truesdr.1le, Gerald Gilmore 
Education - VA E 
442. Turner, James Thomas 
Engino~ring - EE 
443. Uldrick, George Ellis 
Textiles - T M 
444~ Uldrick, Robert Callahrun 
Agricultux'e - 1;..g E11 
445. Ulmer, Carl Oliver 
Engineering - C·E 
-31-
Subject FOR
1~c~0Eted 
ME 17 
Econ 202 
Ap Elective J er 
None 
Hist 14 
Ap Elective 3 er 
Fngl 32 
Hist J~4 
Y 11 202, 302 
ME 17 
Hist 303 
l\iath 451 
Draw 11, 12 
T 11 403 
.t\g Ee 301 
Music 402 
None 
CE JOO 
CE 419 
None 
M E 12, 17 
Zool 306, Agron 306 
Engl 32 
None 
Hist 14 
Arch .31.5 
C E 1011 JOO 
Geol 21 
Subject 
Required
I 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Hist JOl 
A~ E 420 
ME 420 
Hist 301 
Technical Elect 6 er 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
D D 105, 106 
W D 201 
Geol 201 
Psych 301 
V!aived 
1ii E 304 
TM 101 
P H 301., 30.3 
ME 420 
Hist .301 
Geol 201 
vVaived 
Geol 406 
- -
Name of Student 
School and Ivlaj or Course 
. 
446. Vaughn, Eddie Milton 
Engineering - EE 
4L~7. Vickery, Arthur Vernon 
Engineering - ME 
448. Volk, L0onard Ralfe 
TextilE]S - T 1\1 
449. Waddell, Russell Blake 
Engineering - Ch En 
4.50. -~lifagner, Norm-:l.n Paul 
Engineering - ME 
451. Vvald, Eugene Clifton 
Textilc;s - T Iv! 
452 • Vfalker, John Thomas 
Education - VA E 
453. Wallace, Osborne Laval 
Jtgricul ture - ij. H 
454. Viard, Arthur Gerard 
Tc?xtilcs - T M 
455. vVnrd, vvilliam .nndrew 
Engineering - CE 
456. vVard, ,!villiam Brlen 
~~ts &SciBnccs - Pre-Med 
457. 1Jllarnt;r, Clyde King 
Engineering - rlr En 
458. Yfatson, I{obei~t Qlj.n 
Arts & Sciences - A & S 
459. Vfayne, Hugh Svdnton 
Erigineering - E E 
460. VTebb, Charles 
Engincoring - CE 
461. Vvecks, Thomas James 
Engi·ne0ring - lvI E 
-32-
Subject 
-
FORAccented 
.... 
Ap ElE)ctive 3 er 
Engl 32 
ME 43.3 
None 
Bot 101 
ME 17 
Phys 201, 202, 204 
Hist 14 
Econ 401 
M E l.i21., 423 
None 
None 
1\gron 409 
None 
None 
None 
None 
.. 
None 
ME 17 
CE 300 
ME 2ll 
l~rch 3l5 
Engl 32 
ME 421 
Subject 
Requj~red 
ME 420 
ME 420 
ME 418 
Gon Ap Elect 4 er 
CE 101 
Phys 211, 212, 214 
Hist 301 
l~ E 420 
ME 418 
Geol 201 
CE 101 
1lfaived 
l~ E 302 
ME 304 
ME 420 
11 E 418 
--33-
Name of Student
~- - ~----.......-School nnd Major Course
_,___ -- - ------
462 • 7fei r, Fred J axnes 
Tcxti.los - T M 
463. "t!cst, i-lrthur Eugene 
Textiles - TE 
~r1i~ ct464. • • Ci.:;) J John Raymond 
i~gri culture - Poul try 
465. -~rest, '?Jarren F.le tcher 
Engine0ring - EE 
466. 111fhall, Ralph French 
Chem and Ch8m Engr Courses 
467. Yfuitaker, HGnry HaITison 
ilgricul tu:ro - Dairy 
468. 1-!hitc, Joe Luke 
~griculture - Agron 
469. Y\1hi tt;, I.,arry V1elborn 
Education .- Education 
470. Yfuite, Paul JE~nnings 
Textiles - TM 
471. Yfiggins, Robert :Franklin 
ti.rts & Sci~nces - A & S 
472. Wilk, Joseph Peter 
Engir1e".ring - .iirch 
473. Vlillard, Cha.rle s Dean 
Engine0ring - ME 
474. ..fvilliu1ns, J. Frank 
AgriculturG - Agron 
475. Williams, Leon Paul 
Engineering - EE 
476. Ytfilliams, Raydell Ralph 
Education - VA E 
Subject FORliccepted 
None 
In En 205 
Hist 301 
~1 E 17 
Psych 301 
Engl 32 
Econ 401 
Ch En 301 
Ch En 305 
Chem 431 
Ch En 302 
Bact 301, 303 
None 
1~g Ee 201 
AH 101 
For .304 
Geog 301 
CE 101 
!Jl E 12 
Hist 14 
None 
None 
Engl .32 
1ig Ee 201, 1,. H 101 
Engl 32 
!1 E 12, 17 
Subject 
Required 
In En 201 
Geol 201 
CE 101 
Hist 301 
ME 420 
Gov 101 
In Ch 41 
' Or Ch 31 L 
CE 101 
In Ch 42 
Chem 321 
Geol 201 
AH 37 
Bact 410, 412 
Geol 203, 204 
V Ed 316 
V Ed 415 
Gov 1()1 
ME 420 
AH 37, Geol 201 
ME 420 
Ag En 205 
I' 
Name of Student 
Schoora11d 1vlajor Course 
477. Wilson, JGrome 
Tt1xtiles - 1' C 
478. ~Jvilson, Vfilliam Frazier 
Engine0ring - CE 
479. VIJ'i.ngate, Vfilliam H. 
Engineering - Chem Engr 
480. VJithington, John Marshall 
'l'extiles - T C 
481. Vlomack, George Treacy 
Chemistry - Chem 
482. Vfood, i',..very Yvayman 
Engineering - Ilrch Engr 
483. Wood, James r.~arles 
Engine r.:ring - TuI E 
484. Wood, Marion Madison 
Engineering - CE 
485. Wood, William Harold 
Engineering - M E 
486. Yeargin, Robert Harper 
Engineering - CE 
487. Zeigler, John Tatum 
Engineering - CE 
488. Stroman, Jesse Lee 
Textiles - TM 
18. Banks, Edward Robert 
-34-
Subject 
.l-iCC8ptcd 
ME 213 
n.1.E 311 
ME 313 
EE 307 
Engl 32 
Phys 312 
CE 101 
TM 461 
Engl 32 
Engl 32 
l1hys 11, 
Hist 14, 
Engl 32 
CE JOO 
~ngl 32 
CE 101, 
Phys 304 
FOR 
None 
None 
None 
None 
12, 15, 16 
arch 209 
300 
None 
Subject 
lteq_uired 
CE 205 
ME 302 
ME 304 
EE 303 
CE 416 
Chen1 333 
DD 106 
y 1[ 305 
~4 E 420 
ME 420 
Phys 211, 212, 3, 4 
DD 105, 106 
CE 416 
Vlaived 
CE 416 
lilaived 
Chem 102 
Engineering - C E In En 205 1! E 304 
Engl 32 CE 416 
• 
I ;' 
I 
t 
Vinutes of Faculty Meeting 
Thursday, August 18, 1949 · 
The faculty met in the Chemistry Auditorium at 7 p.m. on Thursday, August 18, 
with President Poole presiding. 
Reading of the minutes of the June meeting was postponed until September 6. 
Professor C. L. Morgan, in the absence of Dean Cooper, presented the list of 
candidates from the School o! Agriculture, such list being appended to these minutes. 
Dean Kinard, Dean Hunter, Dean Earle, and Dean ashington presented the names 
of candidates from their respective schools as shown on the appended sheet; Dean 
Brown asked that one name, tl:Bt of Mr. C. P. Anderson, be deleted from his list and 
moved that the list thus am.ended be approved. 
The candidates from all the schools were approved without a dissenting vote. 
Dr. H. J. Webb, Chairman of the Graduate Committee, presented the names of three 
candidates for the Master of Science degree: Mr. Dennis E. Crawford and Mr. John 
Richie Smith in Agricultural Economics and Yr. John Mauldin Watkins, Jr. in Peysics. 
It was voted that their degrees be awarded. 
Dr. Poole thanked the members of the summer school faculty for their work and 
said that from his viewpoint the session had been a good one. He called attention 
to the fact that the Board of Trustees had voted that a dormitory be provided for 
women students during the next summer session, and he stressed the service that 
teachers could be to the college and to the state if they made a wise selection of 
courses here - soil conservation and horticulture, for example. Clemson, he said~ 
had benefited from and needed to foster the good will of visiting teachers and such 
groups as rural ministers who hold meetings here from time to time. 
In this connection he stated that he had just returned from Bennettsville, 
where he observed a fine demonstration which Professor George Nutt aIXi his assistants 
gave to a group of cotton growers, and said that the demonstration reflected credit 
on Clanson College. 
He asked that faculty members on the campus. help with tm Fa:rmers 1 Week 
program if possible. 
He announced the first faculty meeting for the fall sessi n to be held at 
ll:30 a.m., Tuesday, September 6 and the faculty reception to be held at his home 
J 
on Thursday, September 1.5, and expressed the 'Wish tha. t the faculty have a pleasant 
vacation. 
Mr. Metz announced plans for tle informal graduation exercises to be held at 
... 
7:00 p.m., August a• 
Dr. Sams asked that class advisers ·be reminded to be back by September 5. 
Dr. J. M. Stepp asked that in the awarding of the Norris Medal in the future 
it be ma.de clear that the award was made for tm calendar year - June to June -
and that consequently three graduating classes were included in the group from whom 
the selection was made. 
The meeting was then .adjour~ed at 7:25 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
c: . 
Joseph • Green 
Secretary 
PRELIMINARY LIST 
Candidates for Bachelors' Degrees 
August 19, 1949 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTUBE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Aqric:ulture-Agric:ultural Economics Major 
Earle LaBruce Knight ----------- Andrews 
Aqriculture-Aqronomy Major 
James Walter Dobson, Jr. -------- Central Hiram Franklin Meadows ------ Woodruff 
Robert Hastings Holley ------------ Aiken Nathan Robert Salley ------------- Salley 
Agriculture-Animal Husbandry Major 
John Lloyd Adair, Jr. ------------ Clinton Jerome Madison Gramling ___ Orangeburg 
*Ira Jones Adams -------------- Kershaw George Pitt Lachicotte ___ Pawleys Island 
Franklin La Fayette Cox ____ Mayfield, Ga. Joseph Walter Mahaffee, Jr. _____ Gaffney 
Jack Leonard Price 
------------- Gaffney 
Agriculture-Dairy Major 
Albert Thomas Gilpin ------------ Chester Jack Childers Hart ------------ Greenville 
Thomas Hobbs Rainsford ______ Edgefield 
Agriculture-Horticulture Major 
John Wylie Ross ------------------ Greer G. H. Taylor --------------------- Gilbert 
Agriculture-Poultry Major 
Charles Pack Willimon ________ Greenville 
Agricultural Engineering 
Lacy Leanneau Edwards, Jr. ------ Marion Joe Major Pruitt, Jr. ·------------ Anderson 
Lanier Stokes Livingston ---------- North Charles Wilburn Wilson -------- Landrum 
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Arts and Sciences 
Leland Richard Cannon -------- Anderson Robin Allyn Julien ----------- Greenwood 
James Henry Carter, Jr. _____ Georgetown David Longley Peebles ____ Hampton, Va. 
Oscar Fred Danner, Jr. ________ Jonesville Preston Sanders Shealy ______ Batesburg 
*Thomas Daniel Donegan__New York, N. Y. Paul Hamilton Sloan ----------- Anderson 
Julian Harrison Fair, Jr. ____ St. Matthews James Wilson Snipes ------------- Marion 
Fitz Lee Hardin, Jr. _______________ Chester John Ripley TeBow ________ Augusta, Ga. 
Claude C. Howell ------------ Troy, N. C. George Truman Walton ----------- Belton 
Frank Merritt Wilkerson ___ Hickory Grove 
Industrial Physics 
Louis Hampton Cook, Jr. -----~ Bishopville 
Pre-Medicine 
Philip William Gilroy Greenville Ben Gerald Richardson ---------- Pomaria 
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Chemistry 
John Owen Lewis, Jr. Marion James Jefferies Littlejohn ---- Spartanburg 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Architectural Engineering 
Floyd Ferguson Kay, Jr. __ Charlotte, N. C. 
Architecture 
Jerry Edward Williams ----- Spartanburg Guy Austin Yeargin ----------- Anderson 
Chemistry-Engineering 
James Allen Brown ----------- Greenville 
Bachelor of Architecture Degree 
Samuel Rufus Putnam, Jr. ------ Clemson 
Bachelor of Civil Engineering Degree 
Chester B. Aiken, Jr. ------------ Pickens **Ashby Benjamin Moon, Jr. 
Frederick Wilhelm Andrea, Jr. ---- Greer 
--------------------- Columbus, Ga. 
Ben Lauren Bates --------- Corolla, N. C. Alan Wayne · Potter ----------~-:...:.. · Clifton 
William Valentine Hadsell, Jr. Jo·hn Allen Richbourg -------- Summerton 
--------------------- Savannah, Ga. John Clement Rogers ------------ Chesnee 
Ivan Dewitt King, Jr. ________ Gray Court Ephriam Mikell Seabrook, Jr,__Mt. Pleasant 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Architectural Engineering 
Floyd Ferguson Kay, Jr. __ Charlotte, N. C. 
Architecture 
Jerry Edward Williams ----- Spartanburg Guy Austin Yeargin ----------- Anderson 
Chemistry-Engineering 
James Allen Brown ----------- Greenville 
Bachelor of Architecture Degree 
Samuel Rufus Putnam, Jr. ------ Clemson 
Bachelor of Civil Engineering Degree 
Chester B. Aiken, Jr. ----------- Pickens **Ashby Benjamin Moon, Jr. 
Frederick Wilhelm Andrea, Jr. ---- Greer 
--------------------- Columbus, Ga. 
Alan -Wayne· Potter ___________::.:..-' ·CliftonBen Lauren Bates --------- Corolla, N. C. 
William Valentine Hadsell, Jr. Jo-hn Allen Richbourg -------- Summerton 
--------------------- Savannah, Ga. John Clement Rogers ------------ Chesnee 
Ivan Dewitt King, Jr. -------- Gray Court Ephriam Mikell Seabrook, Jr, __Mt. Pleasant 
John Decatur Locke, Jr. ---------- Taylors Joe Oscar Smith ----------- Elberton, Ga. 
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering Degree 
William Pinkney Boliek ____ Sarasota, Fla; **Howard E. Lee, Jr. __ Newport News, Va. 
Charles Babb Cannon, Jr. ------- Laurens Julien Theodore Melchers, Jr,__Mt. Pleasant 
George William Connelly ------ Newberry John Bunyan Mitchell ------------ Saluda 
Thomas Burnette Fairey ____ Orangeburg Richard Eugene Nix ------------ Florence 
Alexander Francis Hammond ____ Camden Francis Peyre Porcher -------- Charleston 
Robert Lawrence Heyd, Jr. ***Garland Berte Seaborn, Jr. ____ Central 
------------------- New York, N. Y. Henry Calvin Shadwell -------- Columbia 
Chadwick Burwick Hucks___Savannah, Ga. Henry John Thiele, Jr. ________ Charleston 
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering Degree 
Roland Lewis Allen, Jr. _______ Greenville Frank Weston Mahon, Jr. _____ Greenville
... 
Benjamin Hiram Baggott ______ Columbia David Joseph Mangan ___ Springfield, Mo. 
Merrill Vernon Davis ____ Concord, N. H. Charles Haley Martin ------------- Aiken 
James David Hill, Jr. ------ Sanford, N. C. Arthur Davis Plowden ----------- Sumter 
Richard Gene Leiby ------------- Sumter Harold Bernard Powell ------ Spartanburg 
William Francis McClain ____ Honea Path John Day Simonds _________ Orlando, Fla. 
SCHOOL OF TEXTILES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Textile Chemistry 
Richard Cramer Ellison ________ Lancaster Walter Brice Kelsey, Jr. ---------- Chester 
Jack Holt Emerson ---------- Atlanta, Ga. John Marshall Withington ____ Greenville 
Textile Engineering 
John Dwight Bell, Jr. -------- Naval Base Harold Dwight Hughey ----------- Greer 
John Henry Bevis, Jr. ________ Charleston William Edgar Josey ---------- Anderson 
Keith Harlan Buchanan -------- Anderson John Foy Walser ________ Salisbury, N. C. 
Henry Burton Coyle ------------ Gaffney Robert L. Whitaker --------------- Union 
Thomas Eugene Eskew -------- Whitmire Durham DeCaney Williams, Jr. 
------------------------ Georgetown 
Textile Manufacturing 
Arthur Edward Abrams _____ Ware Shoals Robert Gage ------------------ Anderson 
Charles Perry Anderson __ Lexington, N. C. Thomas Vincent Mims ____ Talladega, Ala. 
William Julian Arnette ------- Winnsboro General June Pruitt --------------- Greer 
*William Charles Ballew --------- Easley William Hunter Stallworth, Jr. 
Milton Norwood Bridwell ------ Greenville ------------------- Jacksonville, Fla. 
Jimmie Lewis Cantrell ---------- Fort Mill James Edward Stevens ----- Spartanburg 
John Preston Carwile ---------- Abbeville Bruce Elliott Taylor ---------------- Greer 
Roderick Murchison Todd ______ Anderson 
SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Industrial Education 
Charles Harvey Holladay -------- Sumter Edward Hanks Jones -------- Great Falls
-
Vocational Agricuitural Education 
William Clyde Carter --------- Fort Lawn Clarence Henry Lathan __________ Lowrys 
Mims Harth Fanning ________ Springfield Luther Washington Little, Jr. ___ Newberry 
Edward Hardy Green __ Dyersburg, Tenn. George Smith McKenzie ---------- Mullins 
**Morris Marshall Harrison ------- Pelzer George Edwin Mason ---------- Fairplay 
Cecil Cleon Howard ------------- Pickens James Albert Neves ------------ Taylors 
James Leland La Fraga -------- Fort Mill Van Clinton Porter ------------ Williston 
*With honor 
**With high honor 
***With highest honor 
Candidates for Masters' Degrees 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Aqricultmal Economic. 
:Dennis E. Crawford ------------- Clemson john Ritchie ·Smith ____.,__ &t Springs, Ad. 
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
NASTElt or SClEKCI DECIEI 
Mi.yald 
John Mauldin W,ttkins, fr. ---- GreenwOQd 
~. .· 
Minutes of General Faculty Meet:ing 
September 6, 1949 
Tre faculty of Cle1nson College met in the college auditorium on Tuesday, 
September 6, 1949, at 11.30 a.m. with President Poole presiding. 
Copies of the reports of faculty committews and lists of new members of 
the staff were distributed by the Registrar a:rrl his assistants. 
Following the reading by the secretary of the minutes of the June and. August 
meetings, the President began his remarks by thanking those members of the faculty 
who had contributed tot~ success of tie Farmers' Week Program held at Clemson 
during the last ?.eek of August. According to letters received, the President 
said that it was thought that during that week the college had had the greatest 
assembly of farm machinery on record in the South. 
He called attention to the reports of faculty committees and stressed the 
importance and value of their work. 
In his further remarks he referred to the annual inspection of the Board of 
Visitors, whose recommendations, like those of faculty committees, ma!\V times 
benefited the college even though it took four or five years in some cases. 
He spoke of the help that the college could be to and through county arrl 
home demonstration agents; said that engineering had been brought into Farmers• 
Weel<: through architecture and ceramics; that heads of departments should give 
careful attention to such matters in their respective fields as securing fellowships 
and assisting their students whenever possible. 
He referred to crowded conditions and said that he hoped that there would 
soon be more room. In this connection he said that it was hoped that work on the 
new chemistry ani agricultural engineering buildings would get under way in the 
fall or early spring. 
He said that 800 had been graduated from the college during the year; that 
during the 1949-1950 sessionibe freshman and senior classes would be large and 
the sophomore and junior classes small; and that by 1952 or 1953 we should have 
a normal distribution between the four classes. 
The President then recognized Dean Earle, of the School of Engineering, who 
introduced the new members of his staff, the names of whom are included in the list 
appended to these minutes. 
Mr. R. A. McGinty, Vice-Director of the School of Agriculture, in the absence 
of Dean Cooper introduced the new faculty members in that school, read tl:B names 
of new extension workers, and announced the appointment of a new head of the 
Department of Entomology- and Zoology, Dr. M. D. Farrar. 
Dean Kinard, of the School of Arts and Sciences, after introducing tre new 
members of his staff, called attention to the fact tra t twelve members of his 
faculty were on leave working on their Ph.D. degrees - one in phy"sics; two in 
English; four in mathematics; and five in the social sciences. 
Dean Brown, of the School of Textiles, after introducing the new members 
of his staff,· said that three from his faculty were away for graduate study 
this yea:r and five had been away the pa.st summer. He announced tha. t, beginning 
this fall, his school was offering courses leading to an M.S. degree in knitting 
manufacturing. 
He then asked if he might speak a w:>rd as a "plugtt for his school, and was 
granted permission. 
He said that he would not have made the request but for the fact that textile 
schools are not plentiful, there being only ten in the United States. For a 
n11mher of years, he said, Clemson had had th:? largest building of any of the ten 
schools but that several schools had inaugurated a building program recently; 
that the textile school at Clemson had the largest faculty teaching only textile 
subjects; that, in his opinion, the faculty of his c ool was superior to that 
of any other textile school both in academic training and experience; th:lt last 
year his school had more students in the first three classes than had any other 
textile school; and that if the per cent of freshmen taking textile cairses ran 
true to form this year, Clemson's textile school would have a larger enrolL,nent 
than arr:, other textile school. 
president Poole said that he thought that Dean Brown had reason to be ·proud 
of his school; that Clemson had built up its textile school by raising standards 
an:l was receiving increasing recognition. 
Dean Hunter, of the Sc ool of Chemistry, after introducing the new members 
of his staff, said that he would wait until the completion of the new chemistry 
building before speaking abrut his school. 
Dean Washington, of the School of Education, spoke of the survey work done 
during the summer by Dr. White; of Professor Booker's teaching in Florida during 
the summer, and of one of his staff members studying in Georgia; and concluded 
by saying that he would wait until he had a larger building before speaking in 
behalf of his school. 
Lt. Colonel R. B. Smith, Professor of Military Science and Tactics since 
the retirement of Colonel w. s. Morris, introduced the new commandant Colonel 
Forrest E. Cookson, and the new additions to the military department. 
The President then welcomed the newcomers to the campus and said that he 
hoped that they and ~'leir wives would become active in the various organizations, 
stressing particularly the contribution made to the life of the community by 
the Sage Club and the Newcomers' Club. He said that he was working on better 
• 
housing; that the doors of his office were always open; that concert tickets 
had been reserved for newcomers and could be secured at his office; and concluded 
by extending an invitation to the reception for new members of the faculty to 
be held at his home on Thursday, September 13, at 8 p.m. He added that in the 
event of rain it would be h:ld in the hall of tl"E Main Building or the parlors 
of the Y.M.C.A• 
Professor Goodale asked that any new members of the faculty who were members 
of Phi Eta Sigma, honorary fraternity for freshmen, meet him after adjournment. 
Mr. G. E. Metz, the Registrar, announced details of plans for registration; 
said that the fee far faculty members enrolling for courses had been set at 
$3.00 for six credit hours; · cautioned against registeri.ng students for 500 courses 
unless they had the proper authorization to take the courses; and said that 
copies of the revised rules concerning cheating would be distributed as soon as 
they were reac:tv. 
Professor Gaston Gage, member of the Athletic Comroj ttee, then called attention 
to the fact that season tickets to all home athletic events were available at 
i7.50 each. 
The meeting was then adjourned at 12:30 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Q . 
• 
J. c. Green, Secretary 
September 1, 1949 
THE PRESIDEl-!TtS OFFICE 
RECF..NT ADDITioirs TO THE COI,L:GGE STAFF 
Allen, Ttv. o., Instructor in K11itting; B.S. :North Carol1.na Sta·te College; 
11ethodist; lviarried; Pre-Fab 12;. 
Beaven, Captain 1Villiam l[., A~sistant Professozt of Air Science and 
Tactics; B.s. st. ~!Iary 1s Universityz Protestant; }larried; }Iorton Apartme11ts. 
B~Jan, N. R., Associate Profes$or 0£ !.iathem,atj.cs,; B.A. Penn State College; 
ii.A. University of Pennsylvania; Ph.D. Col1.1mb:ta TJnive:rsity; Congregational; 
Married; GoodJnan Apartmen·ts. 
Carson, IJ. A., Instr11ctor in 1V'ea.ving; B.S. Clemson College; 1\[ethodist; 
Si.ngle; Seneca, South Carolina. 
Chamberlain, w. F., Associate tntomologist; B.s., M.s., Ph.D. University of 
California; Catl1olic; lJar·ried; Seaborn Place, Oalhouh, South Car·olina. 
- , 
Cookson, Colonel Forrest E., Professor of l'!ilitary Science and Tactics; B~S. 
u.s. l1ilita1--y Acadenw; Infantry School Basj_c course; Comrnar1d and General 
Staf~f Scl1ool; General Staff College; Episcopalian; l!!a!'I'ied; Comn1andant' s · 
Home on J\Tortl1 Palrne·tto Boulevard. 
Crawford, J. ·I·I., Assistan·t I!ortic11l·turist; B.S. ClGmson CoJ.lege _; Baptist; 
Married; Pre-Fab 112, 
, 
Dalton, Lieutenant Lloyd A., Assistant Professor of Air Science and Tactics; 
B.s. T~cas A. and 1~1.; lTethodist; llarried; Pre-Fab 292. 
Davis, c. c., Instructor in Economics; B.B.A. and M.B.A. University of Georgia; 
Baptist; Mar1 ried; Doggett Apar4tments. 
Dillon, R. M., Assistant Professor of Architecture; B. 0£ Arch. University of 
Washington; Cat,ho].ic; !~tarried; Pre-Fa.b 131, 
Dodson, c. A., Assistant in Animal Pathology; B.S. Clemson College; Presbyterian; 
Single; }Jrs. J. s. Goodman's Reside11ce., Vfigington St,reet,. 
Elliott, Sergeant L. D., l[etl1odist; Married; Pre-Fab 22. 
Gambrell, c. B., Jr., Instr11ctor :tn Textiles; B.S. Clemson College; Baptist; 
1,!arried; Pre-I?a.b 19. 
Gerrttsen, B. H., Instructor in Chemistry; B.3. Clemson College; Presbyterian; 
Married; Strawberry Lane. 
Goldgar, B, A., Instructor in English; A.B. and 11.1\.. Vanderbilt Unj.versitJr; 
Single; Je1rish; ]\iiss !Jargaret I:Iorrison' s Residence, 100 Church Street. 
Guest, c. !.{., Instructor in Chemistry; B.Ch.E. Clemson College; Baptist; 
Single; 106 Earle Street, 
.' 
' 
' 
; 
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Guion, T. H., Assistan.t Professo1~ of Textile Chemist,ry and Dyeing; B.S. 
Davidson College; Ph.D. 1Jniversi·t;,r of }Tortl1 Cttrolina; Presbyterian; Married; 
Apartment in TJevrton residence 011 Strod.e Ci1~c1e. 
1Harden, J. c., Jr., Instructo1 in I\iathernat.ics; B.S. }Eississippi College; 
Presbyt,erian; Single; 1,cs. tT. I•J. 1\lex.[ind·.e1--• s Residence, Vvigington Street. 
Har·relson, }!I. Vv., Instructor in Iviechanical Engineering; B.S. Clemson College; 
,,]A:ethod.ist; r.'.Iarried.. ; Pre-Fab lJ.8. 
HoJ.leJr, R. FI., Assist,ant Agror1omist; B.s. Qlemson College; Baptist; Single, 
Johnson, R. B., Ir1structor j.n 1.iathernatics; A.B. Gustavus !1.dolph11s Cc)l l ege; 
M,•A• '11eachers College, (~ol11n1bia 'tTr1iversi·t~r; }..1.11. Universit:,y of Teru1essee; 
Ll1t)herru1; Sj.r1gle; JJrs. B. B. B1,11"1leyt s Residen~e, Edgev,ood Aver1ue. 
J1nnper, R. E., Instructor in Govor~n1nent and Jiistory; A.B. and JJ.1\.. Univ·ersity 
of So11th CaI·olina; l:iethodist; Si:r1glc~; }Jj.ss Margaret }Ior·rison' s Itesj1dence, i, 
10() Cl1urch St:r'eet. , 
1I{irby, Capta.in E. 1Y., Assistant P1~ofessor of I:Iilitar~y Science ar1d Tactj~cs; 
:p.s. t.Tol1n Carroll tJ11iver·sity; Officers' Candidate School; Catl1olic; Iviarried; 
Per1clleto11 I:Tighvray•. 
Lambert, R. s., Ins·tructor ir1 liistory a11d G·overnment; lt.B. and J\1.A. lfniversity 
of 1'Jt;rtl1 Carolina; 1:iresbyterian; Jiiarried; Pre-Fab 217. 
1Laza.1 J. T., Jr., Assistant Professor of Dairying_; B~S. Clemson College; j\1.S., 
Cornell Univ·ersity; Presbytel'1 ian; l1iarried; f:ce-Fab 47. 
Lindenberg., Edwa1"d A., ltssistant Professor of IIorticuJ;ture; B.S. Clemson 
College; Lutherar1; Sing]~e; lJrs. B. B• .BurJ.eyt s Residence, Edgewood Avenue. 
Lo1i~1.7, ~'v• 1., Jr• ., Associate Professor of Civj.l Engineering; B.S. in C.E•. 
Virginia PolytecJ1nic Insti·tuto; Episcopalian; rA:arried; Pre-Fab 152. 
Ludwig, D. A., Instructor in Econornics; B.A. Alli~ghe11y College; 1:-[.A. 
U11ivorsity of Vi:r·gi11ia; Presb3rteria11; Sir1gle; Hate]... ' 
!\1cCormac, tT• c., Inst,r1.1ctor ir1 C:l.vil E11gi11eering; B.s. The Citadel; 1,IcS• 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; !Jethodist; Single; Dr. s. J. L. 
Crouch•s Residence on Calhoun Road. 
1[cKay, 17illiam, Assistant in Dairying; B.S. Clemson College; Presbyterian; 
1JarJ'ie(l; Pre-Jtab 128. 
Tuiacal1.lay, II. TI., Jr., InstI·uctor in ·Economics; T-3.S., and I.1.8. University of 
Alabama; Pi-'osl-,ytorian; tT.a1'lrit:cl; Pre-~ab 204. 
Perry, 11. L., Instructor in IJiechanical Engineer:i.ng; B.S. Clemson College; 
Baptist; Single. ' 
,.Perry, Sergeant T•.;.; Lietr1odist; Lla.rried. 
,, 
' 
. 
I 
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Potter, L. H., Inst.ructo1i in I:Iatl1eme.tics; Jt.B.E • . University of Florida; 
I.rethodj.st; Single; }i r. Hc1r4ry Vfilkj..nsont s Residence; Folger street. 
Povrell, T'f. w., Assistant professor· or Er1glish; B.S. Georgia Teachers College; 
Iv1.A. Duke University,; lJethodist; Single; liiss \:"irginia Shanklin' s RcJsiclence · 
on Hillcrest Avenue. 
P,.1tnam, s. I?.., AssistEtnt Profe~sor· of Architecture; B•..' of Arch. Clemson 
Colleg:e; Presbyterian; ~!arried; Pl·e-Fab 191. 
Reaves, H. T~., Instructor in Physics;- A.B. and 11.s., 1"'lest Virginia TJr1ivorsity; 
Episcopalia11; 1J:a.rr·ied; Pre·-F'ab 323. 
Shepard, vr. vv., Assist1ant Professor of f-xchj_tecture; B.F.A. University of 
Washington; !vI.A. Clare1norrt College; I'l"esbyterian; ldarriod; Furmar1 J-':tpc1rtments. 
Snell, A. 1v., fl.ssistant Af51~j..cu.lt·LlI'al.~ E11gi11eer; B.S. CJ.emsor1 _ColJ_oge; tilethodint; 
Sir1gle; Dr. T'f. B. .P~lbcr·t ts Resj4dence., Dog·-wood Drivc. 
Sproule, i:Villiam, Instructor ir1 'J:'e :;{tiles; n.s. Pl1ilaclelphia Text,j.lc Institute; 
Pr·esbJrterian; 1'/Iarriect; Pre-F'ab 229. 
Ta:y·lor, B. E., Inotructor in Te1c·tiilos; B.S. Clc1nson CoJ~lege; Baptist; I:;ar1·ied; 
Pro-Fab 149. 
Thomas, J. R., Assistant, Professol" of Dairy·ing and Assistan.t jwn Dairying; B.S. 
Clemson ColJ..ege; 1/fe·thodist; Liarir:tcd,; Honie i11 Pickens Cot1n·ty. 
\fade, B. T • ., Instructor in Ivia·~he1na<tics; A.B. Frankl:tn ColJ.ege; Li.A. I(e11t State 
Univer·si·ty; Baptj_st; 1Jar·ried; Pre-Fab 312. 
1:1Ir1itla·vv-, Lt. Colonel NathanicJ. o., Assistant Professor of l.:ilj_tar:J Science 
arid Tactj_cs; B.,S. Clemson ColJ_ego; Tanl<: Scl1ool; Advc1nced Tactics Of~ficcrs' 
Instructor Course; Bc.1.pt:Ls·c; T!arried; Pre-Fab 2J..i5. 
, "' 
1ririlliams, J. F., Instr1-1ctor in Cr1emistry; B.s. lTn.i vers:i.ty of South Carolina; 
Presbyterian; JIHarried; J:falpl1.i"us Af)aJ."'tment on Strawl)errJ Lane. 
,vilson, 1r.r. Jt., Instrt1ctor in 1,ratl1ematics; B.s.E. and i:f.S. University of 
Arkansas; 1.{cthodist; Ivia1'1riod; Prc-Fab 79. 
Yfood., ,v. A~, I11s·tructor i~1 Physics; B,S. CJ.emson College; Baptist; ]Jarried; 
P:r~e-Fab 136. 
\ 
Athletics 
8 P: t:111: n *1 • • 
The athletic year for 1948-1949 has been one of the most 
successful years in the history of athletics at Clemson. The coaches 
and teams did excellent work which resulted in winning all games on 
the regular schedule of intercollegiate football. In addition, .the 
team was successful in ~'"inning from Missouri 'With a score of 24 to 23 
in the Gator Bowl at Jacksonville on January 1. The coaches and 
players made a favorable impression in Jacksonville, and l!r. Darby, 
Chairman of the Selection Committee, informed the Athletic Council 
that in the future Clemson would certainly have priority over arzy­
other college or university having the same percentage of victories 
among the grunes played for the season concerned. A very pleasant 
relationship ,vas established with the officials of the Gator Bowl 
as well as with the people in the beautiful city of Jacksonville. 
The contract for tl1e Gator Bowl game witl1 l[issouri was 
signed on October 6 following the game 'With Furman. The contract 
was signed with the provision that the Clemson team not lose more 
than one game in ·the season. The contract also provided that if 
Clemson should receive a bid to the Sugar Bowl or .cotton Bowl, the 
College would be released from the contract. 
The Gator Bowl invitation was accepted by the Athletic . 
Council and the President because it was felt that it would be to 
the advantage of students, faculty, and the alumni of the College 
for the Clemson team. to play Missouri in the Gator Bowl. The CoU!lcil 
realized that a game in the Cotton Bowl or even the Sugar Bowl would 
not have afforded similar advantages to the people of Clemson and the 
people of South Carolina because of the great distance to ejther of 
these places. · 
During the past year the Basketball Team won approximately 
half of the games played. The Tennis Team -won two, tied one, and 
lost eight matches. The Bas~ball Team vvcn· twelve and lost twelve of 
the twenty-four games played, and ranked third in the Southern Conference. 
The Golf Team won nine and lost two games, and was ~hird in the State 
t~e-et. The Track Team ,vas undefeated, coming out with victories in all 
of the dual meets, and also winning in the State Meet. 
.. 
.. 
Intramural Athletics, under the direction of Mr. Roy Cooper, 
is becoming moro and more succes·sful each year, There is much interest 
in the intramural sports program, and l'Jr. Cooper has given special 
attention to the prevention of injuries. 
Physical improvements during the past year included the build~ 
ing o_f six tennis courts and the lighting of the stadium. These improve­
ments ,,ere recommended by the Athletic Council and approved by the· 
President and the Board of Trustees. The investment in the lighting of 
• 
• 
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the stadium is already paying dividends, and considerable use is 
being made of the Tennis· Courts. The Athletic Association is in 
good financial condition, and other improvements will be considered 
during the coming year. 
For the 1949 football season, Clemson will have the best 
schedule of home games that has ever been available at the College. 
Tho complete football schedule for the 1949 season is given below: 
Date Team Time 
-··-· 
September 17 Presbyterian 8:00 p.m. 
September 24 Rice at Houston 8:15 p.m. 
October 1 N. c. State at Raleigh 8:00 p.m.• ' 
October 8 l1Iississippi Stat_i) 8:00 p.m. 
October 20 University of s. c. at Columbia 2:00 p.m. 
October 29 11rake Forest 8:00 p.m, 
November 5 Boston College 2:00 p.m. 
1'Tovember 12 Duquesne 8:00 p.m. 
1'Tovember 19 Furman at Greenville 2:00 p.m. 
J\Tovember 26 Auburn at Mobile 2:00 p.m. 
Buildings and Grounds 
Watson; D. J., Chairman; Gates~ Glenn, H. E., Hill, H. H., McGinty, 
Musser, tlutt, Rhodes, Sams., T'vebb, If. J. 
The Buildings and Grounds Connnittee feels very keenly the 
loss of the wise counsel and able services of Professor A.G. Holmes, 
Professor J.E. Hunter, and Professor R •. E. Lee, who were retired ~n 
1948. It also feels very fortunate in having Messrs. John H. Gates, 
H. H. Hili, G. B. Nutt, J. H. Sams and H.J. Webb· added to the com­
mittee. rre a.re also glad to have 1fr'. H. E. Glenn, who has been away 
on leave, back with us. 
On October 19 the Buildin~s and Grounds Committee met to 
discuss the location of an Agricultural Engineering Building. The 
Committee considered several locqtions proposed by the head of the 
Agricultural En3ineering School. After due consideration and delibera­
tion at a meeting on November 2, the follo-w.i..ng location; vra.s decided 
upon: East of Jersey Lane and on the slight, promontor·y no,~ occupied 
by the Grounds Departmer;it. 
A meeting was held on M~y 30 to sele~t a location for the 
removal of four United Kingdom houses, Nos.104, 105, 106, and 112. 
The removal of these houses is occasioned by the buildine of the 
Agricultural Engineering Building. It was agreed to relocate them 
on the new road between the Engineering Shop Building and Jersey Lane; 
tvro to be located just East of the residence occupied by ]fir . Dewey 
Sears and two to be located East of the house occupied by G. Lee Guy. 
3 
In this neeting it vras reconnnendcd that the College Filling 
Station be located just East of Klugh Avenue across from the New 
Boiler Plant and Fire Station. 
The Committee passed a resolution recommending to the Admini­
stration that as soon as the temporary barracks and temporary houses 
served their needs they should be dismantled and removed from the campus. 
Durine the year the Buildings and Grounds Committee, in co­
operation with the Forest~J faculty. has recommended to the College 
administration the· area · bet-vrecn the new Boiler Pla.nt and the Physical 
Education Building, a portion of Cemetery Hill, and a portion of the 
'WOoded area South of the Insectary and East of t,he Sheep Barn. to be dcsig.. 
natod as thc .Arb6rotwn. The Botany Department and the ·Forestry faculty 
were in agreement in the selection of these locations for the arboretum. 
The Buildings and Grounds Committee again ,vould recommend the 
long range planning program for roads and possible location of buildings 
for the College campus. 
Calendar 
1 • • • • ..... 
Osborne, Chairman;- Cole, Crouch, Donelon, Gribbin, Hardin, Hill, H. H, 
Iioltzendorff, lv1etz, tforgan, T. vr., l.1iss Shanklin, Simons, 1i{oodvrard, The 
Commandant, Tiditor of the~Tige!~ President of the Senior Class, Presi­
dent of Tiger Brotherhood, President of Blue Key, President of Central 
Dance Association. I 
The Calcr1dar Committee has· continued to meet monthly for the 
purposo of coordinating town, campus, and student activities into a 
buJ.letin for dissemination to the general Clemson public. 
Lack of interest on the part of a few of the members of the 
committee causes the bulletin not to be more complete· and effective 
than it is. Considerable comraent from various sources says that the 
calendar is proving to be of immense value, not only as a reminder of 
important meetings but as a g(Jncral information guide. 
The monthly bulletin is supplemented 1~th corrections and 
additions by a v;eckly bulletin. Both arG printed in cooperation ,vith 
tho President•s Office. 
Concert Series 
" 
TuTetz, Chairman; Burtner, Fi-·ccm:an, 1-Iill, G. H., ~IcGarity, r:iorgan, c. L., 
Osborne, lJiss Shanlclin, rJatson, D. J., Presidcr1t of !\[U Beta Psi, Presi­
dent of the Senior Class, Ed.itor of the .~?-~~r. 
4 
The reports of the Concert Series come to you five or six 
times a year in the programs presented in the series. The programs 
selected for 1949-1950 will in all likelihood constitute another 
excellent series. 
The organization of the Concert Committee includes six 
members iaf the College staff serving in ex officio capacities, three 
ex officio ~tudent members, including the President of Wru Beta Psi, 
President of the Senior Class, and the Editor of the Tiger, and 
three faculty members., each s·erving for a three-year period on a 
rotation basis. A unique feature in the organization this past year 
was that of conducting an opinion poll among members of the Committee 
in selecting a preliminary list of faculty members for consideration 
by the President in appointing faculty members to membership on the 
rotation basis. 
, 
On July 1, 19)..iB, the- balance of funds on hand in the Concert 
Series a·ccount· ~ounted to ~~12, 071.63 and the balance on hand on 
April 30, 1949, amounted to $101 717.22. 
; 
Earlt., Chairman; Bradley, Brovm, H. 1v1•, Cooper, H. P., Hunter, H. L., 
]Jietz, Sheldon. 
The Curriculum Committce has met a number of tin1cs during 
the session to consider requests from various Deans or Heads of De­
partments. A number of these changes vrcre for change of number of 
courses and in many instances addition of electives. 
A new elective is Religion 401 -- Introduction to Philosophy 
to be taught by Emmet Gribbin. Several electives wore added in the 
Chemistry Department for graduato vrork, including Advanced Inorganic 
Chemist:ry, Optical Methods, Selected Topics in Physical Chemistry, 
Advanced Organjc Chemistry, Quantitative Organic Analysis, and Bio­
chemical Aspects of Organic Chemistry. 
A few changes were made in Physics, one to change one of the 
400 courses to a 500 course to comply with the proper numbering of 
graduate 11u10rlc, and another change in Physics was changing the contact 
hours from 3-6 to a 4-3, but not changing the total credit hours. A 
fe·vv electives in l\[athematics and History vrere added. There ,vas also a 
slight rearranganent in the Textile Engineering course and courses in 
Artificial Fibers, Color Matching and Testing, and Advanced Cellulose 
Chemistry, Chemistry of Coloring Matters, the Theory and Application of 
Synthetic Resinous Materials. 
An elective course in Electrical Engineering was changed from 
a 1-3 to a 2;3 course. 
There was a slight change in the numbers of the 1iechanical 
Engineering courses given to Textile Engineers to comply with the work 
as given, and the course in Safety Engineering as an elective for 
Engineering students vra.s added. 
A slight change was made in the Chemical Engineering course 
as to the year in vvhich Statics and Kinetics should be given. 
Somo cl1anees were made in the Graduate Courses in the School 
of Engineering so as to comply with th8 graduate school's requirements 
for theses. 
The Education curriculum ,~,as studied and changed sliehtly. 
Education courses taught only in summer school -v:ore approved for the 
summer t ·erm. Included ,vere courses ontitlcd lfealth Education for 
Teachers and Conservation Education in Natural and Human Resources. 
A report of a committee regarding the requirements for ad­
mission to Clemson of both transfer students and Clemson students who 
have been dropped for academic deficiencies was studied by the Curricu­
lum Conunittoc and approved. Tho report included the cstablishcment of a 
Commjttoe on Admissions to recommend policies and to consider individual 
cases which might be referred to it. The Committee on Admissions 1NOuld 
also be required to decide on the appeals for re-admission made lJ:>r 
Clemson students under suspension for academic deficiencies. The report 
requires that a student transferring to Clemson from another accredited 
institution shall have a "C" average for admission ~lithout examination~ 
If he does not have a "C" average or comes from a non-accredited insti­
tution, he shall be required to pass a qualifying oxamination. 
Any transfer student must meet the minimum scholastic require­
ments ordinarily required of a Clemson student and in addition have an 
honorable discharge from, and be eligible to return to1 the institution 
from which he is transferring. 
All the changes approved by tl1e Cammittee l1ave been approved 
by the Deans and the Registrar notified. 
Deficient Students 
., 
l(inard, Chairman; Gentry., Green., J. c., I{obson., LaGrone, Stanley, StarkoJr, 
Tingley. 
During the current session this committee had one series of 
meetings in February and March, formulating recommendations for changes 
in academic eligibility requirements. The main aim of the committee 
was to recommend rules that would (1) be more flexible for students, (2) 
provide for general separation on account· of academic deficiency at only 
one period in the year - between sessions, and (3) encourage weaker 
students to make up deficiencies in the summer session. The committee 
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also recommended incorporating in the academic eligibility requirements 
recognition of the student's quality of work as indicated by the grade 
point ra·tio~ as v;oll els the quantity of credit. 11he committce recommen­
dations submitted to the President under date of March 12, 1949 were 
subsequently adopted by the Prcsident•s Council of Deans and Directors. 
There is provision for a transition period until September 1, 1949 in 
Yvhich students may qualify under old or nevT regulat,ions, and on 
September 1, the new regulations become fully effective. 
The Iviarch 12 repoi.. t to the President carried full reports on 
committee opinions and a minority report by one member of the committee. 
Attached herewith is a · sunmnry of the connnittec recommendations.· . 
The committee still has on its calendar the consideration of 
preventive measures and student personnel work that is directly related 
to academic work. 
"Abstract fr,om Report of Committee on Deficient Students, lJ'.Iarch 12, 1949 
In summary the cofil~ittoo recommends replacing present eligi­
bility requirements vri.th tho following: 
A student in his first year of attendance in college to 
be eligible to continue his enrollment the next session must 
pass a minimum of 24 somcstor credit hours of 1York. (This 
may include work in the regular session nnd tho summer session.) 
A student in his second or later year of attendance in 
college to be eligible to continue his Gnrollmcnt must pass 
either (1) a minimum of 24 semester credit hours of work in 
the two semesters of the regular session, or (2) a minimum of 
30 semester credit hours of work in the two semesters of the 
regular session and the summer school. In the cases of 
students failine to pass 30 semester credit hours of work in two 
JXgllar sessions and the summer session, exception may be made 
for those students vvhose cumulative grade point :r·atio, computed 
up to date to tho nearest whole, added to the number of hours 
passed will total 30. 
Any student v1ho f ai].s to meet those minimum st,andards 
will be suspended for at least a semester. 
For students entering in February, the committee recommends 
prorating tho above requirements so that for all students the regular 
period for suspension for academic deficiency will be in the summer 
between regular sessions. 
Tr1e committ<3o recommends that these no,v regulations become 
effective immediately, except that until September 1, 1949 any student 
who can qualify either under current regulations or tho new regulations 
be ruled eligible to enroll in September 1949. 
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Vvhilc the com.mittee failed to announce final action snecifi-
.. 
cally on the poj_nt, I believe it was the intention of the committee to 
apply the freslunan requirements for first year college students and the 
more rigid requi.rements for college students in the:tr second or later 
years after the manner of the enforcement of current regulations accord­
ing to time in college rather than classification and similarly to treat 
"E's" and "I's" as they are treated under present regulations. 
The committee felt that the matter of summer school admission 
-would be governed by the student's record which would ind·cate whether 
by summer school attendance he might qualify for return in September. 
The committee felt that, under these regulations covering a 
full year's -work, far ahead of time for action on suspension parents 
could be acquainted 'V\r:i.th tl1e student's situatj.011 and prospects for 
being eligible to continue enrollment." 
Ethics and Religion 
Crouch, Chairman; Cole, Donelon, Gribbin, Hardin, Holtzendorff. 
The vrorlc of the Cammittee on Ethics and Religion has gone on 
smootl1ly and, 1i1e l1ope, efficiently during the past academic year. It 
may be interesting to note that the total program felt the impact of an 
exceptionally successful football season last fall. This was most 
noticeable in the lowered at·tendance of t ·he Sunday mo1"'ni11g services as 
many of the students ·v\J'ere avuay from the campus on weel{ends. Then too, 
last fall the n1ajority of students entering Clemson 111rere transfer 
students or veterans. The nor1mal high school graduate best falls in 
line with the college reJ.igious program. 
The annual ReJ.igious ~Jeek effort may again be coun·ted a 
success. It may be termed highly successful accordin~ to reports of 
similar meetings vvhich corne from otl1er institutions of l1igher learning. 
The meetings were held February 14 - 17, 1949. During the preceding 
week, Dr • .lirnold l'Jash, Head of tl1e Religious ~7!orlc at the lfniversit,y of 
Nortl1 Carolina, addressed some 80 - 90 memrJers of tl1e faculty. During 
the v1eek, Dr. Tl1eodore F. Adams, minister of the First Baptist Church, 
Richmond, Virginia, was the principal speak:er for the four student­
faculty convocations. The theme was "A Faith for Today." Some 1,500 
students and members of the faculty attended each noon-day meetingo 
Dr. Adams also made a very fine contribution each evening in his in­
formal discussions on 11 Marriage and the Family." Eight guest ministers 
assisted the campus ministers in leading discussion groups in barracks 
each evening. The wholehearted cooperation between the college admini­
stration, faculty, student body and leaders, and the campus religious 
leatters goes a lo11g 1vay in accounting for the success of" this annual 
effort .nnd this is most oonnnendable. 
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A student sunrise Thanksgiving Service was held at the 
Baptist Church on November 23, 1948. Students of the campus (Pro­
testant) Churches conducted the service. This Thanksgiving Service 
climaxed a college and community-wide drive, conducted by students, 
for clothes for European Relief. This was an innovation, entered 
into heartily by the students, which proved most successful. 
Duri11g the weelc-end of April 29 - May 1, the local Newman 
Club was host to similar organizations from colleges and universities 
in the Southeastern states. 
A new course in the Department of Religion is- planned for 
the college year· 1949-1950. The Reverend Emmet Gribbin, rector of 
the campus Episcopal Church, will offer a course for seniors ~n "The 
Development of ~!odern Philosophy." This will be in addition to tvv0 
other courses offered in the Department of Religion, viz., 11 The Life 
of Christn· and "Nevr Testament Outline." 
Food and Nutrition 
.,
.. 
LalJiaster, Chairn1an; Lease, Littlejohn, Morgan, c. Le, 1J:usser, . Nutt, · 
Pat,riclc, Starlcey, Van Blaricom, ].!ess Officer, ex officio. 
The Agricultural Engineering, Animal Husbandry-, Dairy, Farm, 
Horticul·ture and Poult~J Departments carry out ·fanning opei·ations and 
operate food processing plants as a part of their teaching and research 
programs. Tl1e Food and Nutrition Committee brings together representa­
tives of these subject matter departrn.ents ·vdth the Business r.:~~ager and 
the Liess O.fficer to clear matters of mutual interest and to encourage 
the 'Widest possible use of the products of the Clemson lands in the 
operation of the College. 
During the fiscal year ending April 30, 1949, food and feed 
products "With a total value of 0120,947.60 had been sold between de­
partments or to the lJiess Hall, Hospital and IIotel. These transactions 
were 44.8 per cent of the total food and feed production. The total 
vnlue of all food arrl feed produced was $270,121.09. In addition · 
sales' of miscellaneous non-food and feed items such as cotton, wool, 
hides, breeding animals, Turkish tobacco, flowers and manure added 
$19,415.02 to bring the value of all products for the year to 0289,536.11. 
This is an increase of 4.6 per cent over that of the previous year. 
Many thousand acres of the Federal Government lands controlled 
by the College are under a Land-Use Project. The funds received for 
farm products by these operating departments provide the principal 
opportunity for restoring these marginal lands to usefulness. 
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· Summary of Receipts · 
May 1, 1948 through April 30, ~1949 
T I I d P 7 Sq 
c -·- I f 
- . ··rooa and Feed ·ifodd a.na Feed Othe:t d I Value · • ..I · 
Department Sold to College · Sold To Products Of Total 
Departments Others Sold Production 
• er_., 
Agricultural Engineering$ i,196.83 $ · 36.40 $ 2,141.57 $. 4~$74.80 
Animal Husbandry --6,219.97 14,865.19 · 329.52 21:, 414.68 
Dairy 60;150.32 104,078.67 10,329.39 174,558.38 
Farms and Land Use 35,969.00 9,249.00 5,225.00 50,443.00 
Horticulture 2~310.10 12;132.83 1,274.54 15,717.49 
Poultry 14,101.38 8,811.40 114.98 23,0~7.76
O SJ t Ott h F 
, . - , ., 
. Totals $120,947.6o $149,173.49 $19,415.02 1289,536.11 
Graduate VJork
-· r. t t. t O O t .......... 
• 
Arndt, :Aull, a--. H., Brovm, II'. Iv~., c·arodemos, Collings, Cook, J ·, 11., 
Freeman,· Gl·enn, I{~ E., Green, J. c., Huff, Hunter, H. L., King, Sams, 
Schirmer, Taylor, R., Vvebb, JI. J., 1iJhite. 
lviuch progress has been made in the ·field of graduate v'.'"ork since 
this work was started in 1945. There have been four Master of Science 
Degrees awarded, there are three candidates who expect to receive this 
Degree at this commencement, and three vmo expect to receive 1Jasterst 
Degrees at the end of Sl.Uillner School. There are at present, including 
those who attend summer school only, about sixty students registered 
for advanced degrees at Clemson. 
The Committee has had seven meetings during the past year 
at which the various policies, rules and requirements have been dis­
cussed and formulated. Vve be]~ieve that the standards are at a satis­
factory level at the present time. They are as high or hj_gl1er than 
most other Colleges of t,he same type as Clemson. There is still some 
confusion relative to procedures which we hope to clear up in, the near 
future. Work leading to the following~ advanced degrees is now being 
offered at Clemson: Tuin.ster of Science, ?Jastel'' of Education, I-lfuster of 
!~ochanical Engineering, ?\/faster of Electrical Engineering, and !Jaster 
of Civil Engineering. These degrees are being offered vr.ith Iiajors· in 
the follbwing fields: Agricultu1~a1 Economics, Agronomy, Chemistry, 
Dairying, Education, Engineering, Physics, and Textile Chemistry. 
So far no candidates for Doctor of Philosophy Degree have 
been accepted, It is hoped that eventually facilities for this degree 
will be available, and that candidn.tes for this degree can be accepted. 
--
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Library 
Bradley, Chairman; Alexander, Aull, · G. H., Berne-Allen, Bolen, Bryan;. 
Carodemos, Collings, Ectrle, Lindsay, J., Rosenkrans, Stanl.ey, Taylor, R., 
1Vatkins, 1Jfuitney, Jluss Graham, Librarian, ex officio. 
The work of the Library- Committee over the past year has 
included the folJ.ovdng activities: 
1. At a meeting on January 13 (1) Mr. Bryan reported on 
progress of the Friends of the Library. A total of $370 had been 
received mainly on membership fees, indicating progress in that 
respect, (2) Dr. Carodemos was made chairman of a sub-committee to , 
study the Library needs for foreign-language and professional journals, 
(3) liiss GraheJn 1vas asked to include' an i·tcm in the budget ·to cover 
postal expenses on library exchanges, and (4) the question of placing 
books in the company halls in Barracks for student recreational readirig 
was presented for study. It is planned to make an inexpensive experi­
ment to this end at the beginning of the fall semester. 
2. On l.1arch 15 a report of progress was made by the sub­
committce on foreign-language journals and periodicals. 1Vith the work 
not quite complete, the committee estimated a need, for the purpose, of 
$68,919.33. A committee of three, consisting of Dr. Carodemos, Dr. G. H. 
Aull, and Dr. Berne-Allen, was set up for the purpose of formulating the 
subcommittee's full report for submission to the President to be for­
warded to the General Education Board. The completed report plac€d the 
estimated need of funds at $83,610. The General Education Board is 
being asked for ~)30, 000 of tl1is sum to be expended over' the next three 
years. 
3. A study of open hours for the Library and availability of 
space for general library purposes is now underway. 
4. Through a more liberal poli~y by the President and Board 
of Trustees, together with a grant of ~30,000 previously made by the 
General Education Board, the total number of volumes in the Library 
has, within the past three years, been increased from approximately 
67,000 to 100,000 volumes • . 
Loans 
Littlejohn, Chairman; Brovm, A. J., Hill, G. H., Howard, Vickery, 
1Vood1~ard. 
There have been more requests for student loans during the 
year 1948-1949 than for several years past. Fifty-nine loans have 
been made of which forty-one short term loans have been paid in full. 
Loans made ~$4, 262 •. 2.5 
Receipts $3,822.14 
----· -
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Next year more veterans than usual will have entitlemdnt under 
a. I. Bill to exp.ire prior to completion of course. We anticipate this 
vdll bring about additional requests for student loans.~ 
. I 
Public Lectures 
Bolen, Chairman; Bradley, Cloaninger, Freeman, Green, J. c., Goodale, 
Langston, Lindsey, T • .J., Stribling, B. H. 
The Committee on Public Lectures, reorganized at the beginning 
of the second semester of this school year, has spons,e>red no programs . ­
The members of the Committee, however, commend the Blue Key student 
organization and the custodians of the Kress FUnd for bringing Ely 
Culbertson and John Temple Graves to the campus. 
For the future, the Comptittee reconunends the following: (1) 
that activities of Clemson College be publicized before the student 
body and the community on chap~l occasions; (2) that faculty and staff 
personnel be utilized for lecture programs. 
Realizing the need for coordinating college publicity and 
lecture programs, in the absence of a lecture series the Committee 
offers its services to campus organizations as a clearing agency. 
Publications and Radio 
McGinty, Chairman; Califf, Cole, T. A:., Eleazer, Lane, Osborne, Seabrook, 
Simons, Stribling, Sec. , (J. b. Lane, Faculty Adviser for student 
publications.) 
During the past year, the most siginificant development in the 
publicity work carried on here at Clemson has been the "Voice of Clemsont' 
radio program which was started in Febru~ry• It is broadcast five days 
each week over four stations, ~TIS, Columbia, WCGD, Chester, WSPA, 
Spartanburg, and WATIJ, Anderson. There has been excellent response to 
this program which consists primarily of information of current interest 
furnished by the Experiment Station and Extension Service, along with up­
to-the-minute news of the market prices of agricultural commodities. 
The extent of the audience which hears these programs is indicated by 
the more than 6oo requests received from !ill parts of the Stat·e for 
samples of sesame seed following tvro brief announcemen~s which told how 
the samples might be obtained. Arrangements are being 'made ,rih.ereby 
three other radio stations (at Orangeburg, Charleston, and Seneca) will 
also carry the programs. 
Along 'With the live 11 Voice of Clemson'' broadcasts, t-wo tran~ 
scribed programs per week are being furnished to 22 radio stations, 
including Qne in 1'Jorth Carolina and three in Georgia. These transcribed 
programs ~I7 news and other i.nfor~ti.on-~ ~ - br.anobea at tbo CoJ.J.erz~ 
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Anothe1-- feature of the College radio service is the "Student 
Forum of the Air" broadcast by students once each week during the College 
year, over VvAilJI and its F1.'I a.ffiliate lllCAC. 
Perhaps few of us are familiar vtlth the variety of publicity 
media through which information of College activities is made available 
to people of the State by different branches of the institution. They 
include, in addition to the radio programs mentioned, the following: ' 
Athletic and general College n~ws stories originating in the News Bureau, 
the Alumni News, the bulletins, circulars, reports and news stories pub­
lished by the Experiment Station and the Extension Service, the .Carolina -
Club Boy," published by the Ext"ension Service, and· the st11dent publi·cations, 
Tl1e Tiger, Agrarian, Slipstick, Bobbin and Bealcer, l'li11aret Bulletin, and 
Y-Handbook. ~ Still other publicity medj.a are the field days, n see and 
learn" tours, demonstrations and other meetings sponsored by the Extension 
Service and the Experiment Station. 
The increasing efforts devoted to publicizing the vrork of Clemson 
College are in accord vdth the general trend of publicity programs of a 
great many organizations, both public and private. This trend has resulted 
in an increasing demand for men vn10 are not .only well-trained technicians, 
but who can write and speak effectively and who possess other skills of 
value in publicity work such as the ability to make drawings or good 
photographs. The Publications and Radio Committee has given some con­
sideration to this situation and plans to try in some way to stimulate an 
interest on the part of students in acquiring greater facility than most 
of them possess in communicating information to the public. They may have 
to try to develop their sldlls along these lines largely as extra-curricular 
activities since present courses in this field provide only limited training. 
To illustrate the need for such training, it may be pointed out that the 
future County Agricultural Agent should be able to prepare a news story, 
handle a camera,~ make talks, conduct demonstrations, prepare exhibits, write 
circular letters, present radio programs, and prepare posters and other 
visual-aid materials. Although such activities constitute a major part of 
his YJOrk, he receives in college only very limited training related to them. 
Similar but perhaps less pronounced situations are encountered in fields 
other than agriculture. As stated above, the Committo·c plans to study the 
mattc1~ i11 an effort to find at least a par·tial remedy. 
Recreation 
, 
vYebb, I-I. J., Chairman,; · Cannon, Epting., Gago, Glc11n, H. E., Godbey, Hill, 
1G. H., Kirkley, ~.iiillor, 11~usscr, Nutt, Patrick, Roark, Vfatson, D. J. 
During thG past year some progress has been made toward develop­
ing the recreational facilities of the large tract of J_and under tl1e 
control of the College. A tentative agreement has been reached with the 
State Ii1ish and Grune 'Department to develop that area 1>Torth of the Southern 
Railroad as a closely controlled hunting area. Under this program the 
State Fish and Game Dopart1nent vdll station one or more mer1 at Clemson to 
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make plantings, provide cover, and other,visc produce a maximum amount 
of grun.e on the area. The hunting, or hai'vest of the game, vtlll be very 
closely controlled. It is the plan to adequately stock this area with 
quail, turkey, and possibly deer. 
The expenses of this project will all be borne through tho 
Fish and Grune Department by the Pitman-Robinson funds. 
It is sti.11 our hope to establish some similar type of pro­
ject· on the area for developing the fishing facilities. At tho present 
time, however, the funds available from the above sources canr1ot be used 
for fish. 
During the last year one additional pond has been built on the 
College lands and four of the Cherry hatchery pools have been renovated. 
These ·vvaters as wel.l as all other available vraters have been stocked and 
will be available for fishing about next June. 
Kress Research 
McGint~, Chairman; carodemos, L~ase, Lindsay, J., Sheldon, Stepp, 
Tingley, Iviiss Graham, Libra..rian, ex officio; J. c. Littlejohn., Business 
M~nager, ex officio. 
Since the presentation of the report of the Kress Committee a 
year ago, grants for three additional research projects have been 
approved. They are "X-Ray Studies of Textile Fibers," by Dr. H. M. 
Brovm, n Investigation of Ceramic liaterials" (with particular reference 
to their use as machine bearing·s), by I.ir. G. c. Robinson, and the 
"Crystal Structure of Electrets," by Dr. L. D. IIuff, In addition the 
Kress fund financed two convocation speakers, Ely Culbertson and John 
Temple Graves, and made a grant to the Physics Department to cover the 
deposit required on an expensive container in which radioactive 
materials are to be shipped to that department. 
Considerable prelimina~J work has been done on the three new 
projects, but no definite results on t1ro of them can be reported at this 
time. In the case of the ceramic materials project one phase of the 
work has yielded results which may be reported briefly. Sillimanite has 
been found to possess superior resistance to impact. Its substitution 
for flint in porcelain formulas results in a 100 per cent increase in 
impact resistance. Porcelains containing large quantities of sillimanite 
display three to ten times the impact resistance of ordinary porcelains. 
Brief reports have been submitted of work on certain of the 
older projects. Doctors Calhoun and Webb state that the report of their 
project on the natural resources of South Carolina is almost complete 
and ~hould be finished during the summer. The report will be submitted 
for publication. 
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. Professor Joseph Lindsay states that interesting progress is 
being made on his project havine to do -with the fastness of dyes on 
Nylon fibers. However, much detailed laboratory work will be necessary 
b_efore conclusive results can be reported. Progress is limited by the 
fact that only a few hours per week can be spent on the project. 
Dr. Taylor' s stt1dy of the history of the Shakespeare property 
in Strat,ford-on-Avon has been delayed because of the illness of the 
record searcher in London. However the reports received, and pat'ticularly 
documents furnished by Mr. Fox of the Guardians and Trustees of Shakespeare'E 
Birthplace, provided essential information needed to clear up certain points 
in conr1ection with the study. The investigation is being continued. 
Professor Robinson's project involving a study of the properties 
of certain ceramic n1aterials, particularly sillimani·te, is being carried · 
on to determine the desirability of these materials for industrial utili­
zation. The most promising use of sillimanite appears to be in the 
manufacture of electrical porcelain. The use of sillimanite improves the 
strength of the porcelain and its resistance to thermal shock without 
affecting its electrical properties. Its use also facilitates the manu­
facture of the porcelain by lowering ~1arpage and permitting faster heat 
treatment. It is expected that ·this project will be completed during the 
summer. 
The project on the production of riboflavin was actively pushed 
by Iv!r. J. R. Salley and Dr. J. B. 17hitney last sun1IUer and additional vvork 
will be done this summer. A number of strains of the organism which pro­
duces riboflavin have been isolated and some of these yield much larger 
than average quantities of the .vitamin. Efforts will be made to further 
increase yields and lower cost of production. 
In conclusion, the Committee again calls atte11tion to its 
receptiveness toward promising research projects submitted by members 
of the faculty, and repeats its suggestion that the successful prose­
cu·tion and completion of such a project can be a factor of importance · 
in professional advancement. 
Brown, H"• l.i., Chairman; Arndt, Carodemos, Heyn., Lal~Iaster, l1usser, Nutt, 
Peterson, Robinao11, G. c., Sams, 1r atson, n. J. 
The Committee had only one meeting which less than half of the 
members attended. The membership was then canvassed by letter for re­
ports on research work that would be of interest to the Board at Colmnbia 
as well as other research projects not reported in experiment statiqn 
publications. A sunnnary of these reports follows: 
(a) The Horticultural Department is working on production of 
a non-shattering sesame plant to produce an oil source that would 
supplement cotton seed oil. 
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(b) The Dairy Department has developed a new method using 
an electrically heated iron for dehorning very young calves. The 
method is considered ver--; successful and is being widely adopted and 
serves a real need in connection with dairy herds. 
(c) The .Agricultural Engineering Department suggests two 
projects that may interest the Planning Board. First, a study of the 
hazard~ of spreading diseases by irrigation water from streams and 
second, the location of underground sources of water for irrigation. 
{d) The Engineering Department reports revised bulletins on 
"Bamboo Reinforced Concrete" and on "Rammed Earth Building Construction." 
Plans are reported underway for the establishment of a branch 
laboratory of the South Carolina State Highway Department at Clemson 
College. If plans are carried out the Highway Department 'Will establish 
at Clemson most of their research facilities on highway materials. This 
will be a great asset to the Engineering School as the equipment for 
this laboratory will be available to graduate students in engineering. 
A cooperative program is being arranged between Clemson 
College, the South Carolina Sewage and 1Vater Vvorks Association, and 
the State Board of Health to expand the vra.ter works and sewage school 
which has been held at Clemson the past few years. It is hoped that 
through the program extension courses will be made available by the 
Engineering School at Clemson to the T1:ater 1}'forks and Sevvage Disposal 
operators in the State. 
(e) The Textile Department has in progress a number of pro­
jects listed in the annual report. These are mostly for the textile 
industry but one, a study on measurement of cotton fineness and maturity, 
is also of interest to the cotton growers. 
(f) Dr. Arndt gave the following report for the departments 
of Botany and Zoology. This report is submitted in full because it 
includes a good discussion of the genera]_ need for more funds to be 
invested in research for the good of the State. 
11 Botany: 1. Seed treatment. Several derivatives of 2,4,5 trichloro­
phenol have been thoroughly tested as possible substitutes for the toxic 
mercurials now generally used for treating fuzzy cotton seed. The zinc 
salt and the acetic-acid ester have been found effective. Animal feeding 
tests have shown that they are non-toxic to cattle, thus eliminating the 
hazard of cattle poisoning. Edible oil has also been extracted from 
seeds treated with these chemicals. There is also no hazard of human 
. Poisoning in treating seeds vdth these chemicals. Studies are now under­
way to develop equally satisfactory protectants for acid-delinted seed, 
which seed is likely to be used more extensively in the future with the 
increased mechanization of cotton production. 
2. Intensive studies of newly developed herbicides are being 
carried out to ascertain their possible use in weed control in crops 
and as vreed eradicants • 
• 
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3. Intensive studies arc .being carried out to determine the 
pathogen-host relationships of ~rilt-producing fusaria. The results 
have a practical application in that they indicate 11ifhat crop sequences 
should be avoided to reduce crop losses that may occur as the result of 
infection by these fusaria. 
4. A general study of the diseases of pecan and peach trees 
and the proper control measures for each. 
5. Various forestry studies which include the following: 
(a) Experimental plantings of corlc oak; (b) Proper cutting dates for 
hardwoods; (c) Gro,vth increments for various species under various 
cultural conditions; and (d) Reseeding of forested pine--woods areas 
by means of pelle·ted seeds. 
6. In cooperation ~uth the Horticultural Department, a 
study is being made of the inheritance of resistance to the wilt 
disease in the sweet potato. The objective is to develop a productive 
variety of good table quality that is resistan·t to tl1e vrilt-disease 
fungus. 
nzoology. The only project at present is the study of the insect pests 
of pecan and peach trees. This department has been handicapped by the 
loss of personnel. At present much needed studies of the genetics and 
diseases of crop plants, inclusive of trees (forestry), for the purpose 
of developing productive and disease resistant varieties for this area 
arc l1andicappcd by the lack of adequate funds. J{ost of the fundamental 
agricultural research now bej.ng carried out in this state is dependent 
upon Federal funds. Exceptions are a generous support of the study of 
the pests and diseases of pecans and peaches; ·and to a lesser extent the 
support of studies on vegetable crops and a 11,400 appropriation for 
research in forestry. The FederaJ: funds arc inadequate to support the 
extensive studies needed. Further, additional Federal funds for certain 
projects ~111 only be available if they arc matched by equivalent State 
funds. It is considered advantageous for the State to match Federal 
funds for road building. Should it not be even more valuable for the 
State to match funds that are available for agricultural research? The 
need for such funds ,vas forcibJ.y illustrated recently in an attempt to 
obtain assistance for the construction of a small pilot plant to in­
vestigate the feasibility of using high frequency radio wavos for the · 
dIJring of tho soc-0.s of cotton and small grains. An efficient, low-cost, 
drying apparatus for these crops is ono of the outstanding agricultural 
needs for the Southeast. Preliminary tests carried out in cooperation 
-with the Electrical Engineering Department indicated that the use of 
high frequency radio ,~raves vras p1"actical and might have some important 
advantages over other drying equipment. If it were possible to carry 
this study to completion, it should add much to the prestige of Clemson 
College and the Stctte. Vfuen v1e inquired concerning tho availability of 
Federal support, we were informed that tho chances of obtaining it would 
be excellent if natching state funds were available. 
The present status of the studies of small grains in this state 
is another example of the need for additional funds for , a study of problems 
of importance to the StatG. The acreage on which small grains are now 
.... . . 
.
. . 
.. . 
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grorm is exceeded only by the acreage devoted to corn production and it 
forms the baclcbone of the rapidly c1cpanding livestock and dairy prodl1c­
tion. Regardless of the frequent heavy losses as the result of inade­
quate knowledge of the cause of certain of these diseases and tho lack 
of resistant varieties for other diseases, the f armer·s of the State are 
entirely dependent on private seed producers for the development of 
resistant varieties and the funds available for a study of the diseases 
arc sufficient to employ a plant pathologist only part time. Most 
states in which the small grain production is as important as it is in 
South Carolina have several pathologists and geneticists 'WOrking on 
similar problems. 
The forestry research progrrun is similarly in need of greatly 
expanded support. Financial support to the extent of $1,400, exclusive 
of the salary of the research forester, is ridiculous for a crop that 
covers more than half of the land area of tho State and with an annual 
value exceeding $150 million. The funds should be adequate for the 
Forester to employ several fulltimc assistants. The reseeding studies 
are a good example of one phase that needs added support. At what is 
considered the maximal annual rate of production, 25,ooo,ooo seedling 
trees, it has been calculated that 80 to 100 years will be necessary 
to re-establish pine-tree stands on at"eas that are no,lr in need of re­
forestation. A feasible means of reseeding that would reduce losses of 
seeds to rodents and death of seedling trees 'VIJOuld permit a more rapid 
reseeding of these a.rcas. The feasibility of this method can only be 
~scertai11ed by extensive tests in Ylhich various nutrients and rodent 
repollants are added to pelleted seed. There arc other forestrJ studios 
equally 1vorthy of additional financial support. 
11\Jhether or not obtaining financial support for research projects 
is no,11 considered a function of the Research and Planning Board of tho 
State, it would appear that it can add much to tho prosperity of the 
state in industry and agriculture by bringing to tho attention of the 
proper authorities the necessity for the liberal support of research 
that vdll contribute directly to tho welfare of the State. A well­
roundod program of support for research activities should be developed 
and recommendations made to the State Budget Commission on the basis 
of their importance to the State rather than the wishes of well-organized 
pressure groups. In some instances, it should be possible for the Board 
to obtain assistance for worthy research projects from non-state sources 
by bringing about the necessary contacts bct,veen research personnel and 
industry•" 
' 
Schedule 
LaGronc, Chairman;- Brock, J. L., Brownley, Epting, Gage, Huff, Jones, 
J. 1~r., t1cGee, 1dotz, ?1iorgan, c. 1., Pollard, Smith, l'f• E., Tingley. 
The Schedule Committee met on March 8, 1949 to consider the 
following items of business: 
1. The final examination schedule for the second semester 
of 1948-1949. 
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2. The schedule of classes for the 1949 summer school 
•session. 
3. The schedule of classes for the first semester, 1949~1950. 
The final examination schedule was compiled and sent to the 
president and his council for approval on March 8, 1949• 
., The s1unmer scl1ool schedule vvas subm.itted for publication on 
I!ay 30., 1949. 
At present the fall semester schedule is being made up by 
members of the Committee working individually. It will be completed 
during the surrnner. 
Scholarship Awards 
-- P • - t tt tr • I $ Cea 
, , , 
. · ?.Ietz, Chairman; Bro'W!l, A. J., Gage, ICinard, Rutledge, Shigley, White. 
This new com~ittee, appointed September 13, 1948, has held 
one meeting during the session. At this meeting attention was given 
to the general problem of scholarship awards and the need for the 
allocation of functions between committees, especially as such an 
allocation would determine the functions of the Committee on Scholar­
ship Awards as different from the functions of the Committee on 
Schola.i'ship and Honors. 1vTr. A. J. Bro1vn, Treasurer, presented inforrna­
tion to the Committee concerning the handling of several different types 
of scholarships and scholarship funds in the Treasurer's Office. 
Scholarship and Honors 
Sheldon, Chairman; Carodemos, Curtis, Green, J. c., Lindsay, J., McGinty, 
1-:icintosh, ]!cKenna, lvlonroe, Schirmer. 
At the faculty meeting of June 4, 19Li8, the Scholarship and 
Honors Committee submitted the following motion defining the purpose of 
the Norris !,Jedal and the grade-point requirements of tl1e candidates for 
-this award. 
1. "The }-.Torris ]!edal sl1all be awarded to the best all-round 
student graduating in any given year." 
2. ttThe Scholarship and Honors Committee shall consider as 
candidates for this award only those stud~nts ,m.ose grade point ratios 
are vvithin a range of 1.0 of the student having the highest scholastic 
standing. 11 
This motion was adopted by the faculty. 
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James Henry Walker III was recommended to the faculty to receive 
the Norris Medal for the year 1947-1948. The faculty approved the recom­
mendation of the conunittee. 
On October 13, 1948, this conunittee recommended to the president 
the following students to represent The Clemson Agricultural College in 
vVHO'S \iVHO M.[ONG STUDENTS IN AivlEJlICAN UNIVERSITIES A1'ID COLLEGES: 
Banks, David Houser, Jr. Miller, Harry ].[alone 
Berry, Joseph Norman Moore, William Henry 
Bultman, Phelps Herbert Morris, Earle Elias, Jr. 
Fant, George Cochran, Jr. McGregor; Sam Evans 
Gillespie, Frank Irvin ]1IcI(im1ey, Hugh Ellison 
Hickerson, James Gay Prince, ·Philip Hunter 
Kirven, Leo Edwin, Jr. Rallings, Elisha Monroe 
Lewis, Giles Floyd, Jr. Reynolds, Leonard Darrell 
Mandanis, George Peter Rogers, Billy Gordon 
Martin, Robert Alexander Smith, Lewis Bernard 
l \i1ay, Daniel Spencer, Jr. Still, Charles Neal 
On April 19, 1949, this committee recommended that the James 
Lynah awards be presented at the annual Scholarship Recognition Day 
convocation, provided this action met 'With the approval of the donor of 
the awards, 1.ir. James Lynah. 
On May 4, 1949, the traditional Scholarship Recognition Day 
exercises were held in the chapel. On this occasion the following awards 
vrere made for outstanding scr1olastic acl1ievemer1t. 
School of Agriculture
_,__________..__-·,...............................__.._ 
Danforth Fello-wship for juniors - James Keith Price of Gaffney. 
Danforth Fellowship for freshmen - David Mangun of Spartanburg. 
Sears-Roebuck Foundation Scholarship - Winston H. Sibley of Greenville. 
Alpha Zeta prize - Winston H. Sibley of Greenville. 
Borden Company Foundation Scholarship~ William McKay of Hendersonville, N.C. 
The Clark Lindsay I1i cCaslan lKemorial Avvard - Absalom 1v. Snell of Elloree. 
The Anderson Fellowship - Ernest L. Corley of Saluda. 
School of Arts and Sciences 
Sigma Tau Epsilon prize - vVilliam R. l[attox of Columbia. 
Department of Architecture 
The I1!inaret Prize - James It[. Shields, Jr. ·of Nashville, Tennessee. 
l[cPherson Design Competition ...: 1st prize - 1\filliam hi. Cureton of Union. 
McPherson Design Competition - 2nd prize~ Joseph P. Wilk of Chester, Conn. 
McPherson Design Competition - 3rd prize~ James R. Gray of Anderson. 
llcPherson Design Competition - 4th prize - tI. II. R. Sadler of Rock Hill. 
The Architects 1,redal - Phelps Bultman of Sumter. 
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School of Chemistry · 
. 1llilC ... ...,...., ·-, • • •• 
The Alpha Chi Sigma Sophomore Award in Chemistry - Thomas Ward of 
McClellanville. 
The Alpha Chi Sigma Freshman Award in Chemistry - George A. Mobley 
of Simpsonville. 
School of Education 
a n -• r n tt .,.... • - · • s • 
The Alpha Tau Alpha Scholarship medal - Morris M. Harrison of Pelzer. 
School of Engineering 
The Tau .Beta Pi prize - James n. Henry of Simpsonville. 
The A.S.M.E. prize - George R. Ferguson of Bowling Green. 
T~e A. I.E.E. Junior Scholastic Award - !Jeil A. Montor1e of 11estminster. 
The A.s.c.E. r.fembership A,vard .... John H. Adams of Greenville. 
School of Textiles 
The American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists Award -
Joseph P. Clancy of Lancaster. 
The National Association of Cotton ?!anufacturers I Student Honor lKedal -
Harry ?-vi. Tufillcr of Chester (June) and George Herman Ashley of 
Ware Sl1oals . (February). 
The Phi Psi Avrard - IIarry 1!. Idiller of Chester. 
Tho Textron, Inc. Scholarship Award - James F. Cathcart of Bishopville. 
Other Awards 
The Phi Eta Sigma Scl1olarship Award ·- IIugh E. 11cKi.nncy of Greenville. 
The Howard Carlisle Copeland Award - Robert B. Johnson of Sumter. 
The Trus·tees' TJedal - Giles Lewis of Orlando, Flo1--ida. 
The Phi Kappa Phi prize - Robert Elmer Smith, Jr. of Seneca. 
~The James Lynah Award consists of five prizes, one each in 
Chemistry, English, I{istory, Elcc·trical Engineering, and I\iilita.cy Science 
and Tactibs. These prizes were presented at the commencement exercj_ses 
on June 5, 1949. 
The 1~~ark Bernard J-Iardin prize in Chemistry - Crayton M. Cravrford of 
Greenville. 
The Charles Manning Furman prize in English - Phelps H. Bultman of 
Sumter. 
Tho TVilliam Shannon }:iorrison prize in History - Edwin H. Rhyne of 
Cle1nson. 
The Walter Merritt Riggs prize in Electrical Engineering - Hugh Ellison 
A~cI(inney of Greenville. 
The Augustus G. Shanklin prize in Military Science and Tactics - Cadet 
Vvalter Clyde Ile1~ran, Jr., of Anderson. 
The two following awards were also made at the corn.~encement 
exercises on June 5, 1949. 
-
• 
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The Arnold R. Boyd English Honor Key for the student in the 
graduating class vmo made the highest average in English during his 
college course ,vas a1varded to Robert F. ·vriggins 6f Mullins. 
The }Jorris 1.!edal for the student having the best all-round 
college record v;as ai:,ardcd to Edwin rI. Rhyne of Clemsor1 • 
• 
Social Functions
........ 
Edwards, G. H., Chairman; Bowen, Brewster, Coakley, Cox, w. T., Curtis, 
Dinwiddie, Goodale, Green, J. c., }Iarley, Hill, G. H., Holtzcndorff, 
Menius, Padon, Purser, D. Io, Tingley, Tuttle, Williams, J. K~, · 
Williams, vv. B • ., 1Vilson, I-Ia B., The Commandant. 
The dance program presented this year was more nearly normal, 
as vra.s the conduct and behavior at the dances. }!embers of the Social 
Functions Committee consulted vdth the Central Dance Association, 
helped in the chaperonage, and aided in meeting alumni and other guests 
at the dances. · 
To encourage faculty in·terest in the dances and to aid the 
CDA in procuring chaperones, the committee 1vill undertake in the future 
to keep a list of all faculty members signifying their ~Qllingness to 
assume the responsibility of chaperoning dances. We believe that there 
are many among the faculty r,ho would enjoy this social contact vvith the 
students, and this service to them, who are not being called on at 
present because the ODA does not know of their willingness to serve. 
Those giving the Committee their names will probably receive a cordial 
invitation to chaperone at some dance next season. 
Student Government 
.. 
Goodale, Chairman; Armstrong, Lane, Liarshall, lvietz, Ovdngs, The 
Commandant. 
The 1vork of the Co1mnittee on Student Government consisted mainly 
of routine advisory matters concerning the interests of the Senior Council 
in class elections, classroom cheating, stealing in barracks, drinking in 
barracks and at student functions, the misuse of Athletic Identification 
Cards, and destruction of college property. 
Your faculty chairman met eleven times this school year with 
the Senior Council or with groups of student leaders to discuss problems 
of student government and the possibilities of reorganizing the present 
Senior Council. 
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The administration's cooperation and encouragement in establish­
ing a tradition of "Senior DaY'' probably had more to do ,nth minimizing 
property destruction and late Spring rowdyism than any other factor. 
The Veteran Students Organization has done little this year to 
classify it as a valuable group in student affairs~ liany veterans, as 
individuals, have contributed much as outstanding student leaders during 
the past college year. · 
Tl1e members of the Sonit>r Council for the school· year 1948-1949 
were as follo,vs: F. r. Gillespie, President, R. H. Princ-e, Vice-President; 
R. A. Martin, Secretary and Tr·easurer; and R. T. Thomas, Historian. The , 
other members '\"Jere D. H. Banks, J. H. Hickerson, G. F. Lcrd.s1 vV. H. l!oore, 
E. E. Morris, J. A. Richbourg, and B. H. Rogers. 
The Senior Council met weekly at 8 o'clock. The meetings were 
held on 1\[onday one vreok and Tuesday the next vreek to avoid conflicting 
,vith meetings of Blue ICey and Tiger Brotherhood, The length of the 
meetings varied from forty-five minutes to over tvro hours. A number of 
special meetings wore held to hear cases, to hear appeals and in connec­
tion with nominations and elections. 
Disciplinary action was taken in only t'WO cases this year. 
One case involved a cadet, the other a veteran student. The veteran 
student was guilty of ungentlemanly conduct at the Presbyterian College­
Clemson football game and was also guilty of giving a false name "When 
asked his name by a member of the Senior Council. The student was 
placed on campus arrest on the weekends and required to sign on at the 
guard room every hour until 10 o'clock at night. This sentence was for 
an indefinite period and was removed after a few weeks. This cam.pus 
arrest kept the student from attending the next home football game 
'\"1hich was part of the punishment. Also the student vra.s put on proba­
tion for the remainder of his stay at Clemson. The cadet was guilty of 
throwing a bottle that resulted in the injury of a fellow student. The 
incident happened in the excitement following a pep meeting before the 
Clemson-Carolina football game. A special meeting was called and the 
Senior Council tried the case that night and submitted it to President 
Poole the following morning. The student already had a bad record and 
was given forty-five demerits and forty-five days room arrest. 
The Senior Council also had several cases involving Athletic 
Identification Cards. In most cases students were guilty of ·loaning 
their cards to other people. Due to the lack of rules applying to the 
use of th~e cards the Council was unable to do much. The offenders 
were brought before the Council and the use of the cards explained to 
them. The Senior Council suggested to the Athletic Association that 
they adopt another system for student identification at athletic events 
next year, and· the indications now are that a better system will be 
used next year, and rules made to penalize offenders. 
A number of appeals were made to the Senior Council by students 
who felt that they had been too severely or unjustly punished. The exact 
number of appeals was six, one being a joint appeal. 
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number of appeals was six, one being a joint appeal. 
' 
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After hearing the joint appeal the council recommended to the 
Julitrt!"J Department that the room arrest sentence of the t1vo students 
be reduced fro1n a period of 60 days to a period of 30 days. After hear­
ing another appeal tl'w Council re¢onnnended that the room arrest sentence 
be reduced and the ?.tiilitary Depar~ment f ollovred this reconrrnendation. In 
another appeal the Senior Council .was asked to recommend that a room 
arrest sentence be removed or reduced. The Council did not grant this 
appeal but did recommend that ten demerits given with the sentence be 
removed. Tl1e other appeals vrere heard but not granted. The Senior 
Council considered each appeal carefully and tried to act justly on ~each. 
Another activity of the Senior Council was to sign an agreement 
with the class of 1948 to collect money for a joint class project. The 
project is to be a guest room under the main building. This will cost 
18,ooo, each class paying J4,ooo. The share designated to be contributed 
by each senior 0$ the class of 1949 was $5 and a committee was appointed 
to collect the money. A copy of the agreement between the two classes 
was filed with the college treasurer and he vra.s made custodian of the 
fund. Two members of the Senior Council were appoint0d student Trustees 
to look after the fund. 
¥rith the help of the administration the Senior Council laid 
plans for the first Senior Day. The idea 1vas to replace the traditional 
Senior night of chaos and destruction of college property 'With a day that 
,votud be enjoyed and remembered. With the cooperation of the Y]!CA, girls 
-were invited and the Senior Class had a barbecue and square dance in the 
field house. A heavy rain during the entire day and night somewhat 
hampered activities but the consensus of opinion seemed to be that every-
0110 had enjoyed themselves and ·that Senior Day v~ra.s a success. The 
administration made the arrangements and paid for the barbecue. 
The Senior Council also took a leading part in tho establishment 
of an l1onor system at Clemson. A committco 1vas ap11ointod to study the 
honor S"'Jstoms of other schools, and a J.ettor Yrrittcn to Dr. Poole calling 
his attention to the situation at Clemson and asl~ing the help of the 
facultiJ. 
On April 12, the election of the officers for the rising senior 
class was held. Those elected arc n. s. I1Iay, President; Yv. 1v. DeLoach, 
Vice-President; I{. JI.I.. Tobin, Secretary and Treasurer; and J. Rice, 
Historian. Tl1e Senior Council election ,vas held Llay 17. Six members 
were elected and one alternate. The Cadet Colonel automatically becomes 
a member of the Senior Council and the alternate a member, if one of the 
elected members is the Cadet Colonel for next year, or in ·the event one 
of the elected members fails to · return to · ·school. The six nevr 111embers .. 
a.re H. Ta Arthur, A. J. Banks, w. J. ·Brovm., p. R. Lunsford, c. R. Pace, 
and R. F. Rayle. The alternate is A.H. Peters. 
Student Organizations (Including Honor Societies)
-
Schirmer; Chairman; Brock, Cloaningcr, Collings, Freeman, Goodale, 
l.Iarshall, Sheldon, Vickery. 
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The Committee on Student Organizations met on April 5, 1949 
to consider requests from several student organizations that their groups 
be recognized by tho conunittee. Discussion of these applications made it 
apparent tl1at a real need existed for definite and approved policies for 
the recognition of student organizations on the campus. Therefore the 
committee decided to meet weekly and formulate a proposal of such policies. 
The proposal, .in the form of a preliminary report, was ~ubmitted to the 
President on May 5, 1949. 
The committee was informed by the President that he had sub­
mitted the committee's report to the Dean•s Council and that the report 
was approved with the exception of paragraph 4c which was changed to 
read, "That the quorum for the election of officers or members be a 
simple majority of the active membership.11 The conunittee than decided 
that the committee's reasons for stating the requirement as it did should 
be ex.plained to the members of the Dean's Council. The chairman was there­
fore instructed to request that he be permitted to present the views of 
the committee at the next meeting of the Council, Permission was granted 
and the chairman appeared before the council on May 16, 1949. The commit­
tee was informed later that the members of the Council had reconsidered 
their previous action and now approved the report as previously presented. 
The President, on the basis of the recommendation contained in 
the report, wrote a letter to each known faculty adviser of a student 
organization. A copy of the approved policies recommended by the commit­
tee and a form letter for the adviser's reply were enclosed. The 
adviser's s·tatement that tl1e organization meets the requirements 1vill be 
the basis for granting official recognition by the college.. Such recog­
nition vv.i.11 not be permanent. Student organizations which do not now 
qualify and others which may be formed later will be approved as soon as 
they meet the requirements. Organizations which fail to live up to the 
requirements vdll be removed from the list of approved organizations. It 
is expected that ·this list of approved organizations will be reasonably 
complete early in the fall semester 1949-1950. 
The committee is particularly concerned about the activities of 
social fraternities on the campus. The members of the committee all feel 
very strongly that such organizations have no ·place at Clemson. We have 
therefore recommended that membership in a local social fraternity be · 
punishable by dismissal from the college. 
The complaint was made to the committee by several student 
organization officers that the members of such organizations have no 
control over statements concerning their organizations which appear in 
student publications, particuloxly The Tiger and Taps. This complaint 
was referred to the Chairman of the Publications Board for consideration. 
Student Yfelfare 
Lane, Chairman; Aull, G. H., Bell, Blair, Coker, Cook, J. c., Hill, a. H., 
Hunter, H. L., Jone~, R. 1[., La]1Iaster, 11auldin, 11etz, Sams, Tifashington. 
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The Welfare Committee collaborated with the Senior Council and 
other interested students to evolve a plan Hwhereby the foundation of an 
honor system might be established among the students at Clemson College." 
The plan -was to apply only to sections of juniors and seniors; 
to be entered into only by those professors and students who voluntarily 
elected to participate; and was defined as being ua firs·c step in the 
dj.rection of the establishment of a tradition of honor among Clemson 
~tudents." If successful, it was to be extended to other classes when 
and if practicable. The Committee contended that impetus for establish­
ing an honor system should come from the students rather than the faculty, 
but hoped that the fac11lty vrould lend its support to any acceptable 
experiinent. 
In essence, any section of juniors and/or seniors could petition 
their professor to allow taking of a quiz or final examination under the 
honor plan. The students wore to pledge before hand not to give or receive 
help during the standing of the quiz or exam, They were to sign the pledge 
to their papers afterward. (One professor suggested that the student be 
required to state whether he saw ~y evidence of dishonesty. Good 
suggestion.) 
The professor volunteering to participate was to pledge .not to 
intentionally design h·is quiz or exam to prevent col].usion, and to grade 
the papers by tl1e same standards he ,vould use had he proctored the quiz 
or exam. In other vrords, there was to be no competition between professor 
and st11dent on the techniques used because the students Tfcre on their 
honorG Tl1e professor was to n state the conditions under whj.ch tl1e quiz -
or examination v1as to be done", 1vl1ether the student could use dictionarf, 
slide rule, reference books, etc. 
If a student was apprehended by at least. two witnesses, he was 
to be reported to the Senior Council. (An Honor Council to be elected 
later if students prefer.) 
Tho Committee emphasized "it should be thoroughly understood 
that this plan is purely experimental" and any suc·cess it achieves vvill 
"depend upon the cooperation of students and faculty" concerned. (Con­
structive suggestions for improving the plan will be carefully considered.) 
The most objectionaTule mechanical feature was recommendation that 
those students preferring not to participate be given the same quiz or exam 
in another room, under supervision of the prof·essor concer11ed. 
The plan was submitted to the various faculties of the college; 
it was adopted in principle by all, and many actual experiments have been 
made. Tho findinGs should furnish a basis for further studies and recom­
mendations next year. 
The Chairman gave quizzes and examinations under the plan. One 
section in Public Speaking elected (100 per cent) to participate; one 
section in the Drama divided: 17 chose the "honorn plan; 5 chose to be 
proctored. By' referring to the regular schedule of classrooms and pro­
fessors used during tho semester, the Chairman was able to find vacant 
rooms on his floor, Main 21. 
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The Chairman received the follo1ri.ng report from G. E. Metz, 
Secretary, Board of Deans and Directors: 
"A copy of the proposed plan for the establishmo·nt of a system 
of honor at Clemson, along with a letter of transmittal from the Student 
1Vclfarc Committce, was distributed to each mombcl" of tl10 Deans and 
Directors at tho meeting hold on April 11, at which time it was decided 
that the proposed plan be referred to the faculties of tho various schools 
for discussion after which further consideration be given to the matte!~. 
Further consideration was given to the report at a meeting of the Deans 
and Directors held on May 9~ · It was decided (1) that the Deans endorse 
the honor system in principle, (2) express ·appreciation to the students 
and Student Welfare Committee for their efforts in connection with the 
proposed system, (3) call attention to some mechanical difficulties in 
physical facilities if a large number of sections or groups desire to 
stand quizzes in two groups including those under the honor system and 
those under the proctor syst~m, (4) go on record as being highly in favor 
of giving the sustem a trial, and (5) . that these decisions be communieated 
to the Senior Council with a copy of the letter sent to Mr. John Lane, 
Chairman of the Committee on Student ~~Jelfare.n 
The Welfare Conunittee sent the followlng recommendation to the 
President: 
11 At· the request of Blue Key and a former request of the Deans 
and Directors, the St,udent 1Velfare Connnittee discussed the problem of 
maintaining a record of the extra-curricular activities of each student• . 
As a result of this discussion, the Committee reconnnends: 
(1) That the President appoint a connnittee, with representatives 
from each school, to agree upon a s·~andard form recording all information 
that a prospective employer would want on a student, including such extra­
curricular activities as the student· desires. 
(2) That the form adopted be maintained on each student in the 
offices of the Deans of the various schools until the student graduates, 
at which time a copy vrl.11 be filed in the Registrar's Office. 
(3) That responsibility for providing information rest with the 
individual student concerned." 
A good many other problems were disposed of without the necessity 
of calling meetings or making official recommendations. However, there are 
some left-overs on the agenda for consideration of the Committee this fall. 
Uniforms 
Littlejohn, Chairman; Brown, A. J., Lathem, The Commandant, Senior ROTC 
Quartermaster Instructor, Douthit, Trustee Member... 
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The complete uniform for Freshmen this year 'Will cost $116.20. 
This is ~pl.80 higher than the cost last year, vrhich is due to a slight 
increase in the price of raw wool. 
The gray cotton shirts this year will be $1.80 per dozen less 
tl1an last year. 
Bids were received from reputable manufacturers and the com­
mittee awarded the contract for the uniform to Jacob Reedts Sons, 
PhiJ.adelphia; -the contract for the caps to J. w. Bayly l\!anufacturing 
Company, Philadelphia; the contract for the shirts to the Raycord 
Company, Spartanburg, South Carolina; and the contract for the raincoats 
to the United States Rubber Company, Atlanta, Georgia. 
These awards were made on the lowest price based on quality. 
The ROTC connnuta,tion for uniforms is ~~101. 91 over a four year period. 
Visitors 
vroodward, Chairman; Califf, Goodale, Hill, G. H., IIill, rI. H., 
Holtzendorff, Miss Shanklin, Watson, D. J., The Comraandant. 
There has been an unusual number of conventions and meetings 
held on the campus during the year, all of which were well attended, and 
there was cooperation between the Committee and all departments of the 
college in looking after the entertainment and comfort of the visitors 
to the campus. 
Some of the main meetings held were as follows: 
Summer School beginning in June. 
July - Supe~visors and Teachers Vocational Education Poultry 
Short Course. 
August - Extension Workers Conference. 
Agricultural Committee of the South Carolina Bankers 
As socj_ation. 
Farmers' vVeek. 
November - Perhaps the largest crowd was here in November 
for the Annual Home Coming. 
April - Meeting of the Fibre Society. 
t[ay - Visitors' and 11othcrs 1 Day. Board of Visj_tors. 
In addition to these meetings there have been more groups of 
school children than in any year past and of course they have been shovm 
over the campus to the various points of interest. 
Several of the Civic Clubs such as Kiwanis, Lions, and Rotary 
from nearby tovms have held banquets in the ]Jiess Hall. 
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Y. M. G. A. 
Martin, Chairman; R. F. Poole, President, ex officio; Aull, G. H., 
Cloaninger, Earle, Gbodale, Green, J ·. c., Hunter, J. E., Kinard, Little­
john, J. c., l.icGinty, Douthit, J. B., Trustee Member; Young, T. B., 
Trustee I1!Iember; Folger, T. A., Alwnni 11ember; Henry, J. A., Alumni " 
Member; Morris, Earle E., President Y.M.C.A., ex officio; Holtzendorff, 
P. B., Jr., General Secretary Y.M.C~A., ex officio. 
The YMCA is making definite progress and we believe valuable 
contribution is being made to the student life and activities at Clemson. 
The various departments are functioning in a very satisfactory manner and 
the leaders of these groups have been most active and zealous in the 
discharge of their duties. 
Vespers services are held regularly twice every Sunday and 
speakers of outstanding note and ability have spoken at these meetings. 
The evening watch and forum groups have been active in barracks and we 
believe have accomplished much good. From time to time, deputation 
teams have made visits to a number of colleges and churches and the 
Clemson ty1 has been visited in turn by a number of deputation groups 
from other colleges. We believe that this intervisitation is very 
helpful and fine training for our young men. Religious activities are 
given major emphasis in the Y?JCA and we try to impress the students with 
the fact that this is the principal function of the Y1JCA in our community. 
Intramural sports are encouraged and the physical and recreational 
facilities of the building are in constant use. The building continues to 
be the center of social and religious activities on the campus and the 
growing need for enlarged quarters is imperative. 
We feel that the present building is totally inadequate to care 
for the various activities vf the YMCA and there is a great need for more 
room. We earnestly hope that our building program may soon become a 
reality. We feel that this has been already delayed too long for the best 
interest of the Association and the students. We are grateful for the 
splendid support and cooperation of the faculty and friends of the 
community and we earnestly solicit their continued support. 
